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Introduction

Min Zhang suffered mild traumatic brain injury (concussion), subsequently, dysautonomia
(Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome) and prolonged recovery from post concussive
syndrome rendered her disabled from a slip and fall accident during her visit with a friend Liang
Yan to GCRC's day-to-day operation of Grand Canyon Skywalk on January 22, 2017 while
being photographed at Grand Canyon Skywalk Bridge in icy hazazd condition. The Hualapai
Tribe had formed GCRC, but had rejected any right to interfere with or give any orders or
instructions to GCRC's officers or employees on its day-to-day operations. Grand Canyon Resort
Corporation (GCRC)

GCRC claims it has tribal sovereign immunity for the tort claim. But that makes no sense,
because GCRC is an independent legal entity owned by the tribe but is not an "arm" of the tribe.
the Tribe itself had no need or right to assert tribal sovereign immunity for the injury-causing
day-to-day operation over which it lacked and had disavowed any right of control. The law suit
is with Grand Canyon Resort Corporation and not the Hualapai Tribal government. GCRC is not
a branch of the Hualapai Tribal Government. Therefore, does not share the sovereign immunity
of Hualapai Tribe.

Memorandum of Points and Authorities

1. GCRC has the burden of proving tribal sovereign immunity.

GCRC bears the burden of proving entitlement to tribal sovereign immunity by a preponderance
of the evidence. Williams v. Big Picture Loans, 329 F.Supp.3d 248, 271 (E.D. Va. 2018);
McCoy v. Salish Kootenai College, Inc., 334 F.Supp.3d 1116, 1120 (D. Mont. 2018).

Courts review tribal-sovereign-immunity claims de novo. Filer v. Tohono *6 O'Odham Nation
Gaming Enter., 212 Ariz. 167, 169 ¶ 5 (App. 2006). The clearly-erroneous standard applies to
the review ofimmunity-related findings of fact. Carey v. Soucy, 245 Ariz. 547, 552 ¶ 20 (App.
2018).

2. A brief tour on Grand Canyon Skywalk with professional photography session, part of
GCRC's day-today operations, ended in disability.

This is a serious case and life changing event for Min Zhang. GCRC, the independent
corporation the Hualapai Tribe created and then left solely in charge of its day-to-day operations
- including the Grand Canyon Skywalk Bridge tour that left Min Zhang with catastrophic life
changing brain injuries, post concussive syndrome, severe headache, subsequently PTSD,
depression, and permanent disability from dysautonomia with lasting impact on Plaintiffls life.

On January 22, 2017, after being picked up from Min Zhang's hotel and dropped off at Grand
Canyon Skywalk, one GCRC employee operating the camera directed Min Zhang to walk
towards the center of Skywalk where ice water was floating into small pool where hand rail was
not reachable and there was no anti slippery map. Min Zhang slip with her feet under her and slip
down the bridge surface 7-10 feet and sustained a direct blow to the back of her head. This fall
rendered her dazed and unable to get up for a few minutes. She sustained a concussion. She had

3
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great pain in the occipital area that kept her awake through the night. Her neck also could not
move from side to side a few hours later on January 22, 17. Min Zhang had to call off work the
next day. Her work suffered immediately after the accident. Due to many complications and
difficulty with her recovery due to the brain injury, Min Zhang applied for state short term
disability and subsequently long term disability and social security disability. Since January 22,
17 She suffered many post-concussion syndromes such as insomnia, severe headache, light
sensitivity, sound sensitivity, dizziness, vestibula issues, inability to concentrate, loss of short-
term memory, cognirive impairment, nausea, peripheral neuropathy. She also developed post
concussive postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, irritable -bowel syndrome, occipital
neuralgia, fibromyalgia, moderate sleep apnea, intolerance to high temperature, caxdio induced
syncope and near syncope, loss of control of body temperature, blood pressure, and autonomic
dysfunction that caused brain frog, dizziness, nausea, permanent nerve damages. She was not
able to maintain steady heart rate upon standing (moving from supine position to upright would
cause excessive palpitation: increased heart rate of >30 BPM or >120 BPM). Vanderbilt
Autonomic Research Center researcher studied 3300 plus patients and found 25 percent of the
patient population to be disabled from work with the life quality equivalent that of congestive
heart failure and end stage dialysis reno failure patients (see Appendix A item III for research on
POTS by Vanderbilt University Medical Center) Min Zhang's suffering and current life quality
is exactly as described by the research study (see POTS from a patient's perspective blog in
Appendix A item III.)

GCRC's employee did not provide medical care on the spot for Min Zhang after witnessed her
slip and fall on Skywalk and sustained a direct blow to the back of her head. The photographer
only helped Min Zhang to stand up and checked for bleeding outwardly, but did not provide any
further attention. In a head injury, internal bleeding though not visible, could cause serious
damage. In this type of situation, GCRC should provide care and screen for signs of concussion
and internal bleeding. This care should be rendered especially if an on -site ambulance was
called and arrived at the scene. Min Zhang was dazed from the blow, therefore, could not make
rational decisions at the time. Concussion caused confusion and loss of judgement of plaintiff s
condition. Plaintiffls friend Liang Yan does not speak English well, did not know how to seek
help for Min Zhang. Because of GCRC's negligence, Min Zhang was badly hurt, and she
suffered major setback to her professional, personal, and social life as a result. Loma Linda
University Medical Center's medical records *7 listed her injuries as including "concussion,
post-concussion syndrome, Occipital Neuralgia, PTSD, Depression, irritable bowel syndrome"
and by LA Card at University of Southern California "dysautonomia, postural orthostatic
tachycardia" along with "Fibromyalgia, peripheral neuropathy, moderate sleep apnea, POTS,
Mast Cell Activation Syndrome, depression, and conversion disorder" by her primary doctors at
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center.

GCRC demonstrate negligence at failure to maintain a safe surface at Grand Canyon Skywalk in
ways, including by failing to:

• maintain a safe walking surface for tourists as a commercial entity;

• warn verbally or display warning signs of slippery surface;
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• give information to employees about what to do if an injury on site was sighted;

• provide timely medical care after an injury;

• educate personnel in emergency medical care and establish incident report procedure;

• have procedures and equipment for timely treatment and evaluation of injured tourist;

• employ and provide proper, safe, hazardous free condition on a commercial space

3. GCRC is not entitled to geography-based tribal immunity.

GCRC cannot claim any geography-related immunity. Min Zhang's injuries occurred on the
Skywalk Bridge. There have been dispute over the ownership of the skywalk bridge raised by
Grand Canyon Skywalk Development in both tribal and federal court (134 S. CT825, 187 L. Ed
2d686 —Supreme Court, 2013). Arizona Developer David Jin owned 50 percent of the revenue
from admission for 50 years per contract for building the Skywalk Bridge. In addition, FTCA
incorporates state law as the law of the place in tort suits. See 28 U.S.C. 1346 (b) (1) (stating that
the correct law to be applied in the FTCA is the law of the place of the wrong); FDIV v. Mayers,
510 U.S. 471, 478 (1994) (observing that courts have consistently found state law to be the
appropriate law in FTCA cases.)

GCRC as an independent legal entity cannot claim tribal immunity simply because it does
business on the reservation. Arizona Law applies for tort committed. Arizona Law is the law of
the place for Federal Tort Claim Act Cases. Compare Louis, 54 F. Supp. 2D AT 1210 -11
(applying the lex loci delicti standard and concluding that New Mexico law applied), with Ben v.
United States, No. CV 04-1850-PCT-PGR, at *2-4 (D. Ariz. May16, 2007) (acknowledging
Arizona's Use of the "most significant relationship" standard but finding tribal law not to be an
acceptable option and therefore not getting to the issue.) Morgan v. Colorado River Indian Tribe,
103 Ariz. 425, 427 (1968); *8 43 U.S.C. § 1311

4. The Tribe disavowed control over GCRC's day-to-day operations.

For economic purposes, a Tribe can use a "plan of operation" to create a "subordinate economic
organization," like a corporation. White Mountain Apache Indian Tribe v. Shelley, 107 Ariz. 4, 6
(1971). To be a "subordinate economic organization," however, the corporation must be a "part"
of the Tribe and not "exist as a legal entity separate and distinct" from the Tribe. Id.

When the Tribe created GCRC, it created a separate, robust corporation with an independent
Board totally controlling GCRC's day-to-day operations. GCRC Board's total control over its
day-to-day operations extended to poor safety maintenance of Grand Canyon Skywalk bridge
and the professional photographer whose negligence maimed Min Zhang.

In Dixon v. Picopa Construction Co., 160 Ariz. 251 (1989), this Court restricted the "subordinate
economic organization" approach. Cheryl Dixon was the victim of an accident involving a truck
owned by a tribal construction company operating off the reservation. Id. The company's
corporate charter established the Tribe as sole shareholder, but provided for electing a board of
directors with broad corporate powers to control all company operations and payment of
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dividends. *9 Directors and officers did not have to be tribal officials, or even tribal members; all
corporate assets were held in the corporation's name, not in the tribe's name. Id. at 254. And the
tribal corporation bought liability insurance. Id.

In Mohave County Supreme Court Case CV2018-00428, After scrutinizing the corporation's
goals, activities, and contacts with tribal government, Arizona judge Hon. Lee F. Jantzen decided
the tribal business was "independent of any activity connected with tribal self-government or the
promotion of tribal interests" and did not have close enough ties with tribal government to be
considered a "subordinate economic organization" that might have a claim to tribal sovereign
immunity. Id. at 256, 258-59.

Three other factors mattered in Dixon. First, as here, the tortious injury occurred outside the
reservation. Id. at 252. Second, as here, the plaintiff was not a tribal member. Id. Third, as here,
an "unstated factor that may have influenced the Court" was the fact that the plaintiff was not
knowingly dealing with an Indian-controlled entity. William V. Vetter, Doing Business with
Indians and the Three "S"es: Secretarial Approval, Sovereign Immunity, and Subject Matter
Jurisdiction, 36 Ariz. L. Rev. 169, 178 n. 50 (1994).

Dixon disagrees with the premise that 100% tribal ownership makes a business a "subordinate
economic organization," instead holding "that mere ownership of a business by an Indian tribe
does not necessarily make it a subordinate entity of the tribe." Brian C. Lake, * 10 The Unlimited
Sovereign Immunity of Indian Tribal Businesses Operating Outside the Reservation: An Idea
Whose Time Has Gone, 1996 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 87, 96 (1996).

The Petition assumes all GCRC needs do is allege it is atribally-created corporation formed to
benefit the Hualapai Tribe, and it automatically gets tribal sovereign immunity. But the facts
show GCRC is a separate, strong legal entity in total control over the day-to-day operation that
maimed Min Zhang

In fact, section 2.03 of GCRC's Bylaws adopted strict, absolute "Non-interference" over any of
GCRC's day-to-day operations: 2.03 Non-interference. The Board and officers have the authority
to run the day-to-day operations of GCRC. The shareholder [the Hualapai Tribe] shall not
interfere with or give orders or instructions to the officers or employees of GCRC with regard to
the day-to-day operations of GCRC.

(§ 2.03).

Thus, GCRC -not the Tribe -had sole right to control the day-to-day operarion that maimed Min
Zhang. T'he Tribe could not direct, give orders about, or interfere with GCRC's day-to-day
operation. The Tribe thus cannot be liable for things over which it had no control whatsoever. As
a corollary, GCRC cannot fairly or logically claim tribal sovereign immunity for aday-to-day
injury-causing operation that the Tribe had no right or ability to control.

GCRC's liability-defeating corporate independence is also apparent because: (1) GCRC's board
of directors is separate from the tribal government. * 11 (§ 5.1). Dixon, 160 Ariz. at 256.
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(2) The injury occurred at Grand Canyon Skywalk was run on a day-to-day operation under
GCRC's sole control.

(3) The stated intent for GCRC was that its "control and operation" would be "vested" in its
board of directors. (§ 5.16).

(4) GCRC's Board has sole responsibility for "continuous supervision of the performance of

(5) GCRC's Board could "do everything necessary, proper, advisable, or convenient to
accomplish" its corporate purposes. (§ 5.16).

(6) GCRC's Board has sole right to determine what powers and duties its officers exercise.
(§6.1).

(7) There is no requirement that GCRC's Board Members must be members of tribal government
or tribal members. (§ 6.1).

(8) GCCR's Board has full responsibility for managing/supervising all corporate activities,
businesses, and operations, including borrowing money, making investment decisions, selecting
managers, and making contracts and other commitments. (§ § 5.16C and 5.16D).

(9) GCRC, and not the Tribe, indemnifies past and present officers and directors for any legal
fees, penalties, and judgments. (Art. VII).

*12 (10) GCRC can merge, consolidate, reorganize, and recapitalize itself, can even reorganize
itself as a tribal enterprise, and can incorporate under federal law. (Art. X).

(11) GCRC can neither expressly nor impliedly make any agreement on behalf of the Tribe,
obligate it, pledge any of its credit, or waive any tribal right, privilege, or immunity. (Art.

(12) Under its "Services Agreement" with GCRC, Grand Canyon Custom Tours had to obtain
liability insurance to protect GCRC -not the Tribe. That "counsels against a finding" that GCRC
is a part of the Tribe. Dixon, 160 Ariz. at 256. After all, buying liability insurance for GCRC "is
some evidence" the Tribe expected GCRC -and not itself - to be liable for its torts. Dixon, 160
Ariz. at 257.

Yes, the Tribe is GCRC's sole shareholder. But its status as sole shareholder is irrelevant,
because if it were relevant, the "inevitable consequence would be to confer tribal immunity on
every entity established by an Indian tribe, no matter what its purposes or activities might have
been." Dixon, 160 Ariz. at 255 n. 7. And yes, as sole shareholder, the Tribe can take drastic
action, such as suspending GCRC's Board. (§ 5.1). But that is nothing unique to tribal
sovereignty. That is a sole shareholder's right in any non-tribal-affiliated Arizona corporation.
A.R.S. § 10-808 (removal of directors by shareholders).

* 13 When deciding if an entity such as GCRC is an arm of a tribe for sovereign-immunity
purposes, courts have focused on: (1) the method of the entity's creation; (2) the entity's
purpose; (3) the entity's structure, ownership, and management, including the amount of
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control the tribe exerts over it; (4) intent for the entity to have tribal sovereign immunity;
(5) the financial relationship between the tribe and the entity; and (6) whether the purposes
of tribal sovereign immunity are served by granting immunity to the entity. Breakthrough
Mgmt. Group, Inc. v. Chukchansi Gold Casino and Resort, 629 F.3d 1173, 1187-88 (10th Cir.
2010); White v. University of California, 765 F.3d 1010, 1025 (9th Cir. 2014).

GCRC's formal, independent governance structure, the exercise of little or no control by the
Tribe, and the lack of any tribal right to manage GCRC's day-to-day operations are relevant,
important factors in deciding existence of immunity. People v. Miami Nation Ent., 386 P.3d 357,
373, 377 (Cal. 2016).

The Tribe's self-stated intent that GCRC is to have tribal immunity reveals little about whether
GCRC was acting as an actual or virtual arm of the Tribe in the day-to-day operation that injured
Min Zhang. Id. at 379. That is, even a "formal statement of immunity" may not be "sufficient...
to tip the balance in favor of immunity." Id.

The details and significance of GCRC's corporate independence, the ban against tribal
interference with and control over GCRC's day-to-day operations, * 14 and the analysis and
application of federal and state law in relation to the assertion of tribal sovereign immunity, are
complex. But cutting through the complexity is the fact that the Tribe itself - in the GCRC By
Laws it created and approved -had disavowed any right to control GCRC's injury-causing day-
to-day operation

5. The Tribe's view of GCRC's status does not control.

It maybe that, as the Petition claims, the Hualapai Court of Appeals regards GCRC as a
subordinate tribal entity entitled to sovereign immunity. But that conclusion is not controlling on
Arizona state courts for four main reasons:

First, the tribal-court cases did not apply the same Arizona-state-court and federal-court analysis
for determining if an entity is a "subordinate economic organization." In particular, the tribal-
court cases cited in the Petition failed to use the analysis the Arizona appellate courts used in
White Mountain Apache, S. Unique, and Dixon.

Second, the analysis concerning "subordinate economic organization" in the cited tribal-court
cases began and ended by declaring GCRC was created for the Tribe's economic development.
Arizona appellate cases look deeper than that into the corporate structure, function, assets,
operation, and control.

Third, Arizona state courts have an independent duty to determine issues of sovereign immunity
affecting local citizens who have suffered injuries on non-tribal land, that is, on State of Arizona
land.

* 15 Fourth, existence of "tribal sovereign immunity is a question of federal common law."
Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians v. Washington, 913 F.3d 1116, 1118-19 (9th Cir. 2019). "Like
foreign sovereign immunity, tribal immunity is a matter of federal law." Kiowa Tribe of
Oklahoma v. Manufacturing Technologies, Inc., 523 U.S. 751, 759 (1998). This is not a matter
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of interpreting tribal law where deferring to tribal courts is advisable or even proper. This is a
matter of Arizona courts construing federal law as interpreted by federal courts and as interpretedby Arizona appellate courts.

GCRC is not the Tribe's alter ego or projection, set up as a corporate shell for tribal operations.That is, GCRC is not a mere tribal "subordinate economic organization," with "no separateofficers, no separate directors, no separate bank accounts, no separate assets, and no separateproperty holdings." S. Unique, Ltd. v. Gila River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community, 138 Ariz.378, 384 (App. 1983).

Instead, GCRC is a robust corporation with a strong, independent Board having total control overthe Grand Canyon Skywalk day-to-day operation that injured Min Zhang. The Tribe
incorporated GCRC, but GCRC is not a puppet "subordinate economic organization" entitled toclaim sovereign immunity as an integral part of the Tribe.

6. The "sue and be sued" clauses help place sovereign immunity at issue.
The Tribe's status matters since GCRC is claiming that tribal sovereign *16 immunity applies tothe off-reservation activities of atribally-incorporated entity. The Tribe's June 5, 1943 CorporateCharter stated that the Tribe could "sue and be sued in any courts of competent jurisdiction
within the United States." And its October 22, 1955 Amended Corporate Charter stated that theTribe could "sue and be sued in courts of competent jurisdiction within the United States."
Its October 22, 1955 Amended Corporate Charter recognized that the listed Tribal "corporatepowers," including the power to sue and be sued, were "in addition to all the powers already
conferred or guaranteed by the Tribal Constitution and Bylaws." Thus, the corporate power tosue and be sued trumps, or is at least "in addition to," anything that might appear in the TribalConstitution or in Tribal By-Laws.

The original Corporate Charter and the Amended Corporate Charter were made under § 17 of theIndian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934, formerly codified at 25 U.S.C. § 477 (now codifiedat 25 U.S.C. § 5124).

The Tribe's original June 5, 1943 Corporate Charter and the October 22, 1955 AmendedCorporate Charter both acknowledged the Hualapai Tribe's charter of incorporation wasapproved by the Secretary of the Interior and ratified by the Tribe under Section 17 of the IndianReorganization Act of June 18, 1934. Thus, Judge Jantzen correctly surmised in Sara Fox vs.Grand Resort Corporation case that Section 17 could *17 be an important factor in determiningexistence of sovereign immunity for GCRC, atribally-incorporated entity.
The Ninth Circuit has held that a "sue and be sued" clause in a tribe's corporate charter waivedimmunity for a tribe's corporate activities, but not with respect to its governmental activities.Linneen v. Gila River Indian Cmty., 276 F.3d 489, 492 (9th Cir. 2002). Courts concur that a "sueand be sued" clause in a tribe's corporate charter may waive a tribal corporation's immunity,although that waiver is limited to activities involving the Tribe's corporate activities and does notextend to actions of the Tribe in its capacity as a political governing body. Ute Distribution Corp.v. Ute Indian Tribe, 149 F.3d 1260, 1268 (10th Cir. 1998).
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In this case, the "sue and be sued" clause in the Tribe's corporate charters supports a finding that
its tribally-created corporation could be subject to suit in tort for its off-reservation day-to-day
operations.

7. The Lewis doctrine applies to GCRC.

The hired photographer was not a member of the tribe. It was employed and contracted by
GCRC to provide a paid service for the tourists. As an employee of the tribe, he should be
mindful of the condition of the surface of Skywalk and steer Plaintiff away from danger. Instead,
he directed plaintiff towards the side of the bridge that covered with floating ice on surface
where hand rail protecting was out of reach. After witnessed plaintiff s slip and fall, the
photographer also did not report the accident and ask for medical support for plaintiffls head
injury. GCRC had independent emergency medical care facility, though an ambulance was called
and arrived after plaintiff fell, no one came to check and treat plaintiff for her injury. The
photographer was a none tribal member since he was hired from peach spring Arizona and
stationed at GCRC. While premise liability resided with GCRC as the owner of the facility, the
photographer also showed negligence in his conducts as an individual while employed by GCRC
performing a job function that generates cash flow for GCRC business.

Dixon applied the same principles as Lewis to an entity that was not a "subordinate economic
organization." Lewis v. Clarke, 137 S.Ct. 1285 (2017}. Lewis concerned the liability of an
individual tribal-casino employee who had driving a limousine outside of the reservation for a
subordinate economic organization, in that case, a * 18 tribal casino. Id. at 1289.

Collectively, Dixon and Lewis indicate that atribal-member individual (as in Lewis) or a
corporate artificial individual (as in Dixon), that is not an ann of the Tribe, is subject to state
court jurisdiction for off-reservation torts.

That analysis harmonizes with Lewis's conclusion that it is the individual -not the Tribe -that is
the real party at interest, because "it is simply a suit against the individual to recover for his
personal actions, which will not require action by the sovereign or disturb the sovereign's
property." Lewis, 137 S.Ct. at 1291. Likewise, a suit or judgment against GCRC will not
diminish the Tribe's assets because the Tribe is a separate entity, with its own assets.

Judge Jantzen in Arizona Court applied Lewis logically and fairly in Sara Fox vs. Grand Canyon
Resort Corporation. He found that Lewis was "controlling" and that: "Any individual mibal
member, even if working for the tribe, sued in his individual capacity in that situation, is not
protected by sovereign immunity." He also specifically found that Hwal'Bay Ba j Enterprises,
Inc., doing business as GCRC, were "corporations being sued as individuals for alleged tortious
conduct off the reservation." That is a reasonable application and extension of the Lewis
doctrine.

In summary, GCRC cannot claim tribal sovereign immunity if it can be regarded as an individual
and is sued as an individual, and not as an inseparable part of the Tribe. That makes logical,
semantic sense.

10
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* 19 After all, an "individual' is "a distinct, indivisible entity." Random House Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary 974 (2nd ed. 2001). Courts regularly regard corporations as distinct,
separate persons or individuals. See, e.g., United States v. Amedy, 24 U.S. 392, 412 (1826)
("That corporations are, in law, for civil purposes, deemed persons, is unquestionable."); Morgan
v. Galilean Health Enterprises, Inc., 977 P.2d 357, 362 n. 16 (Okla. 1998) ("The word
ìndividual' includes corporations."); Consol. Edison Co. of N.Y., Inc. v. Pataki, 292 F.3d 338,
349 (2nd Cir. 2002). (Corporations must be considered individuals.); Cruze v. National
Psychiatric Services, Inc., 129 Ca1.Rptr.2d 65, 70-71 (App. 2003) (The word "individual"
embraces corporations.).

In assessing whether a corporation is a proper party to sue, "courts may not simply rely on the
characterization of the parties in the complaint, but rather must determine in the first instance
whether the remedy sought is truly against the sovereign." Lewis, 137 S.Ct. at 1290. Here, the
remedy is against a separate corporation controlling aday-to-day operation -not against the
Tribe.

There is no indication the Tribe would pay anything if a superior-court jury finds GCRC liable
and imposes damages. Even so, the "critical inquiry is who may be legally bound by the court's
adverse judgment, not who will ultimately pick up the tab." Lewis, 137 S.Ct. at 1293-94.

*20 Plaintiff Min Zhang sued to impose liability against GCRC as an individual corporate entity
in sole charge of its day-to-day operations. No sovereign immunity imposes a barrier to suits
seeking to impose individual liability against GCRC. Lewis, 137 S.Ct. at 1291 (citing Hafer v.
Melo, 502 U.S. 21, 27 (1991)).

The Arizona Supreme Court has treated suits against individual officers as "personal capacity"
actions when the remedy sought is monetary damages unless "the judgment ... would expend
itself on the public treasury or domain, or interfere with the public administration." Dugan v.
Rank, 372 U.S. 609, 620 (1963). Here, insurance or GCRC's assets, and not tribal assets, would
satisfy any money-damages judgment. Thus, under Lewis, Judge Jantzen correctly found the
Foxes may sue GCRC in its individual capacity as a separate, distinct corporation that was in
sole control of the day-to-day operation that injured Min Zhang.

8. Medical Affidavit

In response to Defendant's questioning on timing of filing and lapse in follow up: Plaintiff filed a
claim within the State Statute of Limitation by Federal Law and Arizona State Law. Under the
Arizona State law, with Medical Affidavit of attending physician, plaintiff can request for tolling
of statute of limitation. Plaintiff provided Affidavit by Dr. Jenifer Leung, plaintiff s attending
physician, to the court to account for the many difficulties with the filing process. Plaintiff
request the court to take the physician affidavit into account. Plaintiff also provided detail
medical records to support her disability.

Though it was plaintiff is intention to file as early as April of 2017 (Appendix A IV) and again
Apri12018 (Appendix A V) in the federal Court, Plaintiff was not able to do so due to her
disability and worsened symptoms. Plaintiff paid for an attorney to file on her behalf in April

it
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2017 (Appendix A IV, V) as soon as she knew she could not work and had to file for statedisability. Plaintiff s attorney informed her over the phone that a case had been filed in August of2017 and mediation meetings with Grand Canyon Resort and tribal councils scheduled onOctober 2017. Plaintiff could not discern that what she was told was not true partially she wasnot able to conduct any thorough reseaxch due to her condition. Plaintiff was also not wellenough to conduct any further inquiries until much later in April of 2018. Attached was emailcorrespondence and payment records for Plaintiff s efforts to secure legal help.
It was not Plaintiff s first choice to file pro per under her health condition. Between Apri12017and February of 2018, Plaintiff was under the impression there was a case pending until shecalled tribal Court and found out there was no case filed. Plaintiff did what she had to do underthe circumstances to the best of her ability. Plaintiff suffered a concussion and post concussivesyndrome, POTS and many health set back (Appendix A II). Plaintiff became disabled fromwork eaxly on since March 2017. Plaintiff loss many executive functions from the injurysustained. Since the injury plaintiff had loss her ability to earn, subsequently almost loss her car,a place to stay, and ability to function. As a result, along with medical complications, filing andfollowing up became difficult. Plaintiff did not receive Defendant's correspondence to DelgadoAvenue address in October 2018 because by that time Plaintiff had already moved out of 26383Delgado Ave Loma Linda, CA location since September 2018 (Appendix VI).
Tribal Law is not the place of the law for federal tort cases (see attached American Law ReviewVol: 62:383.) In addition, there are conflict of interest given that Tribal Court judge
appointments were done by the Hualapai Tribal Councils. In Lewis vs. Clay, the Court use thestate law as the law of the place.

Though a case was filed in Tribal Court and no decision has been rendered. Plaintiff filed underthe impression there was previous actions taken by an attorney on her behalf with the tribalcouncil and there needed. to be a follow up. Most of plaintiff s efforts were trial and error. At thetime, Plaintiff was not well and could not even write the statement of claim on her own. Herhealth hinders her executive functions and being able to physically out to seek help with legalclinic and other resources. She was sedentary for long periods of time due to severe headacheand POTS and the lack of correct diagnosis and medication.

Federal Court holds the jurisdiction in this case because Congress deemed Indian tribes as"dependent nations." Thus, do not wish for US to be subject to other nations' laws in tortmatters. Plaintiff is not a member of the tribe. The photographer employed by GCRC is aresident from Arizona. Federal Court and Arizona Court could not discern the tribal law anddeem it sufficient in protecting the rights of US citizen in tort matters under tribal law. Not tomention that Hualapai Tribal Law is not available to the public readily. In addirion, it does nothave any legislation that address tort issues. As asserted by Arizona State Court in the case ofGCRC, it is not an aYm of the Hualapai Tribe. Immunity should not be used as a shield toliability of negligence. The merit of the case should come from vigor of litigation. The findingwas apparent in Sara Fox's case who received a "broken rib and traumatic mastectomy" in awhite-water rafting trip provided by GCRC. Arizona State Court judge reside over Sara Fox vs.GCRC found GCRC does not have immunity (see Appendix A I.) As another tort victim of tort
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by the same defendant, the legal arguments for Sara Fox's case applies to Min Zhang's case.
Brain injury though is not the same as a broken rib, it was in many ways worse than a broken
limb. A broken brain somerimes seemed invisible, but its effects are prolonged and disabling.
The impact the injury to Min Zhang's life was detrimental.

Conclusion

Min Zhang respectfully ask the Court to deny the Petition to dismiss the amended claim based on
sovereign immunity.

Executed on November 22, 2019

~ ~~~.
Min Zhang '~

In Pro Per

13
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Appendix A

I. Arizona Supreme Court Case Oral Argument Summary for CV-19-0123-PR: In SaraFox vs. Hualapai Tribe and Grand Canyon Resort Corporation (CV2018-00428),judge Lee F. Jantzen found Grand Canyon Resort Corp is not a subordinate economyentity (not an arm of the tribe) therefore does not share the tribal immunity. GrandCanyon Resort Corp. Appealed and the case was argued on November 5, 2019.II. Medical Affidavit —Declaration of Dr. Jennifer Leung
III. Medical Journal on POTS by researchers in Vanderbilt University School ofMedicine

A patient's blog about Living with POTS caused by Concussion by published byDysautonomia International website
N. Payment to Attorney for filing of a claim in Apri12017
V. Email Correspondence requesting for legal assistance by PlaintiffVI. Declaration of Min Zhang

Declaration of a Friend —Chris Stockman —showed plaintiff state of health and movein September, 2018
VII. American University Law Review (Vol. 62:383)

LTNUM disability filing for Plaintiff
~]~~~~- ~ G•G~~cY 0.~ ~i7.z c~rs
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HWAL'BAY BA: J ENTERPRISES, INC. v. ~~9r oF'p~ t̀i~~

HON. JANTZEN/SARA &WILLIAM FOX

CV-19-0123-PR

PARTIES:

Petitioner: Hwal'Bay Ba: J Enterprises, Inc. d/b/a Grand Canyon Resort Corporation d/b/a Hua
lapai

River Runners

Real Parties in Interest: Sara and William Fox

Respondent Judge: Hon. Lee F. Jantzen, Mohave County Superior Court

FACTS:

Petitioner, Hwal'Bay Ba: J Enterprises, Inc. d/b/a Grand Canyon Resort Corporation d/b/a

Hualapai River Runners ("Corporation") is a tribal corporation wholly owned by the Hualapai Indian

Nation ("Tribe"). The Corporation operates whitewater rafting tours on the Colorado River in the

Grand Canyon.

This suit arises from Plaintiff Sara Fox's accident and subsequent evacuation during a one-

day Apri12016 whitewater rafting trip, which, Plaintiffs maintain, resulted in catastrophic injuries.

Plaintiffs sued the Corporation and the Tribe alleging negligence, vicarious liability (respondeat

superior), negligent hiring, negligent supervision, loss of consortium and punitive damages.

The Corporation and the Tribe (collectively, "Defendants") specially appeared and filed an

answer and a motion to dismiss raising sovereign immunity.

Judge Jantzen conducted a hearing on the Defendants' motion to dismiss and entered an order

dismissing the Tribe but denying the motion to dismiss the Corporation. The judge found that the

recent U.S. Supreme Court case of Lewis v. Clarke, 137 S. Ct. 1285 (2017) was controlling. He

determined that the Corporation's allegedly tortious conduct occurred off the reservation, and that an

individual tribal member, even if working for the tribe, can be sued in an individual capacity and is

not protected by sovereign immunity. The judge also denied a motion for reconsideration, finding

that although a "subordinate economic entity" has the same protections as the tribe itself, he had

already determined that Corporation was not a subordinate economic entity, and this lawsuit was not

against the tribe and will not affect the tribe's property.

The Corporation brought a special action in the court of appeals which declined special

action jurisdiction. The Corporation then filed a petition for review in the Supreme Court.

ISSUES:

1. Issues of sovereign immunity should be resolved at the earliest juncture in

—1— ~s
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litigation, as immunity is not a mere defense to liability, but from 
the rigors of

litigation. Thus, a person or entity denied the benefits of immu
nity per se lacks

an adequate remedy via appeal. Did the court of appeals abuse its 
discretion in

declining special action jurisdiction, where [the Corporation] pre
sented a pure

question of law of statewide importance, and lacked no adequate remedy
 via

appeal?

2. A subordinate economic organization of an Indian tribe is entitled t
o sovereign

immunity, so long as the entity carries out governmental functions and is for
med

as a branch of tribal government. Is an entity that is tasked with the al
location

and preservation of tribal resources, job creation, and economic developmen
t

and which has been held by the tribe's highest court to be a constitution
ally

created subordinate economic organization—entitled to tribal sovereign

immunity?

Definitions:

Respondeat Superior is a doctrine that parties are responsible for acts of their agents

or employees.

Sovereign Immunity is a doctrine that prevents the government or its political

subdivisions, departments, and agencies from being sued without its consent.

Special Appearance is appearance in a court that allows a party to argue its points but

does not waive claims of sovereign immunity.

This Summary was prepared by the Arizona Supreme Court Staff Attorneys' Office solely for educ
ational purposes It

should not be considered official commentary by the Court or any member thereof orpart of any br
ief, memorandum,

or other pleading fcled in this case.

—2— 
( ~
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Introduction

Redlands Family Health Clinic
850 East Lugonia Suite E-2
Redlands, CA 92373

9/13!18

Min Zhang
26383 Delgado Ave
Loma Linda, CA 92354

Dear Min Zhang,

M002273077

To Whom It May Concern: ~
Ms. Zhang incurred an injury on ~r1Z2, 2017 has suffered from postconcussive syndrome with postural orthostatictachycardia syndrome. From this accident she has also incurred cervical and occipital neuralgia requiring nerve
block to control her pain as well as other medications. Patient states that after the injury she was unable to perform
many activities of daily living due to severe headaches. Please take this into consideration when considering her
case. Patient is cuRently receiving care ftom us as well as Loma Linda University.

If you have any questions feel free to contact our office.

declare under penalty of pery'ury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on 9/13/18.

Sincerely,
Dr. Jennifer Luong, DO

1 ~I
//

~,~a~~a f ps
800 E. lugonia Ave., S~ttEe F

R~~1e~rdaf ~i A~A~~A

~~
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Postural Tachycardia Syndrome: Beyond Orthostatic Intolerance
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Abstract Postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS) is a form of
chronic orthostatic intolerance for which the hallmark physi-
ological trait is an excessive increase in heart rate with as-
sumption of upright posture. The orthostatic tachycardia oc-

cws in the absence of orthostatic hypotension and is associat-

ed with a >6-month history of symptoms that are relieved by
recumbence. The heart rate abnormality and orthostatic symp-

toms should not be caused by medications that impair auto-
nomic regulation or by debilitating disorders that can cause
tachycardia. POTS is a "final common pathway" for a number

of overlapping pathophysiologies, including an autonomic
neuropathy in the lower body, hypovolemia, elevated

sympathetic tone, mast cell activation, deconditioning, and

autoantibodies. Not only may patients be affected by more

than one of these pathophysiologies but also the phenotype
of POTS has similariries to a number of other disorders, e.g.,

chronic fatigue syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, vasova-

gal syncope, and inappropriate sinus tachycardia. POTS can

be treated with a combination of non-pharmacological ap-

proaches, astructured exercise training program, and often

some pharmacological support.

Keywords Tachycardia • Orthostatic •Autonomic

Treatment •Non-pharmacological •Medication
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Introduction

Postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS) is a form of chronic

orthostatic intolerance in which upright posture is associated

with an excessive increase in heart rate (HR) and incapacitat-

ing symptoms. An expert consensus statement [ 1 ] defines

POTS as a HR increment >30 beats/min within 10 min of

standing or head-up-tilt (HUT) which is sustained in the ab-

sence of orthostatic hypotension (a drop >20 mmHg in systol-

ic blood pressure (BP) or >10 mmHg in diastolic BP). Chil-

dren must meet a higher HR threshold >40 beats/min for a

diagnosis due to their greater physiologic orthostatic tachycar-

dia. Patients with POTS experience cardiac and non-cardiac
presyncopal symptoms chronically (>6 months). POTS is not

considered to be a unique disease but rather the common phe-

notype of anumber ofheterogeneous, overlapping pathophys-

iological processes [2].

POTS is estimated to affect approximately 500,000 [3] to 3,

000,000 individuals in the USA, with a female to male ratio of

X5:1. There is no confirmed explanation for this female pre-

dominance in POTS, although lower orthostatic tolerance in

~ Springer
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healthy females compared with males has been linked to a
smaller upright stroke volume [4]. Patients are often young
women of childbearing age whose work productivity and
quality of life are negatively affected [5]. Functional impair-
ment in parients with POTS has been reported to be similar to
that in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and congestive
heart failure [6]; 25 %are unable to work as a result of then
disability [7]. The natural history of POTS is not clear, but it
does not appear to increase the risk of mortality [8••].

Hemodynamic Physiology of Standing

With assumption of upright posture, blood shifts from the
chest to the lower abdomen, buttocks, and legs and from the
vasculature into the interstitial space. The decrease in circulat-
ing blood volume stimulates compensatory physiological ad-
justments that are impaired with hypovolemia and POTS.
Normally, standing reduces venous return, causing a transient
decline in both cardiac filling and arterial pressure and a de-
crease in sh~oke volume. As baroreceptors are unloaded, com-
pensatory sympathetic activation increases HR and vascular
tone. With time, venous return and cazdiac output are restored.
Hence, a normal response to standing is a 10-30 beat/min
increase in HR, a negligible change in systolic BP, and a
~5 mmHg increase in diastolic BP [2]. In a condition of resting
hypovolemia, the body cannot adequately compensate for the
orthostatic decrease in blood volume [9], and upright HR is
elevated [4]. Patients with POTS may experience an exagger-
ated orthostatic shift in plasma volume [10]. Venous return
remains decreased, so standing cardiac output and stroke vol-
ume are not normalized, and HR is elevated in comparison to
healthy control subjects [11-13].

change in posture. The patient can be placed secwely on a tilt
table with conrinuous or intermittent BP and HR monitoring.
Following baseline measurements, the table is inclined to a
7 80° head-up angle for 10 min. A marked rise in HR in
POTS is reversed when the tilt table is returned to a flat posi-
tion. Asimilar threshold for HR increase is generally used to
diagnose POTS with HUT and a standing test, despite the
different physiological responses. Active standing engages
the "skeletal muscle pump" while the HUT does not. Accord-
ingly, the orthostatic tachycardia is greater with the HUT test
in both patients with POTS and control subjects with
prolonged tests, but the orthostatic tachycardia is comparable
between HUT and active stand for the 10 min used for the
POTS criterion [17•].

The orthostatic tachycardia of POTS is exaggerated in the
morning compared to the evening. To optimize diagnostic
sensitivity, it is recommended that postural testing be per-
formed in the morning [18].

The mere observarion of orthostatic tachycardia is not suf-
ficient for a diagnosis of POTS [2] (Table 1). T'he HR abnor-
mality must be accompanied by chronic (>6 months) ortho-
staric symptoms that occur in the absence of prolonged bed
rest or deconditioning, use of medications that impair auto-
nomic regulation (vasodilators, diwerics, antidepressants, or

arixiolytic agents), or other chronic debilitating disorders that
might cause tachycardia (such as dehydration, anemia, or hy-

perthyroidism) [19]. Despite earlier controversy over its exis-
tence, the report by Schondorf [15] and the more recent con-

sensus statement [1] have increased awareness of POTS as a
syndrome.

Common Clinical Features

Orthostatic Symptoms

Clinical Presentation of POTS

Diagnostic Criteria

The earliest description of POTS may have come from
DaCosta in 1871 [ 14], who described a syndrome of inappro-
priate tachycardia and palpitations in Civil War soldiers. This
ailment was termed "imtable heart" or "soldier's heart" [11].
Different nomenclature was used through the years until the
"idiopathic postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome" was
defined in 1993 by Schondorf and Low as a symptomatic
increase in HR of 30 beats/min or more within 10 min of
HUT or standing, or a HR while upright exceeding 120
beats/min, without orthostatic hypotension [15]. In our expe-
rience, it is uncommon to diagnose POTS based on the 120
beats/min criterion. POTS was recognized in adolescents by
Stewart et al. in 1999 [16]. HUT tests and stand tests are
standardized methods to assess an individual's response to a

~ Springer

Both cardiac symptoms, such as rapid palpitations,
lightheadedness, chest discomfort, and dyspnea, and non-
cardiac symptoms, such as mental clouding, headache, nau-
sea, tremulousness, generalized weakness, and blurred or tun-
nelvision, are evident in POTS patients during upright posture
[19]. An electrocardiogram (ECG), 24-h Holter monitor, and
echocardiogram might be needed to rule out a cardiac etiology

Table l Diagnostic criteria for postural tachycardia syndrome

• Increase in heart rate >30 bpm within 10 min of upright posture
(tilt test or stand) from a supine position

Heart rate increase must be >40 bpm in patients <20 years

• Associated with a constellation of symptoms that aze worse with
upright posture and that improve with recumbence

• Chronic symptoms that have lasted for >6 months

• In the absence of other disorders or medications that are
known to predispose to orthostatic tachycardia
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for the tachycardia in suspected cases of POTS. The tachycar-
dia ofPOTS is a sinus tachycardia. An ECG should be done to
rule out the presence of an accessory bypass tract or any ab-
normalities of cardiac conduction [11]. Chest pain in POTS is
rarely from coronary artery obstrucrion, but it maybe associ-
ated with ECG changes when patients are upright [20]. A
Holter monitor can supply information on mean HR and its
variability during various prescribed or rourine activities that
precipitate orthostatic symptoms. It might be used to exclude a
re-entrant dysrhythmia, especially when the patient reports
paroxysmal tachycardia with a sudden onset and offset [19].
It cannot be used to diagnose POTS, since it does not provide
information on body position. An echocardiogram may be
needed to exclude structural cardiac abnormalities before
making a diagnosis of POTS.
Many patients with POTS are diagnosed with migraine

headaches. Orthostatic headaches may be related to decreases
in spinal venous pressure and volume of cerebrospinal fluid
due to an absolute or orthostatic hypovolemia [21].
A dark red-blue discoloration of the legs might occur with

standing, extending from the feet to above the knees in ~50
of patients with POTS. This acrocyanosis in POTS is not due
to increased venous compliance [22, 23] but may be caused by
a decrease in blood flow to the skin, possibly related to abnor-
mal cutaneous nitric oxide activity [24].

Non-orthostatic Symptoms

In addition to orthostatic symptoms in POTS, patients experi-

ence non-specific signs and symptoms that seem unrelated to
postural intolerance or excessive tachycardia [25]. These
might or might not be associated with the autonomic nervous
system and can also occur in individuals without POTS. Au-
tonomic problems in POTS might include gastrointestinal

complaints, such as abdominal pain, nausea and irritable bow-
el syndrome, as well as bladder symptoms and abnormal

sudomotor regulation [19, 26]. More generalized complaints
in patients with POTS include hypermobile joints, exercise
intolerance, migraine headaches, sleep disturbances, and fa-
tigue [19].

Symptom Triggers

Patients frequently report symptom onset following acute
stressors (e.g., pregnancy, a traumatic event, surgery, or a viral
illness) [2, 26]. Symptoms can be exacerbated by simple ac-
tivities ofdaily life like standing still, exercise, food or alcohol

ingesrion, or heat exposure [26].

Psychological Profile in POTS

Patients with POTS commonly present with symptoms of de-
pression and arixiety. Yet a structured evaluation using criteria

from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (fourth edition,
text revision) did not identify a higher incidence of major
depressive disorder, atvciety disorders, or substance abuse in
POTS patients than the general population [27]. Furthermore,
the HR increase in patients is not a response to arixiety [28].

The palpitations, hyperventilation, and tremulousness of
POTS can be misinterpreted as symptoms of arvciety. AI-
though many patients with POTS complain of "memory
problems" and "mental clouding," these might actually rep-
resent decreased attention and concentration [27]. A compre-
hensive newopsychological evaluation of 28 patients in a
seated position found deficits in selective attention and cogni-
tive processing, as well as impaired executive functioning.
Memory function did not differ from healthy controls [29••].

Disorders Overlapping with POTS

Cardiovascular autonomic function tests [30] to evaluate sym-
pathetic vasoconstriction and cardiac parasympathetic re-
sponses should be performed in presumed POTS patients to
rule out more severe forms of autonomic failure. Intact vagal
function can be demonstrated by a normal sinus arrhythmia
ratio in response to deep breathing. A Valsalva maneuver is
useful to assess both vagal and sympathetic components of the
baroreflex [25]. Patients with POTS often have a vigorous
pressor response, with exaggerated BP recovery and over-
shoot both before and after release [19]. Conversely, patients
with impaired vasoconstriction (e.g., patients with partial au-

tonomic neuropathy) can have an impaired Valsalva pressure
recovery.

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

POTS patients describe poorer sleep quality, more daytime

sleepiness, greater fatigue, and substandard quality of life

compared to healthy subjects [5]. These reports are consistent

with a reduction in sleep efficiency determined by actigraphy

[31 •]. A higher measure for sleep problems is strongly nega-

tively correlated with the RAND-36 physical health compos-
ite score and significantly, but to a lesser degree, correlated
with the mental health composite score [5]. These data suggest
that the impaired health-related quality of life measured in

POTS can be attributed significantly to sleep problems [5].

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) is characterized by per-
sistent orrelapsing unexplained fatigue and related symptoms

of at least 6 months duration. Like POTS, CFS is a clinical

syndrome that is more commonly diagnosed in females. For a

CFS diagnosis, a patient must meet criteria for physical, men-

tal and post-exertional fatigue, sleep disturbances, pain, neu-
rological or cognitive manifestarions (such as confusion, con-

centration, and memory problems), and symptoms of auto-

nomic, neuroendocrine, or immune disturbances [32]. Patients

~ Springer
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with POTS have a high prevalence of chronic fatigue (48-
77 %) and of CFS (17-23 °/a) [8••, 33]. When patients were
grouped according to whether or not they met the criteria for
CFS [33], fatigue symptoms, orthostatic changes in HR and
BP after 10 min, supine and upright plasma norepinephrine,
and plasma volume were similar for the two groups. Plasma
renin activity and aldosterone tended to be higher in patients
with CFS. Autonomic testing indicated a similar autonomic
profile but higher sympathetic tone in patients with CFS.
Okamoto et al. proposed that CFS is part of the POTS spec-
trum [33].

Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS) includes heterogeneous dis-
orders associated with inherited abnormalities of collagen.
Patients are characterized by skin hyperextensibility, joint hy-
permobility, and fragile connective tissue [34•]. Patients with
EDS type III (EDS-Hypermobility) frequently have symp-
toms of autonomic dysregulation that are also common in
patients with POTS: palpitations, lightheadedness, chest pain,
presyncope, and syncope [35]. In addition, autonomic test
results in these patients are consistent with disturbed sympa-
thetic cardiovascular control, similar to POTS. More recent
studies of autonomic symptoms/function and quality of life
inpatients with the hypermobility type of EDS confirm a high
prevalence ofPOTS-like orthostatic symptoms and orthostatic
intolerance in these patients. Similar to POTS patients, symp-
toms can be triggered by exercise, meals, and a hot environ-
ment, in addition to standing [36•, 37].

Wallman et al. ascertained the prevalence of EDS in their
POTS population: 18 % of POTS patients met criteria for
EDS, compared to a 0.02 %prevalence in the general popu-
lation and 4 %prevalence in their autonomic clinic patients
without POTS [34•]. Based on experience at his autonomic
clinic, Professor Mathias reported that EDS type III is the most
common disorder associated with POTS [38].
The exact nature of the relationship between POTS and

EDS-Hypermobility is unknown. Connective tissue abnor-
malities in EDS could lead to vascular laxity and predispose
patients to orthostatic blood pooling in the lower extremities
and orthostatic intolerance [8••, 35]. Alternatively, these pa-

tients might have a peripheral neuropathy that could conhib-
ute to autonomic impairment [36•, 37].

VasovagalSyncope

Vasovagal syncope (WS) and POTS overlap clinically, and
both diagnoses maybe appropriate for a given patient [8••]. A
HUT test can be helpful in the differential diagnosis. Patients
with vasovagal syncope are able to maintain their BP for sev-
eral minutes following HUT and then experience a rapid drop
in BP as stroke volume and cardiac output decrease. Ensuing

cerebral hypoperfusion causes a sudden loss of con-
sciousness [39, 40]. Patients with POTS, on the other
hand, have a fairly steady BP when tilted up, but or-

thostatic tachycardia is enhanced as sympathetic tone
increases to compensate for the decrease in circulating
blood volume [2]. As the HR rises within the initial
10 min, patients complain of presyncopal symptoms,
but they rarely faint. Only 30 % or so of POTS patients
actually experience syncope [2].

Inappropriate Sinus Tachycardia

Inappropriate sinus tachycardia (IST) is another disorder
having overlapping clinical features with POTS. IST also
predominantly affects young women and is characterized
by presyncopal symptoms and abnormally high HRs [10].
IST differs from POTS in that the tachycardia can be
independent of body position, and resting HR commonly
exceeds 100 beats/min, consistent with higher sympathet-
ic tone and decreased parasympathetic tone in IST relative
to patients with POTS and healthy controls [41 •]. In
POTS, the orthostatic change in HR surpasses that in
IST. The intrinsic HR does not differ between POTS and
IST patients [41•].

Pathophysiology of POTS

POTS is a "final common pathway" for a number of overlap-
ping pathophysiologies [2]. Although patterns of clinical fea-
tures have been used to subtype patients, these classifications
are mainly descriptive and are not mutually exclusive (see
Fig. 1).

Neuropathic POTS

Neuropathic POTS was first described when activation of the

sympathetic nervous system increased norepinephrine spill-
over inthe lower limbs of some patients to a lesser extent than
in healthy controls, despite similar responses in the arms [42].

Sympathetic denervation obstructs compensatory vascular
constriction during upright posture, allowing blood to pool
in the splanchnic vasculature and lower extremities [7, 8••,
43]. The resulting decrease in venous return leads to the sym-

pathetic activation and tachycardia of POTS. Norepinephrine
spillover is not a practical clinical test. A thermoregulatory

sweat test or a Quantitative Sudomotor Axon Reflex Test
(QSART), quantitative sensory tesring, or a skin biopsy can
also be used to determine whether an autonomic neuropathy

exists [25, 44••].
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Fig. 1 Many patients think about
the different subgroups of POTS
as distinct and mutually exclusive
groups (Panel a). While the
subgoups are useful
pathophysiological concepts, in
clinical practice, the subtype
labels are often used to describe
individual test findings, and the
same patient can fit into more than
one overlapping subtype
Panel b)

a Mutually Distinct Subtypes (Assumed) b Overlapping Subtypes in POTS (Reality)

Hyperodrenergic Neuropathic Hyperadrenergk Neuropathic

Autammune

Autoimmune

Hypovolemia and the Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone
System in POTS

One of the more consistent findings inpatients with POTS is a
deficit in total blood, plasma, and red cell volume [ 13, 45, 46].
Lin has proposed that a decrease in oxygenation related to the
low red blood cell volume could exacerbate symptoms of

orthostatic intolerance [47]. Another cohort of patients with
POTS might not have a hypovolemia but an exaggerated de-
crease in volume on standing [10].
The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system is fundamental

for the regulation of blood volume [48]. It is activated by up-
right posture [49] and by a reduction in blood volume [46].
Plasma renin acrivity, angiotensin II, and aldosterone would
be expected to be elevated in POTS in response to the hypovo-
lemia. Some POTS patients with hypovolemia, however, have

inappropriately low standing plasma renin activity and aldoste-
rone compared with normovolemic controls [12, 46]. Circulat-
ing angiotensin II levels have been reported to be elevated but

without a parallel increase in its metabolite angiotensin (1-7)
[50, 51 ]. These paradoxical findings suggest that POTS patients

might have decreased angiotensin II metabolism and that dys-
regulation by the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system might

contribute to hypovolemia in POTS [50, 51].

Central Hyperadrenergic POTS

Although the elevated sympathetic tone in POTS is often sec-

ondary to another pathophysiological mechanism, such as neu-
ropathy or hypovolemia, it can also be the primary underlying

problem [19]. Furlan et al. reported increased sympathetic tone

in parients with POTS [52]. Resting sympathetic nerve activity,

measured by microneurography, is elevated. A spectral analysis
index of sympathetic function and plasma norepinephrine are
sometimes higher at supine rest and increase more with HUT in

POTS [52, 53]. Plasma norepinephrine levels should be deter-

mined in patients with POTS while in steady state in the supine

and upright positions (at least 10 min in each position). When

measured during upright posture, norepinephrine is elevated in

many patients with POTS (>3.55 nmoUL (600 pg/mL) and

sometimes >5.91 nmoUL (1000 pg/mL)), consistent with the
sympathetic neuronal activation elicited by standing in these
patients [19]. This is sometimes used as a criterion for the
"hyperadrenergic subtype" of POTS.

An exaggerated sympathetic vasoconstrictor response dur-
ing the recovery and overshoot phases of the Valsalva maneu-

ver may also reflect a hyperadrenergic state in patients with

POTS [2, 19]. These patients may have orthostatic hyperten-

sion (increase in systolic blood pressure >10 mmHg on stand-
ing) and complain of tremor, anxiety, and cold, sweaty ex-

tremities [7, 25].

Norepinephrine Transporter Deficiency

Avery rare form of hyperadrenergic POTS is caused by a loss-

of-function mutation in the gene for the norepinephrine trans-

porter (NET) [54]. NET is a clearance transporter for norepi-

nephrine, and this genetic form of NET deficiency leads to
increased synaptic norepinephrine. The mutation has been

identified in one kindred thus far. Lambert et al. have reported
that some POTS patients may have decreased expression of

NET protein, leading to a functional NET deficiency [55].

Mast Cell Activation

Some POTS patients present with severe flushing in addition to

their tachycardia and have an associated mast cell activarion

disorder. These parients often have a hyperadrenergic pheno-

type, with both orthostatic tachycazdia and hypertension in the

upright position, as well as dyspnea, headache, lightheadedness,

chest discomfort, and gastrointestinal symptoms. It is unlaiown

whether sympathetic srimularion in these patients induces mast

cell degranulation or whether primary mast cell activarion causes

release of vasodilators and compensatory sympathetic acrivarion
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[56]. This diagnosis is most often made with an elevated hista-
mine metabolite (>230 µg methylhistamine/g creatinine) in a
4-h urine sample started at the onset of a severe flushing spell.
In this manner, we get a urine sample that is enriched for
methyllustan~►ine. In our experience, a 24-h urine sample is usu-
ally negarive in these patients, since methylhistamine release is
episodic and not constant. Plasma tryptase levels and urinary
prostaglandin D2 may also be elevated.

illness or trauma, the frequency of symptoms, symptom trig-
gers, the severity of the orthostatic intolerance, associated ill-
nesses, and the impact of POTS on daily functions and quality
of life. Family history should also be queried. The answers to
these questions help duect the management and treatment of
the patient (Table 2).

Non-pharmacological Treatment of POTS

Physical Deconditioning

Fatigue and exercise intolerance with reduced stroke volume
and reflex tachycardia are typical manifestations of cardiovas-
cular deconditioning as well as POTS [13, 25]. Due to their
disability, many patients with POTS have restrictions on their
activity and can become deconditioned over time. Alternative-
ly, an individual can become physically deconditioned sec-
ondary to another illness or bed rest and develop a clinical
phenotype that resembles POTS. Although it may not be clear
if decondirioning is a primary problem or secondary to POTS,
many patients with POTS do have cardiovascular
deconditioning and do benefit from a program of aerobic ex-
ercise and resistance training [13].

Autoimmune/Autoantibodies

A significant minority of POTS parients are diagnosed follow-
ing a virus-like syndrome. This suggests an autoimmune cause
for POTS in some patients. It is noteworthy that the prototypical
POTS patient (woman of childbearing age) is of the same de-
mographic as atypical parient with an autoimmune disorder. A
low titer of an anribody to the ganglionic acetylcholine receptor
(nAChR) was reported in 15 % of adult POTS patients evalu-
ated at the Mayo Clinic between 1993 and 2003 [26]. However,
this has not been consistent with our clinical practice, where this
anribody is rarely seen in POTS patients.

Recently, Li et al. [57••] presented evidence from two co-
horts of POTS patients for al adrenergic receptor (AR) auto-
antibodies acting as partial peripheral receptor antagonists.
Compensatory sympathetic activation to maintain adequate
vasoconstriction could then induce tachycardia via (3-ARs.
(3 I-AR- and (32-AR-activating autoantibodies could also con-
tribute to the tachycardia. These data suggest an exciring new
pathophysiology for some patients with POTS. However, only
a small number of patients were studied, and f~u-ther research
is needed to establish clinical significance.

Treahnent of POTS

A detailed history and physical exam are a requisite initial step
in the evaluation of a patient with POTS. T'he history should
determine whether the POTS can be traced back to a particular

~ Springer

Patients aze encouraged to increase their blood volume by
drinking 2-3 L/day of water and ingesting >200 mEq
sodium/day (Heart Rhythm Society (HRS) 2015 Statement
Class IIb recommendation) [8••]. Intravenous saline (1-2 L)
can quickly expand blood volume and lessen tachycardia in
POTS patients [58~. IV saline for an acute clinical decompen-
sation in POTS is a HRS Class IIa recommendation, but
chronic regular saline infusions are not recommended (HRS
Class III) due to concerns about complications related to long-
term venous access [8••].

Non-pharmacologic approaches to counteract the inade-
quate physiological response to upright poshue can be bene-
ficial in POTS. Abdominal compression with elastic waist-
high support hose and abdominal binders can help decrease
splanchnic-mesenteric venous pooling during standing [43].
The increase in venous return and stroke volume can decrease
the orthostatic tachycardia [19, 59].

Exercise in POTS

Excessive tachycardia in POTS occurs during exercise as well
as during standing [60, 61 ],and patients experience significant
exercise intolerance [9, 19]. As patients find it difficult to
exercise, they can become increasingly deconditioned. The
three-month Dallas Program, which involves aerobic exercise
coupled with resistance training, improves orthostatic and ex-
ercise tachycardia, symptoms, and quality of life [13, 62, 63].
Improvement is related to an increase in the size of the heart
and increased blood volume [13]. The improved stroke vol-
ume decreases tachycardia.

The challenge with an exercise program in POTS is the
marked exercise intolerance and debilitating post-exercise fa-
tigue. The Dallas Program focuses on starting with seated or
supine exercises (e.g., rowing machine, recumbent cycle, or
swimming) three times per week. Patients must be informed
that it can take 5-6 weeks before they notice any improve-
ment, and in the interim, the patients may transiently feel
worse. A structured and progressive exercise program is a
HRS Class IIa recommendation [8••].

Pharmacological TYeatment of POTS

The US Food and Drug Administration has not approved any
drugs for the treatment of POTS. Although the successful off-
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Table 2 Treatments for postural tachycardia syndrome

Treatrnent Dose HRS class Comments

Non-pharmacological treahnents

Oral water 2-3 L/day Ilb

High-sodium diet >200 mEq/day llb

IV salin~ACUTE 1-2 L 1[a

IV saline—CHRONIC ]-2 Ldaily-weekly III

Waist-high compression 30-40 mmHg
stockings

Abdominal binders or
corset-like gannents

Exercise training program Every other day x 30+ minutes 1[a

Impedance threshold 7 cm Hz0
breathing device

Pharmacological treatments

Propranolol 1X20 mg PO QID Ilb

Alpha methyldopa 125-250 mg PO B[D Ilb

Pyridostigmine 30-60 mg PO TID Ilb

Midodrine 2.5-10 mg PO Q4h X3 IIb

Octreotide 12.5-50 mcg SQ B[D

Ivabradioe 5-7.5 mg BID

Fludrocortisone 0.05-0.2 mg PO daily Ilb

DDAVP (desmopressin) 0.2 mg PO per dose

Semaline 50 mg daily

SNRUNETi medications III

Modafinil 5 200 mg PO BID

Best if done with diet, but NaCI supplements can be used

Can be used at times of clinical decompensation to avoid hospital admission

Not recommended due to risks of vascular access complications

Lower abdomen is major site of blood pooling when upright If used,
stockings should be pantyhose style

If leg compression is not tolerated, abdomen/pelvis only
alternatives might be an option

Focus on aerobic reconditioning starting with seated supine exercises;
benefits can take 4-6 weeks to manifest

Breathing through this when feeling unwell can acutely increase stroke
volume and decrease heart rate

Useful to decrease the heart rate in POTS and improve symptoms acutely

Sometimes needed with prominent hyperadrenergic features; can cause
profound fatigue, drowsiness or mental clouding if too much is given

May restrain heart rate by increasing parasympathetic tone; diarrhea can be
a limiting side effect

Vasocontrictor and venoconstrictor, may improve venous return and
decrease reflex tachycardia

Injectable splanchnic vasoconstrictor; may use along-acting preparation once
dose has been stabilized

Funny channel Mocker that has shown benefit in IST patients, and in case
reports in POTS patients

Mineralocorticoidthat enhances renal sodium reabsorption in the short term

Encourages renal free water retention and acute blood volume expansion;
hyponatremia can result if given in excess

Sertraline does not have any significant negative hemodynamic effects in
POTS; it may be helpful in coping with chronic illness

Drugs that block the norepinephrine transporter can worsen tachycazdia
and symptoms in POTS patients

This has anecdotally been reported to help with the fatigue and "brain fog"
in POTS; it has only minimal heart rate increase in most patients

HRS Class refers to the class of Recommendation from the Heart Rhythm Society Statement on postural tachycardia syndrome. Class Ila and IIb is a
favorable recommendation, but in the absence of high-level evidence. Class III is a negative recommendation cautioning against the use of a treatment

/V intravenous, PO opal administration, SQ subcutaneous administration, BID twice daily, TID 3 times daily, QID 4 times daily, SNR! serotonin-
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, NETT norepinephrine transpoder inhibitor

label use of different medications might be expected to be
influenced by the POTS subtype, Thieben et al. did not find
this to be true with a variety of medications [26].
After the initiation ofnon-pharmacological treatments, our

approach is to decrease the influence of sympathetic tone on
the heart. The non-selective (3-AR antagonist propranolol
acutely restrains orthostatic tachycardia and symptoms at
doses that appear to be low enough (1 20 mg) to avoid the
side effect of significant fatigue [64]. The decrease in standing
HR was verified in a four-week trial oflong-acting proprano-
lolalthough quality of life was not improved [62]. Propranolol
is a HRS Class IIb recommendation [8••]. Central sympatho-
lytics (e.g., clonidine and methyldopa) can also be used to

decrease sympathetic tone in patients with prominent
hyperadrenergic features, but might produce drowsiness and
worsening of the mental clouding [19] (HRS Class IIb) [8••].

Increasing parasympathetic tone with pyridostigmine can
also curtail HR in POTS [65] (HRS Class IIb) [8••]. This agent
inhibits acetylcholinesterase, thereby increasing the availabil-
ity of acetylcholine at both the autonomic ganglia and the
peripheral muscarinic receptors. Pyridostigmine ameliorates
symptoms inpatients with POTS, although nausea, vomiting,
and diarrhea from gut activity may lead to discontinuarion in
20 % of patients [66].
Midodrine, a pro-drug of an al-AR agonist, can increase

peripheral resistance in POTS by stimularing vasoconstriction.

Springer
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Improvement in symptoms and orthostatic tachycardia can be
associated with scalp tingling and goosebumps [58], and
midodrine can cause urinary retention [67]. Midodrine is a
HRS Class IIb recommendation in POTS [8••].
The somatostatin analog octreotide is a vasoconstrictor that

mainly affects the splanchnic circulation. This effect during
standing helps to maintain venous return in POTS and inhibits
the compensatory increase in HR following acute and chronic
adminish~ation [68, 69]. However, octreotide is only available
in an injectable form, and this likely limits its use and patient
acceptability.

Ivabradine is a cardioselective agent that slows HR via
inhibition of the funny channel current (If) in the cardiac sino-
atrial node but does not affect BP. Ivabradine is approved for
the treahnent of heart failwe (USA and Europe) and angina
(Europe). A retrospecrive case series found decreased tachy-
cardia and symptoms in POTS patients [70].
Another approach that can be combined with vasoactive

medication is administration of medications to expand blood
volume. Fludrocortisone is a synthetic corticosteroid that pref-
erentially binds to the mineralocorticoid receptor and acutely
increases sodium reabsorption in the distal tubules of the kid-
ney. Fludrocortisone also stimulates potassium excretion,
making it necessary to watch for hypokalemia, and it can also
worsen migraine headaches [19, 71]. Fludrocortisone is a
HRS Class IIb recommendation [8••].
Two other agents used to increase blood volume are the

vasopressin analog, desmopressin (DDAVP), and erythropoi-
etin. Although DDAVP reduces tachycardia and symptoms
[71, 72], it can lead to hyponatremia. We have been cautious
about the regular use of DDAVP, but we have successfully
used this as an "occasional use" medication. With this ap-
proach, we have not seen hyponatremia.
Erythropoierin increases red cell mass and may also stim-

ulate vasoconstriction [7]. Potential adverse effects include
vascular complications (myocardial infarction and stroke).
This, combined with its high cost and the need for injection,
makes it a less attractive option [I1].
Norepinephrine transporter (NETS inhibitors, or serotonin-

norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), can exacerbate
tachycardia in POTS [73••]. The HRS cautions against their
use in POTS (HRS Class III) [8••]. Selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs), on the other hand, do not aggravate ortho-
staric tachycardia or symptoms in POTS patients [74••]. Wheth-
er they have any clinical benefit in POTS has yet to be studied.

The Vanderbilt Approach to the Treatment of POTS

We will typically start with non-pharmacological approaches.
These routinely include increased dietary salt and water intake
and the use of compression stockings if tolerated. We

~ Springer

routinely encourage our patients to engage in a structured
exercise program.

Many of our patients will also require adjunct medications.
We fmd that low-dose propranolol is effective and well toler-
ated in most patients. As needed, we will then add midodrine
and/or fludrocortisone. Other medications are used less com-
monly and based on individual patient characteristics.

Conclusions

POTS is a disabling disorder, related to multiple, overlap-
ping pathophysiological mechanisms. The hallmark phys-
iological trait is an excessive increase in HR upon as-
sumption of the upright posture, in the absence of ortho-
static hypotension. POTS is not a single disease. A num-
ber of non-specific symptoms that are both associated
with and independent of upright posture create a clinical
phenotype that overlaps with other disorders like CFS.
POTS can be treated with a combination of non-
pharmacological approaches, a structured exercise train-
ing program, and often some pharmacological support.
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The Dysautonomia Dispatch
The blog ofDysautonomia International

Dear Old Me
OO January 2, 2017 r. Uncategorized
Seven years ago this week, I woke up sick
with acute dysautonomia symptoms. I had
no idea what was going on with my body and
it was rather terrifying. Life's challenges
teach us the greatest lessons, so I decided to
write my 2010 self a letter sharing some of
what I have learned so far. -Lauren Stiles

Dear January 2, 2010 Me,
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You went to sleep last night after a thrilling day of skiing and dancing until the wee hours of the morning,laughing to the point of exhaustion with good friends and loved ones. You had a nearly perfect day. Butsomething terrible is about to happen. It won't make sense to you at first, but the snowboarding concus-sionyou sustained two days ago is about to wreak havoc on your whole body for years to come.

By the end of this week, you won't be able to stand up without fainting. You will have trouble breathing,stabbing chest pains, and your GI tract will essentially stop working. Don't be afraid. You will be OK,eventually, but you are about to begin a difficult journey. Dig deep into your soul to find your strength
and resilience, because you're going to need it.

Over the next two years, you will get to know the ceiling tiles in the local Emergency Room quite well.You will go to many doctors asking for help, but most of them will not help. Some won't know how tohelp you, despite their best efforts. Others will cast doubt on you, suggesting that your symptoms are
"all in your head:' Do not waste your limited energy being angry with them or trying to change theirminds. This is a reflection of their ignorance. You deserve better. Keep searching until you find doctorswho believe you, who want to help you, and who have the expertise needed to help you. You will findthem, eventually. Do not give up searching for answers, even when you are told to do so.

Trust your gut instincts. After being told over and over again that you are wrong, you will have feelings ofself-doubt, but do not let anyone take away your self-confidence. Everything that you feel in your gutturns out to be correct. Remember than no one knows your body better than you do. You've lived in it for31 years.

As weeks turn into months, you will go from a curvy size 12 to a barely size 2. At first, you won't mindhaving to borrow trendy clothes from your younger, skinnier sister. But soon you will realize this is not ahealthy weight loss. Your GI tract will not properly absorb nutrients or fats. Always a hearty eater, you
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will enjoy increasing your caloric intake to 4,000 nutrient dense calories per day - loading up on beans,
peanut butter, almonds, meat, protein shakes - it doesn't matter, you will keep losing weight. Your doc-
torwill assume you have an eating disorder, even though you are doing everything humanly possible togain weight. Your hair will start falling out, but you will get it back, eventually.

As the months wear on, you will find out who is a true friend and who is merely window dressing. While
it is certainly unpleasant to learn that you do not really matter in the lives of some people you thought
you mattered to, consider this a blessing. In your life, version 2.0, you will be able to focus on relation-
shipsthat bring you as much joy as you put into them.

Your love of science will play an important role on thisjourney. Ignore those who tell you to stop reading
medical journals, and those who insinuate that you are not intelligent enough to understand what you
are reading. Not only will your insatiable curiosity lead to you figuring out your own diagnosis, it will
lead to you conducting medical research and publishingjournal articles. You won't believe this right
now, but you're going to lecture at Harvard Medical School someday. Keep reading. Keep asking ques-tions. Do not be afraid to venture into the intellectual unknown.

Since it will be hard for you to sit upright or walk, your body will become very deconditioned, and this
will make you feel much worse. Reversing this will be one of the hardest things you've ever had to do,
and it will be a constant battle to prevent it from returning. The sooner you get started, the better. Peo-
plewill tell you to push yourself, and you will get very annoyed at them, because you think they don't
understand. They may not understand, but I do, and I'm telling you they are correct. You will never get
where you want to be if you don't push yourself with every ounce of your being. After you get your
strength back, you will have to learn when to push and when to rest. It is not something that can be
taught, at least not to you, because you are stubborn like your grandmother.

You will feel as though your world is falling apart, and it will. This illness will place tremendous burdens
on your health, your marriage, yourfamily, your career, yourfinances, and your social life. Life as you
know it will be shattered, and you will have to work very hard to put the pieces back together again.
Every piece of your life you reclaim will feel like a little victory. This will teach you to appreciate every
blessing in your life; every moment will feel like a gift. You will rejoice at simple things that once seemed
like a chore. The first time you are able to go food shopping by yourself again, you will find yourself cry-
ingtears of joy in the produce aisle. You will learn to appreciate the ants crawling in the grass on a sunny
day. Sitting in your garden will preserve your sanity when you can do little else.

Your dog will be your most loyal friend during this whole ordeal. She will lay by your side day and night,
giving extra kisses and snuggles when you are blue. She will keep you company when you need it. You
will feel very alone at times, but you will eventually meet many new people along yourjourney. You will
find a second family of people just like you.

When you can no longer practice law as you once did, you will feel as though you have lost your identify.
You will always be a lawyer, but this identify crisis will help you figure out who you really are. At first,
without the hustle and bustle of your former life, you will feel like nothing. But everyone is something,
and that something is entirely up to you.
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You will learn another hard lesson -that improving your health is largely in your own hands, even when
you have the best doctors and best medicine available. This is an intimidating and at times frightening
responsibility to accept, but the sooner you embrace it, the sooner you will realize how empowering it is.

You may not believe me for some time, but I promise this gets easier. Let go of the past, because you
can't get it back. Look towards the future and create new goals for yourself. Be thankful for the good
things in your life, and no matter what happens, just keep swimming.

Love,

January 2, 2017 Me

PS -Don't eat your mother's meatloaf on August 14, 2012. Trust me.

PPS -At the risk of creating a galaxy destroying paradox in the space-time continuum (which we learned
about in Back to the Future), I'm going to save you from two years of misdiagnosis hell and let you know
that your concussion caused POTS and Sjogren's. Find an autonomic neurologist named Kamal to get a
proper diagnosis, and learn to love salt.
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~~~~ min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>

Grand Canyon visit
5 messages

min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com> Thu, Mar 16, 2017 at 2:02 PM
To: georgewmorgan@gmail.com

Hello,
This is Winnie. I hope I have a case on this. I have pictures actually showed the marks and I can tell you
exactly where in Grand Canyon I fell. After I fell, they closed the park finally. It was snowing the park should
not have been opened. It was the worst weather in 10 years according to forecast on January 21, 2017

Sent from my iPhone

George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com> Sat, Mar 18, 2017 at 2:21 AM
To: min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>

Winnie,
Read this.
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut-1 m20acorn234431-suit-against-Indian-tribe-settled--2009feb20-
story. html#
[Quoted text hidden]

min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com> Sat, Mar 18, 2017 at 7:37 AM
To: George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com>

Seemed encouraging. At the time when I fell, I have a consulting agreement for Salinas Hospital and
working remotely full time for another hospital in Colorado. But this Colorado hospital is now demanding
me to come onsite in July after I get better from the concussion. I could not work and complete my
assignment in time for the other hospital who is paying me 100 an hour. It is affecting my ability to work.
Normally that job should take a day or two. I was making about 10k a month with two jobs combined.
If I loss both because my concussion related side effect, then there is ground for a good pay back. I just
need to focusing on collection evidence to proof it.
Winnie

Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted text hidden]

George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com>
To: min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>

Sat, Mar 18, 2017 at 8:10 AM

The article states that surveillance tapes evidence that the Casino placed cones on the floor AFTER the
Plaintiff slipped and fell. In your case they shut down the skywalk AFTER you fell.. a very similar fact
pattern
[Quoted text hidden]

min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>
To: George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com>

Sat, Mar 18, 2017 at 3:16 PM

have pictures and the time when it was taken. You can see where I fell. There is also witness even though
she is currently in China. My friend saw what happened. I could ask for her witness statement.
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~'''~ Gma~ i ~ min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>

GRAND CANYON SKYWALK
6 messages

George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com> Sun, Apr 30, 2017 at 9:34 AM
To: min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>

Hello Wnnie,
Guess where I am??

Hint: Attached is the view you and your friend would have seen if you were here on a clear day.

I'll be back on Wednesday, I will call you. Thank you.

IMAGE 001.jpg
395K

min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>
To: George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com>

Sun, Apr 30, 2017 at 10:12 AM

Man. I wish it was so clear on the day when we went. It looks so beautiful.
am officially on disability and getting paid by the government till I fully recovered. I was not feeling so well
on Friday (dizzy and hurt). But today I feel much better:)
Have a great week and will talk to you when you come back.

Winnie

Sent from my iPhone

> On Apr 30, 2017, at 9:34 AM, George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com> wrote:

> Hello Winnie,
> Guess where I am??

> Hint: Attached is the view you and your friend would have seen if you were here on a clear day.

> I'll be back on Wednesday, I will call you. Thank you.
> <IMAGE 001.jpg>

min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com> Thu, May 4, 2017 at 4:07 PM
To: George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com>

I ?
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> Hint: Attached is the view you and your friend would have seen if you were here on a
clear day.

> I'll be back on Wednesday, I will call you. Thank you.
> <IMAGE 001.jpg>

min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com> Fri, May 19, 2017 at 9:36 AM
To: George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com>

Let me know whether the case has been filed and the progress. I need a confirmation other wise I would
have to conclude the case has not been filed and worked on. I would need to find someone to work on it.
Thanks.
Winnie

Sent from my iPhone

On May 11, 2017, at 8:19 PM, George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com> wrote:

Hello Winnie,
The number you gave me (6262) 525-9333 what is the area code? 6262?

On Thu, May 4, 2017 at 4:07 PM, min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com> wrote:
My telephone number has been changed to 6262.525.9333

Sent from my iPhone

> On Apr 30, 2017, at 9:34 AM, George Morgan <georgewmorgan@gmail.com> wrote:

> Hello Winnie,
> Guess where I am??

> Hint: Attached is the view you and your friend would have seen if you were here on a
clear day.

> I'll be back on Wednesday, I will call you. Thank you.
> <IMAGE 001.jpg>
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~ C~m~~! min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>

Your Potential Injury Case
4 messages

Jason Dunn <JDunn@torgensonlaw.com>
To: min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>
Cc: Filing <filing@torgensonlaw.com>

Tue, Apr 17, 2018 at 4:18 PM

Winnie,

It was a pleasure speaking with you today. I'm so sorry you are having to go through such a terrible
ordeal. Unfortunately, we are not able to take your case at this time. For cases such as yours where
there is a slip and fall, we usually require broken bones or the need for surgery of some sort, because
slip and falls are so difficult to prove negligence and liability. Not to mention, your case is even more
difficult because of the fact that your injury occurred on tribal land. We deliberated at length about
your case because we want to help you but we unfortunately cannot at this time. The number below
can help you locate an Arizona lawyer that may be able to help you. We wish you the best of luck
Winnie. Take care.

State Bar of AZ Public Assistance: 602.340.7293

Thanks

Jason Dunn
Legal Assistant

TORGENSON LAW
ARIZONA INJURY TRIAL LAWYERS
1433 North 3rd Avenue Phoenix, Arizona 85003

602.888.7316 (office) ~ 602.429.8120 (facsimile)

WWW.TORGENSONLAW.COM

This electronic mail transmission and any attachments are confidential and may be

privileged. They should be read only by the intended recipient. If you have received

this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the

transmission from your system. In addition, in order to comply with Treasury Circular
230, we are required to inform you that unless we have specifically stated to the

contrary in writing, any advice we provide in this email or any attachment concerning

federal tax issues or submissions is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be

used, to avoid federal tax penalties.

min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>
To: Jason Dunn <JDunn@torgensonlaw.com>

Tue, Apr 17, 2018 at 4:26 PM

Thank you. I understand the issue and complication with tribal land. Concussion is actually more
complicated than a broken bone and takes much longer to heal. There was no cure too. But I understand
that the case has to make money for an attoney to attend to it. I will try the number you gave me.

~~
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Meanwhile, what do you think of the possibility of me filing a case online in the federal court. Let me know.
Thanks.
Winnie

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 17, 2018, at 4:18 PM, Jason Dunn <JDunn@torgensonlaw.com> wrote:

Wnnie,

It was a pleasure speaking with you today. I'm so sorry you are having to go through
such a terrible ordeal. Unfortunately, we are not able to take your case at this time. For
cases such as yours where there is a slip and fall, we usually require broken bones or
the need for surgery of some sort, because slip and falls are so difficult to prove
negligence and liability. Not to mention, your case is even more difficult because of the
fact that your injury occurred on tribal land. We deliberated at length about your case
because we want to help you but we unfortunately cannot at this time. The number below
can help you locate an Arizona lawyer that may be able to help you. We wish you the
best of luck Winnie. Take care.

State Bar of AZ Public Assistance: 602.340.7293

Thanks

Jason Dunn
Legal Assistant

TORGENSON LAW
ARIZONA INJURY TRIAL LAWYERS
1433 North 3rd Avenue ~ Phoenix, Arizona 85003

602.888.7316 (office) ~ 602.429.8120 (facsimile)

VWVW.TORGENSONLAW.COM

This electronic mail transmission and any attachments are confidential and

may be privileged. They should be read only by the intended recipient. If

you have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender

immediately and delete the transmission from your system. In addition, in

order to comply with Treasury Circular 230, we are required to inform you

that unless we have specifically stated to the contrary in writing, any

advice we provide in this email or any attachment concerning federal tax

issues or submissions is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be

used, to avoid federal tax penalties.

Jason Dunn <JDunn@torgensonlaw.com>
To: min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>
Cc: Filing <filing@torgensonlaw.com>

Winnie,

Tue, Apr 17, 2018 at 4:36 PM
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am not an attorney and I could not give you specific advice on what to do with your case but
generally speaking, I would never recommend initiating a lawsuit in any court without the
representation of a licensed attorney.

Thanks

Jason Dunn
Legal Assistant
TORGENSON LAW
ARIZONA INJURY TRIAL LAWYERS
1433 North 3rd Avenue Phoenix, Arizona 85003

602.888.7316 (office) ~ 602.429.8120 (facsimile)

WWW.TORGENSONLAW.COM

This electronic mail transmission and any attachments are confidential and may be

privileged. They should be read only by the intended recipient. If you have received

this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the

transmission from your system. In addition, in order to comply with Treasury Circular

230, we are required to inform you that unless we have specifically stated to the

contrary in writing, any advice we provide in this email or any attachment concerning

federal tax issues or submissions is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be

used, to avoid federal tax penalties.

From: min zhang <winnie.minzhang@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 at 4:26 PM
To:lason Dunn <JDunn@torgensonlaw.com>
Subject: Re: Your Potential Injury Case

Thank you. I understand the issue and complication with tribal land. Concussion is actually more
complicated than a broken bone and takes much longer to heal. There was no cure too. But
understand that the case has to make money for an attoney to attend to it. I will try the number you
gave me.
Meanwhile, what do you think of the possibility of me filing a case online in the federal court. Let me
know. Thanks.
Winnie

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 17, 2018, at 4:18 PM, Jason Dunn <JDunn@torgensonlaw.com> wrote:

Wnnie,

It was a pleasure speaking with you today. I'm so sorry you are having to go through
such a terrible ordeal. Unfortunately, we are not able to take your case at this time. For
cases such as yours where there is a slip and fall, we usually require broken bones or
the need for surgery of some sort, because slip and falls are so difficult to prove
negligence and liability. Not to mention, your case is even more difficult because of the
fact that your injury occurred on tribal land. We deliberated at length about your case
because we want to help you but we unfortunately cannot at this time. The number below

/'~
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Compose

Inbox ~

Starred

Snoozed

Important

c,....

min

Gerard Largosa

Matthew Yuen

Valerie Smith

t~ MJones@azpremiseslaw.com X

RE: Doctor's affidavit [IWOV-iManage.FID82090]

Mack Jones mjones@azpremiseslaw.com via azpremiseslaw.onmicrosoft.com

~o me

That may be acceptable as you are representing yourself. Typically, however, the following language is needed before the signature,

"I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on {date}.

+ Signature"

Mack T. Jones

Certified Specialist

Personal Injury &Wrongful Death Law

Jones~Raczkowski PC

2141 East Camelback Road, Suite 100

Phoenix, Arizona 85016-4723

Phone: (602) 840-8787

Direct: (602) 443-2863

Fax: (602) 840-0425

E-Mail: mionesCa~azoremiseslaw com

www.azorem iseslaw. com

From: min zhang <winnie.minzhanq(a~omaiLcom>

Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 1:54 PM
To: Mack Jones <miones(~azpremiseslaw.com>

Subject: Doctors affidavit

Would this letter consUWtes as a affidavit?
filed a case with superior court in my county. No attorney will take on this case. I just need to file on my own antl find someone to help i
Wnnfe

~' ,

\~
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MIN ZHANG
1045 Doyle Ave
Redlands, CA 92374
Tel: 626.525.9333

Plaintiff, IN PRO PER

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

MIN ZHANG,

Plaintiff,

vs.

GRAND CANYON RESORT CORP.,

Case No.: EDCV19-00124SVW (SPX)

DECLARATION OF MIN ZHANG IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO MOTION
TO DISMISS
Date: December 16, 2019
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Dept.: Courtroom 10 A
Honorable Judge Stephen V. Wilson

Defendant

I, Min Zhang, declare as follows:

1. I am the Plaintiff in this action. If called as a witness, I could and would competently testify
thereto.

2. I sustained a concussion on January 22, 2017 on Grand Canyon Skywalk ran by GCRC due to a
slip and fall accident on ice during a photograph session offered for a fee by GCRC.

3. I did not receive any verbal or written warning of the slippery condition of the bridge. Both the 'i
photographer, an employee of GCRC and Plaintiff s friend Liang, Yan witnessed the slip and ~~
fall. The photographer took pictures for Plaintiff and Liang, Yan minutes after he helped
plaintiff got on her feet.

4. After the accident, photographer did not report the accident, nor did GCRC provided any
medical assistance. I was left dazed, embarrassed, and did not know to whom and where to ask
for help. I decided to seek medical attention upon return to CA on January 26, 2017 after
consulting a Loma Linda University physician, Mathew Fong via text. At the time of the injury,
I did not realize I was dealing with tribal entity.

5. I could not work the following day due to the concussion. Subsequently, I suffered many
symptoms from post-concussion syndrome that hindered me from performing my job in a

- 1 -
Declaration of Plaintiff
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timely manner. Between February and March 2017, because I worked remotely which required
looking at a computer screen with sustained of concentration, concussion caused me to delegate
most of my work to another consultant to complete my tasks required by the CEO. In the
process, he remoted in my computer and communicated verbally with me for insights.

6. I filed for short term State disability in March 2017, Social Security Disability and long-term
disability in May 2018. I could not stay concentrated long enough without feeling severe
headache. My POTS symptoms kept me in sedentary situation and in bed for long hours. I cool
not do simple house keeping chores such as sweeping the floor and grocery shopping for more
than 6 months. I could not drive for an extended period of time due to my symptoms. I could
not turn left without feeling pain. I lost a great deal of autonomy and was not able to keep up
with paying my bills.

7. I contacted and paid George Morgan to initiate filing a case with Grand Canyon Skywalk
between March and April of 2017. During which time, the attorney informed me that a case had
been filed and communication was started with the tribal council of Hualapai Tribe about my
injury. Subsequently, a meeting was set up in August 17 and October of 2017 between the
attorney and the responsible party. There was an offer of $10,000 of compensation, which I felt
not sufficient to cover basic medical bills. I was not well, could not do any work nor could I
discern the validity of all the above information given by George Morgan. Meanwhile, as time
go by, more and more neurological issues surfaced due to the injury besides vestibular
problems. By April of 2017, I started to have Post Concussive POTS symptoms. Irritable Bowel
Syndrome was diagnosed in May of 2017. Not being able to sleep and headache was a pending
issues since the injury and could not be resolved till this day.

8. After requesting for a case number and fail to hear back from George Morgan, I contacted other
attorneys online for help between March and April of 2018. During that process, I discovered
that Morgan George was not an active attorney with CA bar association. It was until then I
realize that I must file pro per. But, because of worsened health condition, I had to seek help
from a friend Chris Stockman to draft a claim and to compile many other documents. I was not
sure where to file and how to file my case. Most of my early filing was done based on false
assumptions that certain arbitration has been done. A case with Tribal Court was to follow up.

9. I was able to send out a package in May 2018 and went to the first hearing in Hualapai tribal
court in July 2018. Hualapai Tribal law is not published anywhere. I must pay in court to

- a -
Declaration of Plaintiff
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receive a copy. After reviewing a binder Hualapai Tribe held as the law of the land, I
discovered the laws of Hualapai was inadequate in protecting the tort victims. There were very
limited rules addressing tort and personal injury. There were a few codes for civil procedures.
However, procedures itself without appropriate rules to follow was of no use. To provide
adequate protection of tort victims as congress intended, the choice of law has always been stal
Law and not tribal law.

10. I gradually loss my independence as prolonged recovery caused cognitive impairment and
physical difficulties in simple activities such as walking, exercising, and communicating. My
brain felt dialed down. Physical activities such as mild sports caused dizziness and fatigue
which requires days of bed rest to recover. The most troubling symptom was increase of heart
rate upon standing. I had to visit ED three times due to level 10 headache and extreme
tachycardia. I was not able to function till pain management of nerve block shot in the occipital
nerve area that started in May of 2018. The fatigue and tachycardia was not addressed until I
was self-referred to Dr. David Cannom, an expert of POTS in November of 2018. Before proper
treatment was rendered and my condition was diagnosed, I was not a functional individual
living with constant pain and fluctuation of heart rate.

1 1. Between July 2018 and November 2018, because of presyncope and POTS induced symptoms,
I was not able to drive and deterred any plan to follow up with filing in the correct courts due to
worsened health condition. Meanwhile, my resources had dried up quickly. I moved out of my
previous resident in 26383 Delgado Ave Loma Linda, CA with helps of friends on September
16~', 19. I had to rely on the good grace of friends for chores, a place to stay, and for funds for
basics living because of worsened health. My primary physician recommended me off driving
until my symptoms were resolved and rendered under controlled. It was with great difficulty to
juggle all of the above health issues while being on top of a legal fight to seek release from both
the government and responsible party.

12. I did not receive a package from Defendant's attorney in October in regazds to an update of the
case. In addition, I have not received any update from the tribal Court. The last time I checked
with the court clerk on November 7, 2019 in person, no decision has been made by the judge
yet. The law of the place for tort victims resides on the State Law. I can withdraw the case with
Tribal Court if that will be of a concern and confusion.

- 3 -
Declaration of Plaintiff
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13. Between August and December of 2018, I had 3 urgent care visits and 3 ED visits addressing
severe pain and heart rate related concerns. I had to visit ED on October 21, 2018 and
November 2, 2018. Because of the condition I was in and the fact that I relocated, I did not
receive the package with a special appearing notice. I was not aware a hearing, nor was I able
show up in San Bernardino court due to lack of notice and the medical emergency I had.

14. With loss of short-term memory and cognitive decline, often times, I had to piece together what
had happened. I made list and often misplace the list. I would write important dates and
deadline on envelopes, but would still forget to look at them. I also tried to enter appointments
on my phone. Somehow, I still manage to miss my doctor's appoinhnents at times due to
confusion of the address. I would forget to close the garage doors. I would forget what I was
saying in the middle of a sentence. The list goes on.

15. In November of 2018 I was informed by a family member that my dad was hospitalized and
was sent to ICU for over 10 days. Due to this emergency, I had to travel to China January 2019
between two of my medical appointments. During that time, I was out of reach due to email
firewall and being out of the country.

16. Upon return to US, I lost mobility for a few months due to a combination of medical condition
and loss of means of transportation. I did not have the basic financial resources to pay for any
services including phone services, rent, car payment, and food. Had not been support of friends,
I would be homeless undoubtedly.

17. Having to go through all of the above change in life style, health, and professional loss was
difficult. Suffering the horrific pain of occipital nerve pain that fel~like a baseball bat hit to the
back of the head was the worst. POTS in itself was also extremely uncomfortable because of its
limitations imposed on me such as how long I could walk, and hours I could withstand being
upright. Though concussion was termed "mild traumatic brain injury." The pain and suffering I
had to endure since January 2017 and loss of productivity was very significant.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct under the law of
United States.

Executed: November 24, 2019 in Redlands, CA

Plaintiff In Pro Per

- 4 -
Declaration of Plaintiff ~~
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207 5 Bleakwood Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90022

424.298.0055

Min Zhang, IN PRO PER

I, Chris Stockman declare:

My name is Chris Stockman. 1 am a friend of Min Zhang. I am a witness in this action. I am over the ageof 18 years. This was my declaration in support to Min Zhang in her case. I have personal knowledge ofthe facts contained in this declaration, and if called upon testify I could and would testify competently asto the truth of the facts stated here in.

~ I edited her initial Statement of claim via three separate phone conversations. i drafted andsummarized what she intended to say.

• She requested my assistance because she was not well and had severe headaches and could notdo so on her own.

• I have known her since 2001 and I maintain a close relationship with her. I know her personalityand her habits very well. She had always had a positive outlook en life. Her work habits wereindustrious.

• Since her head injury of January 22, 2017, I have noticed a marked change in Ms Zhang. She hasbecome lethargic and irritable. Her mood is ftequently low and pessimistic.
• On September 5, 2018, I help Ms Zhang pack for an upcoming change of residence. During themove, she needed to take frequent breaks due to fatigue after performing even non-strenuousactivities. She complained of a high heart rate and could not pack or lift heavy object.

declare under penalty of perjury under the law of the State of California that the forging is true andcorrect according to the laws of California. Executed on November 11, 2018

~~

~̀~~ ''~̀  .

Christopher L. Stockman

~~
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HELP ME HELP YOU: WHY CONGRESS'S
ATTEMPT TO COVER TORTS COMMITTED
BY INDIAN TRIBAL CONTRACTORS WITH
THE FICA HURTS THE GOVERNMENT AND

THE TRIBES

JOSEPH W. GROSS`

Since the Naxon Adminastration, the U.S. government has attem~ited to
promote tribal self-determinataon among Native Americans. Under the Indian
Self-Determination Act, the tribes can enter into agreements with the federal
government to take over services previously ~irovided to the tribes by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs (BIA). By enteyzng into these contracts, the trabes have been
able to administer a ruide variety of services, including construction and lazu
enforceme~zt, which brfng income and employment to Indian country. These
contracts do not always run smoothly, koruever, and sometimes people get
injured. Under a series of amendments to the Indian Self-Deteymanation Act,
when tribal contractors commit torts, the federal government ste~is in and
defends the tribal contractors under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) as if
they were employees of the government. The government days out any
settlements or judgments from the Judg»tent Fund. This scenario is d complete
departure from the traditional FTCA rule whereby contractors are only treated
as gover►zment employees in exceedingly limited circumstances.
In hastily extending the FICA to cover tribal contractors, Congress

contravened FICA juris~irudence an theory and an Ztrractice. Congress

* Senior Articles Editor, Amerfcan University Law Review, Volume 62; J.D.Candidate, May 2013, American University Washington College of Lour, B.A., PoliticalScience, 2008, Univers~ty of Pennsylvani,¢. Many thanks to Professor Paul Figley for hisguidance and mentorsf~ip in bringing this idea to fruition and to my fiancee Staceyfor her love and patience throughout the process. Thanks also to Gail Johnson andConor Kells for encouraging me to explore this topic. Thanks to my family for theirconstant support in all oP my endeavors. I amgra teful to the editors and staff of theAmerican Unrversity Laru Rerriew for their meticulous edits and thoughtful suggestions.Any remaining errors are mine alone.
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intended to help the tribes avoad having to buy costly insurance by darectly
assuming liabality under the FICA. While perhaps zuellrintentioned, the result
is a system of peruerse incentives and a string of inconsistent decisions. Courts
struggle to ap~ily the FTCA's waiver of the federal gover~z~rcent's sovereign
immunaty to the tribes, which remain se~tiarate sovereigns that retain some of
their ozun sovereign immunity. The arrangement also creates ~tiroble~as in
determinang whether tribal contractors are zuathin the sco~ie of their employment
and undertaking discretionary functions. Furthermore, the statutory scheme
creates the potential for tribal laze to govern the United States' tort liability and
may have inadvertently created a loophole for the intentional tm~s of tribal lira
enforcement o~,~ficers. The end result of this untenable situation is that savvy
tribes recognize the un~r'edictability of the FTCA protection and purchase
private insurance anyway, sometimes with federal contract su~frport funds.
Thu is the exact result Congress hailed to avoid.
Congress should end the ex~beriment of extending the F°I'CA to cover

tribal contractors and re1ilace it with subsidized private insurance. This
nezu arrangement ruould simplify tlae process for potential claimants and
kee1b the government from having to pay tke duplicative costs of insurance
and judgments.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction........................................................................................ 385
I. Background .............................................................................. 388
A. Federal Tort Claims Act .................................................... 388
B. Snyder Act .......................................................................... 390
C. Indian Self-Determination Act .......................................... 392
D. Indian Law Enforcement Reform Act .............................. 395
E. Congressional Proposals for Reform .:.............................. 396

II. Extending the FICA to Claims Against Tribal Contractors
Isa Poor Fit ...............................................................................400
A. Sovereign Immunity: Extending the FTCA to Tribal

Contractors Contravenes the Principles of Sovereign
Immunity by Having a Waiver of One Sovereign's
Immunity Protect Another Sovereign .............................. 401
1. Theoretical problems .................................................. 401
2. The discretionary function exception ........................ 404

B. Scope of Employment: Applying the FTCA to Tribal
Contractors Makes It Difficult To Determine if Tribal
Employees Are Acting Within the Scope of
Employment...................................................................... 408
1. Non-traditional tribal employees ................................ 409
2. Indian country ............................................................. 412

C. Contractors: Covering Tribal Contractors
Contravenes the FTCA's Clear and Longstanding
Exclusion of Government Contractors ............................. 416
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D. Law Enforcement: FTCA Coverage of Tribal
Contractors Makes the United States Liable for Some
Serious Abuses While Barring Other Actions that
Would Proceed if a Traditional Federal Employee
Injured the Victim ............................................................. 421

E. Law of the Place: Covering Tribal Contracts with the
FTCA Raises Problematic Choice-of-Law Issues ............... 427
1. FTCA choice-of-law jurisprudence ..............................427
2. Practical concerns with applying tribal law in FICA

suits .................................... ................ .... .. .......... ... . ....... 430
3. Using state choice-of-law rules to ap ly tribal law......

III. Suggestions for Reform: Congress Shour~Replace FICA
438

Coverage for Tribal Contractors with Subsidized Private
Insurance .................................................................................. 440

Conclusion ..........................................................................................444

INTRODUCTION

In 2007, Mildred Garcia pulled her cax off the road in rural
Arizona to take a rest when a patrol car driven by a tribal police
officer from the Navajo Nation Department of Public Safety swerved
off the road and slammed into her car.' Ms. Garcia had to be
extracted from the wreckage using the `jaws of life" and suffered
severe trauma, including injuries to her spine. The tribal officer,
clad in shorts and a t-shirt, had consumed an 18-pack of beer and a
quart of rum prior to blacking out and crashing his cruiser into Ms.
Garcia's car. Smelling strongly of alcohol, the officer eventually
admitted to being under the influence 4 The tort victim and her
family brought a lawsuit, but rather than suing the officer or the
tribe, the family sued the United States?
Although the United States had no involvement in the tribal

officer's hiring, training, or supervision, a federal district court in
Arizona found the officer to be acting as a federal employee within
the scope of his employment because of a series of laws governing
tribal contracting with the United States.s As a result, the court
denied the United States' motion for summary judgment in several
key parts, and the federal government agreed to pay a hefty

1. Garcia v. United States, No. 3:09-CV-08033 JWS, 2011 WL 285860, at *1 (D.
Ariz. Jan. 27, 2011) .

2. Id. at *2.
3. Id. at *1-2.
4. Id. at *2.
5. Id. at *4.
6. See id. at *5 (noting that Congress extended the Federal Tort Claims Act(FICA) to make the United States liable for torts committed by tribal contractorswithin the scope of their employment to limit the liability incurred by the tribes).

y
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settlement.' Potential payouts like this, encouraged through federal
legislation defining the tribal contractor relationship, come at a time
when lawmakers clamor to cut government spending deemed
wasteful and excessive."
Since the 1970s, the United States' policy towards the Indian tribes

has been to encourage self-government by allowing the tribes to take
over programs formerly administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) through the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act' (Self-Determination Act) .10 On reservations and tribal
lands across the country, the tribes have been taking advantage of this
policy, contracting to take over programs such as local law
enforcement previously provided to the tribes by the government."
The transition to self-determination, however, has not been seamless.
Major issues arise when tribal contractors commit torts while

carrying out these contracts. Instead of carrying insurance like most
government contractors, Congress created a legal fiction whereby
tribal contractors are deemed to be employees of the federal
government covered by the Federal Tort Claims Act'Y (FTCA), which
provides a limited waiver of the United States' sovereign immunity.19
That means the United States can be held liable for judgments
against tribal contractors even though it has little-to-no involvement
in their hiring or supervision." This arrangement can leave the

7. See id. at *9 (granting the plaintiffs motion for summary judgment on the
issue of whether the officer was within the sco e of his employment and denying the
United States' motion for summary judgment. Ultimately, PlaintifFs counsel failed
to follow critical court filing deadlines and the case was dismissed. Garcia v. United
States, No. 3:09-CV-0803~JWS (D. Ariz. May 22, 2012) (order dismissin_gcase).

8. See Helene Gooper, Obama O„(jers Plan to Cut Defi cit by Over ,~.3 Trillion, N.Y.
TIMES, Sept 18, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/19/us/politics/obama
plan-to-cut-d~citwill-trim-spending.html (outlining President Obama's deficit
reduction plan).
9. rub. L. No. 99-698, 88 si.a~. 2205 (1975) (codified as amended at 25 U.S.G.§§ 450-458ddd-2 (2006 &Supp N 2011) ).
10. See Special Message w the Congress on Indian Affairs, Pus. PnPEtts 564, 564-68 (July 8, 1970) (announcing the Nixon Administration's new policy shift towards

tribal self-determination); Thomas W. Christie, An Introducdion to the Fecderal TortClaiyns Act in Indaan Self-Dete~minatfan Act Co~tracting 71 MONT. L. REv. 115, 116
(2010) (tracing the history of the Self-Determination Act).

11. See Blake R. Bertagna, Heser~ations About Extending Bivens to Resen~aCimu:Seeking Monetary Relit Agninst Tribal Law EnforcementO~ cers for Conatitudionad Vaolations,
29 PncE L. REv. 58 , 587 (2009) (suggesting that Congress specifically passed theIndian Law Enforcement Reform Act (ILERA) to facilitate Self-Determination Act
contracts for tribal law enforcement).

12. Federal Tort Claims Act, ch. 753, §§ 401-424, 60 Stat. 812, 842-47 (1946)(codified as amended in scattered sections of 28 U.S.C.).
13. Sa infra Part I.A (discussing the FTCA's history and its relation to the conceptof sovereign immunity).
14. Sep e.g., Red Elk ex reL Red Elk v. United States, 62 F.3d 1102, 1104, 1108 (8thCir. 1995) (finding the United States liable when a poorly trained tribal police officer

~~r-?
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United States financially responsible even when tribal contractors,
like the officer who hit Ms. Garcia, commit blatant abuses.~g
Some courts have recognized the problem of holding the United

States responsible for tribal contractors over whom it has little control
and have drawn fine lines to protect the United States from liability
in certain situations involving law enforcement.'b Although these
decisions are friendlier to the public fisc," the tort victims lose the
recourse they would have had if the tortfeasor worked for the U.S.
government directly instead of pursuant to a tribal contract.1e The
resulting uncertainty from these decisions undercuts Congress's
decision to extend FICA protection to the tribes.
This Comment examines the purposes and history of the FTCA as

well as the laws, like the Self-Determination Act, that govern tribal
contracting and proposals for reform. This Comment then axgues
that extending the FTCA to cover torts committed by Self-
Determination Act contractors contravenes the purpose of the FTCA.
The analysis proceeds by addressing specific provisions relating to
sovereign immunity, scope of employment, contractors, law
enforcement, and choice of law. Part I describes the historic
development of the laws governing tribal contracting and the
extension of the FTCA to cover Indian contractors. Part II argues
that using the FTCA to cover Indian contractors is a poor fit and that
the results undermine Congress's reasons for doing so. Part III

raped a minor); Garcia v. United States, No. 3:09-CV-08083-JWS, 2011 WL 285860, at
*1 (D. Ariz. Jan. 27, 2011) (deny~'ng the United States' motion for summary
judgment when an officer blacked out and crashed his police car into another
motorist); see also anfra Part II.0 (discussing contractor liability under the FTCA and
the difficulties that arise in the tribal context).

15. See infra Part II.0 (articulating contractor liability under the FICA as applied
to tribal contractors).

16. See, e.g., Henin v. Cancel, 708 F. Supp. 2d 1315, 1319 (S.D. Fla. 2010) (using
the definition of federal law enforcement officer to effectively bar intentional tort
claims aga~nst a tribal police officer).

17. ~n cases like Henin, where one of the FTCA's exceprions applies, the United
States does not waive its sovereign immunity over the claim and the court has no

~urisdiction to hear the matter. '708 F. Supp. 2d at 1318; see Dolan v. U.S. Postal Serv.,46 U.S. 481, 484-85 (2006) (discussing the requirements that must be met for a
federal court to have urisdiction over an FTGA claim). Therefore, there can be no
recovery against the ~nited States, which can only pay as directed by Congress. U.S.
CONST. art I, § 9, cl. 7. Because the money paid out in FTCA suits ultimately comes
from the public fisc, government attorneys should scrupulously attempt to apply the
FTCA's excepbons. Paul Figley, Ethical Intersectaons f~' dhe Federal Tort Cdaa»as tact: An
Approach for Government Attorneys, 8 U. S'r. THotvtns L J. 547, 373-74 (2011).

18. See Trujillo v. United States, S1:S F. Supp. 2d 1146, 1151 (D.N.M. 2003)
(dismissing' a suit against tribal police officers who were not federal law
enforcement officers but noting that "[u]nder different circumstances, the acts of
[the tribal officers] might subject the United States to liability because of their
status as federal employees").

` ~:~
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recommends that Congress replace FTCA coverage with financial

assistance to the tribes to obtain private insurance.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Federal Tort Claims Act

The FICA provides a narrow waiver of the U.S. government's
sovereign immunity.19 The doctrine of sovereign immunity provides
that a sovereign state is immune to suit except for instances where the
legislative branch takes action and consents to the suit Y0 In practice,
sovereign immunity means nobody can sue the United States, or a
federal employee acting within the scope of his or her employment,
unless Congress passes a statute waiving sovereign immunity.s' Before
1946, Congress did not systematically waive sovereign immunity for
torts, and the chief recourse for those injured by torts committed by
federal employees was to petition Congress for a private bill
compensating the victim for the damages sustained.y~ Having the
legislature evaluating and settling tort claims created problems from
the beginning.Y" Over time, the congressional process for addressing
these claims evolved; but at its best, the process was still woefully

19. United States v. Nordic Vill., Inc., 50~ U.S. 30, 94 (1992) (observing the
principle that the government's consent to suit must be stricdy construed in favor of
the sovereign and must not be enlarged beyond what the statutory language
re uires).
~0. PAUL FIGLEY, A GUIDE TO THE FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 5 (2012); see Grego

C. Sisk, The IneoitaLality of Federal Sovereign Immunity, 55 V►L~. L. REv. 899, 899 (2010
(observing that although the concept that the government can be excused from
liability for some wrongs may seem troubling for many Americans, "few doctrines are
more solidly anchored in Supreme Court precedent").

21. FicL~t, supra note 20, at 5-6 (citing Lane v. Pena, 518 U.S. 187, 192 (1996));
see Nordic VaIL, Inc., 503 U.S. at 33-34 (discussing the proper construction necessary
for the government's waiver of sovereign immumty );Jaffee v. United States, 592 F.2d
712, 717 & n.10 (3d Cir. 1979) (analogizing the Ft'CA to "a traversable bridge across
the moat of sovereign immunity").

22. F'icL~r, supra note 20, at 6 (observing that the right to pursue lamages when
the government causes injury comes from the First Amendment); see U.3. CoNs'r.
amend. I ("Congress shall make no law . . .abridging .. .the right of the people .. .
to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.").

29. See F`tc~, su~»-a note 20, at 6 & n.9 (tracing the history of the resolution of
tort claims against the government and observing that Presidents John Quincy
Adams and Abraham Lincoln expressed frustration with the cumbersome and
inefficient congressional claims process); see also H.R REP. No. 79-1287, at 1-2 (1945)
(reporting on legislation to waive sovereign immunity and its motivating factors).
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inefficient 24 Congress debated various proposals to address the
problem, but it was not able to pass a comprehensive bill until 1946.
The FICA became law in 1946 and waived a considerable portion

of the United States' sovereign immunity.Y6 The FICA, however, does
not waive all of the United States' sovereign immunity, and it still bars
claims that do not meet the FTCA's requirements.' The FTCA
requires that claims be:
[1] against the United States, [2] for money damages, ... [3] for

injury or loss of property, or personal injury or death [4] caused by

the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the

Government [5] while acting within the scope of his office or

employment, [6] under circumstances where the United States, if a

private person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance with

the law of the place where the actor omission occurred ~

Sovereign immunity is jurisdictional in nature, and courts must first

determine if the United States has waived its sovereign immunit~ with
a statute like the FTCA before a case can proceed to the merits.
The FICA does not create a federal common law for torts and

instead relies on the substantive state law of the place where the tort
occurred."0 Courts have almost universally interpreted the "law of the
place" to be~sta.te w FICA suits.` For FTCA purposes, federal

24. Congress created a Committee on Claims to handle tort claims against the
government. F1cL~r, su~rra note 20, at 7. As the number of claims increased, the
Committee's work became very onerous because of both the volume and complexity
of the claims. Id.
25. Sree H.R REP. No. 77-2245 (1942) (reporting on an early incarnation of the

FTCA); H.R Rer. NO. 7fr2428, at 1 (1940) (discussing waiving immunity with a
liability cap at $7500); FtcL~, su~ira note 20, at 7; Gregory C. Sisk, The Continuing Dre~
o Federal Soxere~gn Immunity Jurasprudence, 50 WM. & Mntty L. REV. 517, 536 (200 )
(noting that public outcry over a 1945 incident where a military plane struck the
Empire State Building, killing ten people whose claims were bared by sovereign
immunity, may have hastened passage of the F"TCA, but was not the impetus for it, as
Congress had been debating similar proposals for twenty years).
26. FtcLEx, su~rra note 20, at 5-6.
27. Dolan v. II.S. Postal Serv., 546 U.S. 481, 485 (2006).
28. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(1) (2006); see FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 477 (1994)

(noting that a claim is only cognizable under the FTCA if it meets all six
requirements in 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)).
29. See United States v. Mitchell, 469 U.S. 206, 212 (1983) ("It is axiomatic that

the United States may not be sued without its consent and that the existence of
consent is a prerequisite for 'urisdiction.") .
30. See Devlin v. United ~tates, 352 F.3d 525, 532 (2d Cir. 2003) ("[T]he FTCA's

basic thn~st was decidedly not to create a federal common law of torts, but rather .. .
to tie the government's liability—albeit sub'ect to a host of qualifications—to the
disparate and always evolving tort law o~ the several states."); infra Part II.E
(identifying choice-of-law problems that arise in FICA cases involving tribal

X31. See LaFromboise v. Leavitt, 439 F.3d 792, 794 (8th Cir. 2006) (observing that
under the FICA, state substantive tort law governs even when the incident occurred

t`~ 7
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employees are generally defined to exclude contractors.~Y The FICA

also contains important exceptions, including a bar on specified

intentional torts."' The FTCA's primary purpose is to give a remedy

to those who had no recourse under the previous system of absolute

sovereign immunity, not to provide an additional recourse to those

who already had one elsewhere.'94 An important theme in FTCA cases

is that the FTCA is only a very limited waiver of the United States'

sovereign immunity and that courts will strictly construe the FTCA's

terms in favor of the sovereign:'

B. Snyder Act

Congress established the BIA in 1824 to provide services to the

tribes. The services the BIA provides cover a range of programs

typically provided by state, federal, or local governments."' The

Snyder Acts' represents the first time Congress comprehensively

addressed the services that the BIA provided to the tribes on Indian

reservations.' By the end of World War I, Congress sought to

on land controlled by the federal government); see also infra Part II.E (arguing that
courts should not apply tribal law in FICA disputes).
32. See Logue v. United States, 412 U.S. 521, 581-32 (1973) (noong that simply

carrying out a function that would otherwise have been performed by a federal
employee is insufficient to make a contractor a federal employee for purposes of the
FTCA); see also infra Part II.0 (discussing the inconsistencies between the FTCA's
general bar against contractor torts and Congress's decision to extend FICA
coverage to tribal contractors).
33. 28 U.S.C. § 2680(h) (barring claims "arising out of assault, battery, false

imprisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander,
misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract nghts"); sa anfra II.D
(reviewing issues that arise with torts committed by Indian law enforcement
contractors) .
34. SeeFeres v. United States, 340 U.S. 135, 140 (1950) (discussing the motivation

behind the FTCA).
35. See Lane v. Pena, 518 U.S. 187, 192 (1996) (commenting that the waiver of

the United States' sovereign immunity must be unequivocally expteased and cannot
be implied); see also Kosak v. United States, 465 U.S. 848, 853 n.9 (1984) (providing
that a court's goal in interpreting the FICA is "to identify ̀ those circumstances
which are within the words and reason of the exception'—no less and no more"
(quotin Dalehite v. United States, 346 U.S. 15, 31 (1958))) .
36. o We Are, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, http://www.bia.gov/WhoWeAre/

index.htm (last updated Nov. 5, 2012, 4:85 PM).
37. See What We Do, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, http://www.biagov/WhatWeDo/

index.htm (last updated Nov. 5, 2012, 4:35 PM) (mentioning education, natural
resources management, law enforcement, social services, and economic development
as some of the services provided).
88. Ch. 115, 42 Stat. 208 (1921) (codified as amended at 25 U.S.C. § 13 (2006)).
39. See Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 205-06 (1974) (noong that before the

Snyder Act, there was no general congressional authorization for BIA activities); see
also S. REP. NO. 67-294, at 1 (1921) (observing that there was "no basic law at the
present time authorizing many of the items appearing in the annual Indian
appropriation act"). The Snyder Act authorizes the BIA to "expend such moneys as
Congress may from time to ume appropriate, for the benefit, care, and assistance of

.~D
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consolidate the unwieldy budgetary process.90 During the nineteenth

century, Congress had assigned jurisdiction over certain

appropriations bills to committees other than the appropriations

committees." These committees, including the Indian Affairs

Committee, considered their own appropriations without needing

separate authorizing legislation.'Y In response, Congress passed the

Budget and Accounting Act of 192144 to consolidate appropriations

jurisdiction solely under the appropriations committees in the House

and Senate's Under the revised appropriations system, Indian

appropriations received greater scrutiny on the House floor, which

resulted in many of them being struck down on points of order

because they lacked proper legislative authorization 95 The Snyder

Act remedied this situation by providing general authorization of

subsequent Indian bills, including annual budget appropriations for

the BIA.~
The Snyder Act does not enlarge the mandate of the BIA and was

only intended to authorize services that the BIA already provided to

the tribes." Additionally, the Act does not provide a private damages

remedy.' The Snyder Act demonstrates Congress's reactive approach

to Indian law in that it belatedly provided blanket authorization to

the Indians throughout the United States for ...the employment of inspectors,
supervisors, superintendents, clerks, field matrons, farmers, hysicians, Indian
police, Indian judges, and other employees." 25 U.S.C. § 1~ (2006.
4O. JESSICA TOLLESTRUP, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL 81572, APPROPRIATIONS

SUBCOMMITTEE STRUCTURE: HISTORY OF CHANGES FROM 1920-2011, at 1-2 (2011)
(detailing the congressional concerns regarding the unwieldy nature of the
jurisdiction and topical focus of most congressional appropriations committees).
41. See id. (recounting that the District of Columbia, Indian Affairs,~g nculture

Department, Army, Navy, and Post Office committees all considered their own
appropriations, unitke the current system where all appropriations are handled
through a centralized approQriadons committee in both the House and the Senate).
42. See id. at 2 (describing the piecemeal appropriations process of the early

twentieth century).
43. Ch. 18, 42 Star 20 (codified as amended at 81 U.S.C. 703 (2006)).
44. TOLLESTRUP, su~ra note 40, at 1.
45. See Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 206 (1974) (tracing the history of the

Snyder Act and concluding that its primary purpose was procedural).
46. Id.; COHEN'S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW § 22.01[1], at 1339 (Nell

Jessup Newton et al. eds., 2005).
47. H.R. REp. No. 67-275, at 1 (1921); S. REP. NO.67-294, at 1 (1921); see Lincoln

v. Vigil, 508 U.S. 182, 194 (1998) (concludin that the Snyder Act creates no new
binding obligations on the federal government.
48. See Samish Indian Nation v. United States, 419 F.3d 1855, 1366 (Fed. Cir.

2005) (noting that because the Snyder Act did not obligato the federal government
to expend any funds in Indian country, failure to do so would not support a
damages remedy).

`.= J,
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programs that had been in existence for years.'' Although today the

Snyder Act is largely a historical footnote, for almost fifty years, until

the passage of the Self-Determination Act, it provided broad

congressional authorization for BIA activity carried out in Indian

country.°

C. Indian Se~Determination Act

After many years of providing services to the tribes, the federal

government began implementing a policy of tribal self-determination

in the 1970s.51 Congress initially passed the Self-Determination Act in

1974 to promote tribal self-government 52 The Senate Committee on

Interior Affairs noted that the passage of this bill showed how federal

Indian policy had shifted dramatically towards the Indian tribes

taking over the provision of services formerly administered by the BIA

and the Indian Health Service (IHS).M19 Instead of relying too heavily

on an exceptionally broad reading of the Snyder Act, Congress

passed the Self-Determination Act, which specifically authorized

these new policies emphasizing tribal self-determination and

detailing how the contracts are to be arranged." With the Self-

Determination Act, Congress facilitated a program wherein the

Indian tribes can contract directly with the BIA to take over the

provision of services in Indian country.' As originally passed, the

Self-Determination Act allowed the Secretary of the Interior to

require the tribes to purchase insurance to cover any liability they
r

49. See 61 Cotvc. Rec. 6529 (1921) (statement of Sen. Charles Curtis)
(commenting that the Snyder Act covers activities the BIA has been undertaking for

thirty years).
56. See S. REP. No. 93-682, at 13 (1974) (suggesting that BIA activity in Indian

country relied on a strained reading of old statutes that were not meant to address
the kinds of activity that the BIA was actually carry~ng out).
51. See Special Message to the Congress on Indian Affairs, PUB. PnPsxs 564, 566

(July 8, 1970) ("[Self-Determination], then, must be the goal of any new national
polity toward the Indian people: to strengthen the Indian's sense of autonomy
without threatening his sense of communi }
52. Sa 25 U.S.C. § 450a(a) (2006 (stating that the goal of the Self-

Determination Act is to encourage "maximum Indian participation") ; S. REp. No. 93-
682, at 12-19 (1974) (tracing the hisWry of the tribes' relationship with the federal
government and noong the shift from having the government directly roviding
services to the tribes to having the tribes take over these services by contract
53. See S. Rep. No. 93-682, at 18 (noting that the shift in policy towards self-

determination is dramatic).
54. Sae id. ("The difficulties in straining statutory language beyond its original

intent creates numerous administrative and management problems which [the Self-
Determination Act] is designed to correct."); see also supra note 46 and
accompanying text (discussing Congress's reasons for passing the Snyder Act).
55. See S. REr. No. 93-682, at 15 (noting that the Self-Determination Act provides

authority for the BIA to contract with the tribes, but does not require them to do so).

1~•~'I
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incurred while carr~n'ng out the activities they had contracted to take

over from the BIA.
The transition to self-determination, however, was not seamless.

One problem Congress identified was that the cost of acquiring

liability insurance was a barrier to the tribes entering into self-

determination contracts.`'' Because the BIA is part of the federal

government, the F"TCA delineates liability for it and its agents in tort

suits, and the BIA would never have needed to purchase additional

insurance to carry out the services that the tribes were assuming.5~ As

a result, in 1988 Congress amended the Self-Determination Act,

seeking to remove barriers to additional tribal contracting.' The

1988 Self-Determination Act amendments required the Secretary of

the Interior, who oversees the BIA, to help the tribes acquire cost

effective insurance so that more tribes could enter into Self-

Determination Act contracts 60
Congress, however, did not wait for the Secretary of the Interior to

promulgate regulations on private insurance for tribal contractors.

Instead, Congress included language in the 1991 Department of the

Interior Appropriations Bill that extended FTCA protection to tribal

contractors working pursuant to aSelf-Determination Act contract'

56. Self-Determination Act, Pub. L. No. 99-698, § 102(c), 88 Stat. 2205, 2206

(1975). See gCtdeYally U.S. GEN. AcCOUNTINC; OFFICE, GAO/RCED-00-169, FEDERAL
TORT CIAIMS ACT: ISSUES AFFECTING COVERAGE FOR TRIBAL SELF-DETERMINATION
Coiv'rsncrs 25 fig.5 (2000) [hereinafter 2000 GAO REpox'r] (depicting the early
history of the Self-Determination Act provisions and subsequent amendments in
graphic form).
57. See Salazar v. Ramah Navaho Chapter, 182 S. Ct. 2181, 2186 (2012) (noting

that the Self-Determination Act onginally provided for only the direct administrative
costs of the ~ro~rams, which "failed to account for the full costs to tribes of
providing sernces ) ; Indian Self-Determanatfora and Education Assistance Act Amendments
01' 1987 Part II: Hearang an S. 1703 Before the S. Select Corram. on Indian A~j airs, 100th
Cong. 54 (1987) [hereinafter 1987 Senate Self-Determi~aLion Act Hearing] (testimony of
William Ron Allen, Chairman, Jamestown Klallam Tribe) (suggesting that insurance
is a major indirect cost that the tribes incur when entering into aSelf-Deterniination
Act contract with the BIA); see also Letter from John R. Bolton, Assistant Att'y Gen.,
to Sen. Daniel K Inouye (Oct 27, 1987), repri~eted in S. REP. No. 100-274, at 59-60
(1987) (warning that the possibility of using the FICA to insure tribal contractors
violates the principle of not extending the FICA to overnment contractors and
suggesting that other contractors will seek such coverage.
58 See H.R REP. No. 100-395, at 4 (1987) (finding that because the tribes have to

pay certain extra costs to provide the services that the government does not cover,
some tribes feel they are being charged a penalty for the right to contract).
59. Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act Amendments of

1988, Pub. L. No. 100-472, 102 Stat 2285 (codified as amended in scattered sections
of 25 U.S.C.).
60. 25 U.S.C. § 450f(c) (2006).
61. Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1991,

Pub. L. No. 101-512, § 314, 104 Stat 1915, 1959-60 (1990).

\~'~
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The bill stated:

[Any] Indian tribe, tribal organization or Indian contractor ...and
its employees aze deemed employees of the [U.S. government]
while acting within the scope of their employment in carrying out
the contract or agreement .... [A]ny civil action or proceeding
involving such claims brought hereafter against any tribe, tribal

organization, Indian contractor or tribal employee covered by this
provision shall be deemed to be an action against the United
States ...and be afforded the full protecrion and coverage of the
Federal Tort Claims Act Ci2

Le ' lative history on this provision is scant, but upon signing the bill,

President George H.W. Bush expressed "serious reservations" about

extending the FICA to cover tribal contractors ~ President Bush

explained that the bill extending FTCA coverage to tribal contractors

was "fundamentally flawed" because the United States does not
supervise tribal contractors the way it would supervise traditional

employees, and to do so would be counterproductive to the goal of

Indian self-determination.`
Congress amended the Self-Determination Act again in 1994,

attempting to provide clarity by formally directing the Secretary of
the Interior to promulgate regulations on how the FTCA related to
the Self-Determination Act.65 The regulations promulgated after the
1994 amendments give some basic guidance and specify that
Congress extended FTCA protection to the Indian tribes contracting
under the Self-Determination Act regardless of whether the funding

agreement specifically mentions this coverage as a term ̀~

Furthermore, the regulation notes that the FICA is the e usive
remedy for tort c aims resulting from - etermination Act
contracts. Only programs previous y a ministered by the are

62. Id.
6S. Statement on Signing Department of the Interior and Related Agencies

AppropriadonsAct, 1991, 2 Pus. PnPExs 1558 (Nov. 5, 1990).
64 Id. at 1559; sa also infra Part II.0 (arguing that classifying Indian contractors

as federal employers contravenes FICA jurisprudence regarding contractors).
65. Indian Self-Determination Contract Reform Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-413,

§ 105, 108 Stat 4250, 4269 (codified as amended at 25 U.S.C. § 450k (2006)); see 140
Co1vc;. Rsc. 18,889 (1994) (statement of Rep. Bill Richardson) ("The regulatory
process has cost the tribes hundreds of thousands of dollars, and has led to great
confusion within Indian country and among the Federal agencies.").
66. 25 C.F.R § 1000.276 (2b12).
67. Id. § 1000.279. But see Christie, rupra note 10, at 124 (observing that at least

one tribal court has decided that it remains responsible for certain cases). Tribal
members can still bring claims against tribal corporations in tribal court. E.g., Wide
Ruins Cmty. Sch., Inc. v. Stago, 281 F. Supp. 2d 1086, 1088-90 (D. Ariz. 2003)
(recognizing only cognizable claims under the FICA in federal court, but noting
that these proceedings did not bar tribal members from bringing additional claims
under tribal law in Navajo court).
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eligible for Self-Determination Act contracts.' Congress has made
additional, minor amendments to the Self-Determination Act, but
none have changed the application of the FICA to tribal
contractors.` Despite the regulations, many questions remain
unanswered as to the precise mechanics of applying the FTCA to
tribal contractors, and subsequent decisions have created more
uncertainty for the government and the tribes.'o

D. Indian Lazo Enforcement Reform Act

Many Indian reservations grapple with crime rates worse than those
in some of the country's most violent cities." Violent crime rates on
Indian reservations are more than twice the national average.' As
such, law enforcement is a particularly significant BIA function that
the tribes contract for under the Self-Determination Act.' When
Congress began to consider challenges in tribal law enforcement, the
BIA already employed approximately 500 law enforcement officers,
and the tribes employed 900 more officers.74 Typical tribal police
departments tend to be woefully understaffed, with only a few officers
patrolling huge rural areas.75 In 1990, Congress passed the Indian

68. See 25 C.F.R. § 1000.86 (noting that the BIA need not have provided that
particular service to that particular tribe in order to enter aSelf-Determination Act
contract, as long as the SIA did provide that service to a tribe). Regula~ons also
allow for limited contracting of non-BIA programs that are design ated by the
Secretary of the Interior or have `special geographic, historical or cultural"
significance to the tribes. Id. §§ 1000.1̀20—.148. Nevertheless, some tribes still find it
very difficult to enter into contracts with the BIA, although there are no reported
cases where FTCA coverage was not extended to tribal contractors on thegr ound
that the function they contracted for had not previously been performed by the BIA.
See The S-access and Shortfall of Self-Governance U~eder the Indfan Self-Dete~mi~ation aid
Educatio~a Assistance Acd A ~ruenty Years: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Indian Affairs,
110th Cong. 54 (2008~hereinafter 2008 Senate Sedf-Determination Act Hearing]
(statement of James Steele, Jr., Tribal Council Chairman, Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes) (discussing the difficulties of contracting for non-BIA programs
and suggesting that in the instances when the tribes are able to do so, they should get
FTCA coverage).
69. S~ Tnbal Self-Governance Amendments of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-260, 114

Star. 711 (codified at 25 U.S.C. §§ 458aaa-1 to 458aaa 18 (2006)).
70. See infra Part II (explaining some of the problems with applying the FICA to

tribal contractors).
71. See Timothy Williams, Higher Crime, Feruer Cha an Indfan Land, N.Y. TnwEs,

(Feb. 20, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/0221/us/on-Indian-resecvations-
higher~rime-and-fewer-prosecutions.html (suggesting that failure to effectively
prosecute the crimes may be exacerbating the problem).
72. Id.
79. See S. REP. No. 101-167, at 5 (1989) (noting the prevalence of tribal law

enforcement being operated under Self-Determination Act contracts).
74. Id.
75. See Bertagna, su~ra note 11, at 600-01 (contending that one to three officers

maybe in charge of poticing an area roughly the size of the entire state of Delaware).

~ ~~
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Law Enforcement Reform Act's (ILERA) to "clarify and strengthen
the authority" for law enforcement in Indian country.'" ILERA gave
explicit statutory authority to the BIA for its law enforcement
activities in Indian country to avoid a potentially embarrassing
situation where a court found a BIA officer personally liable for
carrying a firearm and making arrests without authorization.'" The
bill also facilitated cooperarion among BIA law enforcement and
tribal law enforcement, including provision for cross-deputation
agreements.''' Prior to the bill, Indian law enforcement rested on
shaky statutory ground, justified only by the Snyder Act and various
Indian liquor control laws."° Congress passed ILERA because it
feared judicial challenges to BIA officers and Indian contractors
carrying out law enforcement duties in Indian country."' In addition,
Congress assed the Tribal La.w and Order Act of 2010," which
fuither clarifies e law enforcement authority of the tribes but does
not affect FTCA liability.0.~

E. Congressional Proposals for Reform

Using the FTCA to cover tribal contractors created a host of
problems in theory and in practice. Congress has tried to address
some of these problems, but has stopped short of passing any major
reforms. In 1998, Senator Slade Gorton of Washington introduced
the American Indian Equal Justice Act to address the relationship
between sovereign immunity and the Indian tribes.'" The bill sought
to make tribal governments liable in certain civil matters ~' Senator

76. Pub. L. No. 101-~79, §§ 1-11 104 Star 473, 473-78 (1990) (codified at 25
U.S.C. §§ 2801-2809 (2006)).
77. 135 CoNG. REc;. 10,029 (1989) (statement of Rep. George Miller).
78. H.R REp. No. 101-60, at 4-5 (1989).
79. Id.
80. See S. REr. No. 101-167, at 5 (expressing concern that BIA officers did not

have explicit statutory authority to exercise their~law enforcement duties).
81. Sa ad. (indicating that the pro~osed bill was intended to "avoid a successful

judicial challenge" to BIA authonty by providing "comprehensive statutory
authority"); H.R REP. No. 101-60, at 4-5 (1989) (mirroring the concerns in the
Senate committee report); see also Dry v. United States, 235 F.3d 1249, 1252-59 (10th
Cir. 2000) (illustntin~ the complexities that arise in tribal law enforcement, even
after ILERA, in a case involving tribal law enforcement, federal law enforcement, and
claims under the FICA, Bavens, and § 1983); infra Part II.B.2 (discussing the potential
for problems that arise from the definition of Indian country and its uncertain
boundaries in some parts of the country).
82. Pub. L. No. 111-211, §§ 201-266, 124 Stat 2258, 2261-2301 (codified in

scattered tides of the U.S. Code).
83. E.g., 25 U.S.C. § 2812 (Supp. N 2011) (establishing the Indian Law and

Order Commission).
84. S. 1691, 105th Cong. (1998).
85. Id. § 1(c).

~~
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Gorton intended his proposal to parallel the Tucker Act's and to strip
the tribes of sovereign immunity almost entirely."' The Gorton bill
gate federal courts jurisdiction over civil actions agairis"t it e Tn~ian..
tribes'"fbf`~~ijury caused by the negligence of the tribes under
cir cùms`~ance's where the tribe would e lia e if it were a pnvate
person or cor~ora.don~ ~~ Ttie ~ Gorton bill would have ffe ectively
srt ipped the tribes of their FTCA coverage and shifted the cost of
insuring Self-Determination Act contractors back to the tribes "~ One
major consequence of the Gorton bill for tort suits would have been
that the tribes would no longer have been able to take advantage of
the FTCA's sweeping protection for discretionary functions and the
procedural protections of an administrative claims process 90 Critics
of the Gorton bill suggested that taking the FTCA's protections away
from tribal contractors unfairly treated the tribes as contractors

86. 28 U.S.C. § 1491 (waiving sovereign immunity for claims involving contracts).87. S. 1691 § 4(a); cf. Washington v. Confederated Bands &Tribes of the YakimaIndian Nation, 439 U.S. 463, 501 (1979) ("It is well established that Congress, in theexercise of its plenary Power over Indian af~'airs, may restrict the retained sovereignpowers of the Indian tubes.°).
88. S. 1691, § 4(a).
89. Thomas P. Schlosser, Sov lyrarreunity: Should dhe Soverei~rra Control the PurseP,24 ANt. Itvnuty L. REv. 309, 337—~~8 (2000) (arguing that "[t]here is no obvious policyjustification" for removing FICA coverage from tribal contractors). As a generalrule, "an Indian tribe is subject to suit only where Congress has authorized the suitor the tribe has waived its immunity." Kiowa Tribe of Okla. v. Mfg. Techs., Inc., 52~U.S. 751, 754 (1998). The Gorton bill would have removed more tribal sovereignimmunity than would be necessary to pursue tort claims against tribal contractors.Sa Schlosser, suprtt, at 339 (noting that the Gorton proposal would waive sovereignimmunity but would not provide any defenses like the FICA does). The Gorton billwould require the tribes to purchase private insurance like they did in the past. S.1691, § 4; see supra notes 56-62 and accompanying text (illustrating that before 1990,the tribes could not assert federal sovereign immunity to bar claims against tribalcontractors and had to purchase private insurance).90. Schlosser, supra note 89, at X39. See generally ~cLSY, supra note 20, at 47-48(explaining the administrative claims process in detail). The discretionary functionexception to the FTCA protects the United States from liability where a federalemployee's actions involve an element of 'udgment or choice and those actions arebased on considerations of publicpo licy. ~eeBerkovitz v. United States, 486 U.S. 5~1,5~6—~7 (1988) (establishing the often-cited test for determining whether actions fallwithin the FTCA's discretionary function exception); in Part II.A.2 (discussing theinherent difficulties courts face in applying the CA's discretionary functionexception to tribal contractors).

,~~
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rather than as sovereign nations?' Congress never adopted Senator

Gorton's bill.
In the s ator Ben Nighthorse Cam bell of Colors

~im,,s~elf a Native American, ' intro uced the Indian Tribal Conflict

Resolution and Tort Claims an~T~s~c Management ct o 1998, which

took`a~ifferent approach to addressing issues relating to liabil~

coverage for it ibal~ ~ contiactors~'` Unlike the Gorton bill, the

"~`~mp~i 'le I~i1T did- nod'"ta-Tt~"'a~iy sovereign immunity away from the

tribes and dealt only with delineating what would be covered by the

FTCA and what would be covered yb ~priva'te ~surance "' The

Campbell bi aimed to provide tort victims wi a remedy in

instances that were not covered by the FTCA.~ The Campbell bill

required the BIA to obtain insurance coverage for functions not

covered by the FICA and to provide yearly updates to Congress.97

Congress never passed the Campbell bill directly, but portions of the

bill requiring the Secretary to study tort liability issues relating to

tribal contractors passed as part of an omnibus appropnattons bill ~

e ecretary o e n error was una e to comp ete e required

liability study on time y9 Ultimately, the Campbell bill resulted in a

2000 Government Accounting Office10° (GAO) report and also a

91. See Sovereign Immunity: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Indian A asrs, 105th
Cong. S (1998) [hereinafter 1998 Senate Tribal Sovereign Immunidy Heari (statement
of Sen. Daniel K Inouye, Vice Chairman, S. Comm. on Indian Affairs (suggesting
that the Gorton bill would overturn years of precedent and relegate the tribes from
government status to private person or corporate status); Schlosser, su~bra note 89, at
S39 (arguing that the Gorton bill did not treat the tribes as fairly as tfie federal and
state governments did).
92. See Schlosser, supra note 89, at 855 (describing the Gorton proposal as a

"le~ slative attack❑" on tnbal sovereign immunity but noting that it failed).
9;3. ody Hope Strogof~' &Ernest Luning, In~eerVieru with Ben Nighdlwrse Campbell,

Cow. ~Taz~stitnN (Mar. 25, 2011), http://www.coloradostatesman.com/content/
992685-i n nerview-ben-nighthorse-cam pbell.
94. S. 2097, 105th Cong. (1998).
95. Compare S. 2097 § 201 (b) (requiring better coordination between the tribes

and the United States to avoid duplicadve costs), ruith American Indian Equal Justice
Act, S. 1691, 105th Cong. § 4 (1998) (abrogating tribal sovereign immunity
completely).
96. Sa 105 Co►vc. RsC. 9867 (1998) (statement of Sen. Ben Nighthorse

Campbell) (noting that the tribes already have insurance and that there is a
possibility of redundancy with FICA coverage).

97. S. 2097 §§ 201 (b) (1), 202(b). This insurance policy must contain a provision
that the insurance carrier will not invoke tribal sovereign immunity as a defense. Id.

201 c 1( ) ( )
98. Indian Tribal Tort Claims and Risk Management Act of 1998, Pub. L. No.

105-277, § 704, 112 Stagy 2681, 2681-936.
99. See Schlosser, sufira note 89, at 348 (disparaging the Interior Secretary's

failure to produce a report by its 1999 deadline).
100. The GAO is now called the Government Accountability Office. See GAO

Human Capital Reform Act of 2004, Pub. L. 10&271, § 8(a), 118 Stat. Sl1, 814.

': ~~
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report from the BIA, which the agencies presented to Congress in a
hearing before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs.'°'
The BIA report concluded that the tribes find FTCA coverage to be

limited and overly complex.'° The BIA found that even under the
most expansive reading, the FICA would not cover all tribal
contractor activities.10~ Therefore, the tribes still carry liability
insurance to protect themselves from liability incurred in the course
of carrying out Self-Determination Act contracts, even though this
cost wa.s precisely what Congress sought to eliminate.104 The BIA
report recommended that Congress pass additional legislation to
provide guidance on some of the issues that have arisen in applying
the FTCA to tribal contractors.'o5

The GAO report identified many of the issues discussed in Part II
of this Comment as problematic, including choice of law, the status of
tribal law enforcement, and._. ht e_ scope of employment
determinations.10G The report also suggested a proce ural
problem—t at the current statutory scheme lacks a removal
procedure for claims against tribal contractors filed in tribal courts.107
The report obsen+ed: "Given the tribes' historical liability for self-
determination programs prior to 1990, their current liability for their.̀:.~.non-self-determination ro r ms, and the com exi and
uncertainty o CA coverage, it is understandable why some tribes
may choose to have comprehensive pri~rate liability insurance that
covers all their programs."'°" The GAO report concluded that the
government should receive the benefit of those n~vate insurance

~olicies and r  ecommen ned tEiat rthe Secrets of the Interior check
e s ~"s'a€a:~tribe's-i~su~i e o cy e ore procee ng inn a claim

under the FTCA.109 The report suggested that when the tribes have

101. See GAO and BIA Re~iorts on Risk Manccg t and Tort Liabfli~ • Hearing Beforethe S. Comm. on Indian A,[)`azrs, 106th Cong 9T(000) [hereinafter 000 Senate T3ibalTort Liability Hearing] (report from the BIA) (revealin~ the poor response from thetribes and tie likely futility of continued annual reports .102. Id. at 96.
103. Id.
104. Id.; see 1987 Senate Self-Dete»nanadion Act Hearing sugrra note 57, at 54(testimony of William Ron Allen, Chairman,,~amestown Klallam Tribe) (describinghow paying for insurance creates a ma or bamer to entering into Self-DeterminationAct contracts and diverts funds neede~ to carry them out).105. See 2000 Senate 73abal Tort Laabiliiy Hearing, su~ira note 101, at 8'7-88(characterizing the issues created by covering tribal contractors with the FICA as
106. 2000 GAO RePORT, su ra note 56, at 17-18.
107. Id. at 15; see dd. at 31 ~g.6 (illustrating how the FICA is "not a perfect fit" fortribal contractors because it leaves considerable gaps).108. Id. at 18.
109. Id. at 18-19.

~7
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private insurance that is duplicative with the FTCA, the Secretary of
the Interior should tender the claims to private insurance
companies.10 Despite the hearing, Congress ultimately declined to
pursue legislative changes."'
Over the years, Congress has addressed issues of Indian self-

determination in a piecemeal way. Although it has certainly touched
on some key issues and focused on them for brief periods of time, it
has failed to adequately assess the ramifications of extending the
FICA to tribal contractors. Using the FTCA rather than private
insurance to protect contractors from liability was a major policy
change haphazardly included in an appropriations bill. The courts,
the tribes, and the government have been struggling to reach a
workable solution.

II. EXTENDING THE FICA TO CLAIMS AGAINST TRIBAL CONTRACTORS
IS A POOR FIT

Courts had established a body of FICA jurisprudence for over forty
years before it was hastily extended to cover tribal contractors. The
past twenty years have shown that using the FTCA to cover tribal
contractors has turned out to be the proverbial square peg being
forced into the round hole. This section examines the specific
problems Congress created by using the FICA in this way. First, this
section addresses the theoretical issues behind sovereign immunity
and the FTCA's discretionary function protection, exploring the
bizarre dynamics of having the terms of a waiver of one sovereign's
immunity protect another sovereign. Second, this section discusses
issues involved in establishing that a federal employee is within the
scope of his or her employment for FTCA purposes and the
difficulties created by applying this body of law to the tribes. Third,
this section analyzes the FTCA's strict exclusion of contractors and
establishes that the tribes are unlike any other exceptions Congress
or courts have made. Fourth, this section looks at Indian law
enforcement and steps that some courts have taken to avoid federal
liability when tribal officers commit torts. Finally, this section
discusses the web of choice-of-law issues raised by the current

110. Id. at 19 (suggesting that the Secretary should only tender claims to private
insurers when it is in the best interest of the United Statea) .
111. 2000 Senate Tribal Tort Liab£dity Hearang, supra note 101, at 1-2 (statement of

Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman, S. Comm. on Indian Affairs); sae Tribal
Self-Governance Amendments of 2000, Pub. L. No. lOfr260, 114 Staff 711 (amending
the Self-Determination Act without addressing private insurance).
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arrangement and argues that state law rather than tribal law should
always be used to govern FICA suits.

A. Sovereign Im~reunity: Extending the FTCA to Tribal Contractors
Contravenes the Principles of Sovereign. Im~rtunaty by Hdvang a Wai~uer of One

Sovemeagn's Immunity Protect Another Sovereign
The FTCA. is a waiver of the federal government's sovereign

immunity. The tribes, however, have their own sovereign immunity.
Using the FICA to cover tribal contractors creates a bizarre situation
where a waiver of one sovereign's immunity is being applied to
another sovereign. This section will first discuss the theoretical
problems of that arrangement. In addition, a key provision of the
FICA does not waive federal sovereign immunity for discretionary
functions. Having this sweeping protection apply to the tribes makes
it difficult for courts to reconcile these cases with years of
discretionary function jurisprudence. The second part of this section
discusses the difficulties that the current arrangement creates in
applying the FTCA's discretionary function exception.

1. Theoretical problems

The current statutory scheme that governs tribal contractors is
hard to reconcile with the principles that led Congress to pass the
FICA. Specifically, the FTCA is based on the principles of sovereign
immunity and the idea that the United States can only be sued when
it consents.12 Courts treat the Indian tribes as "domestic dependent
nations""g that possess their own tribal sovereign immunity.14 The
Supreme Court noted that Congress has abrogated tribal immunity
through certain laws, such as the Self-Determination Act, which
authorize limited classes of suits against the tribes.15 The current
statutory arrangement uses a waiver of the United States' sovereign

112. FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 475-76 (1994).
113. See Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 17-18 (1851) (describingthe relationship between the United States and the Indian tribes as "peculiar"). Seegenerally Sarah Rrakoff, Undaing' Indian Laru One Case at a Time: Juduial Minfmadzsmand 73zbal Sovereignty, 50 Ant. U. L. REv. 1177, 1193-96 (2001) (discussing the earlydevelopment of Indian law in the Supreme Court and the Marshall Court'srecogration of the tribes as "pre-constitutional sovereigns").
114. Sue, e.g., Okla. Tax Comm'n v. Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe, 498
U.S. 505, 509 (1991) (explaining that the tribes have their own tribal sovereign
immunity and cannot be sued absent a "clear waiver by the tribe or congressionalabrogation") .
115. Sre zd. at 510 (observing that although Congress has always been free to waivetribal sovereign immunity and has done so for limited classes of suits, it had not done

so for tax assessment actions like the one brought by Oklahoma against thePotawatomi Indians).
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immunity--the FICA—to protect the tribes from liability, even
though the tribes are different sovereigns with their own sovereign
immunity.' ~~
Tort law creates incentives for potential defendants to act more

carefully to avoid lawsuits."' Extending FICA coverage to the tribes
does not create these incentives for tribal contractors because the
United States, rather than the tribes, actually pays the judgments.1e
Rather, the current arrangement creates a perverse system of
incentives for tribal contractors not to cooperate with investigations,
particularly when the tort victim is also a tribal member.19 Lack of

116. See Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 58 (1978) ("Indian tribeshave long been recognized as possessing the common-law immunity from suit
traditionally en'oyed by sovereign powers."); see also 25 U.S.C. § 450f(c) (2006)(waiving the ~efense of tribal sovereign immunity for Self-Determination Act
contracts); Walton v. Tesuque Pueblo, 443 F.3d 1274, 1280 (10th Cir. 2006)(recognizing that the Self-Determination Act waives tribal sovereign immunity
although not in the instant case, because the plaintiff was not a party to a Self-Determination Act contract). The FICA waives the federal government s immunityfor tort suits but provides a number of exceptions that are used as defenses. Meyer,510 U.S. at 475. Under the current arrangement, tribal employees are able to take
advantage of FICA exceptions originally designed to protect the federalgovernment. Sep e.g., Hinsley v. Standing Rock Child Protective Servs., 516 F.Sd 668,672 (8th Cir. 2008) (using the FTCA's discretionary function exception to protect atribal social services agency from a negligence claim where it placed a child with ahistory of sexually abusing others in a fo` ster home with no warning to the new fosterparents).
117. See United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169, 173 (2d Cir. 1947)("[I]f the probability be called P; the injury , L; and the burden, B; liability dependsupon whether B is less than L multiplied by P: i.e., whether B < PL."); VIGTOR E.

SCHWARTZ ET AL., PROSSER, WADE AND SCHWARTL~S TORTS: CASES AND MATERIALS 1(12th ed. 2010) (identifying deterrence of wron~f'ul conduct and encouragement ofsocially responsible behavior as two of the mayor purposes of tort law); JonathanTurley, Pax Militarist The Feres DocCrine and the Retention of Sovereig~x lyramunity in theMilitary System of Governance, 71 GEo. Wnst[. L. Rev.1, 47 (2003) (observing that thereis "little question" that increasing liability will influence a rational actor's conduct).But ste Paul Fi ley, In Defense of Feres: An Unfairly Maligned O~ienion, 60 AM. U. L. REv.898, 463-64 2010) (asserting that government agencies are not responsive tofinancial deterrence because they do not pay FTCA settlements in excess of $2500).118. See F[c~.~r, supm note 20, at 76-77 (noting that all FICA judgments aga~nstthe government are paid out of the Judgment Fund). Because the tribes would haveno financial consequences for their torts there would be little incentive to act morecarefully. See Letter from John R Bolton, Assistant Att'y Gen., to Sen. Daniel KInouye, su~rra note 57, at 60 ("To relieve contractors from responsibility for theirconduct without being able to control that conduct completely defeats the deterrentvalue of the fault based tort compensation system.").
119. Sep 2000 GAO R~eoRz', supria note 56, at 19 (noting that the federalgovernment is ultimately liable for FTGA claims, and that some contractors refusedto cooperate with investigations); Letter from Edward B. Cohen, Acting Solicitor,U.S. Dep't of the Intenor, to Jim Wells, Director, Energy, Resources, and ScienceIssues, U.S. Gen. Accounting Office at 2 Quly 20, 2000), Zn 2000 GAO REPORT, supranote 56, at ~7 (observing a lack of incentives for loss reduction among tribalcontractors and occasional uncooperativeness from the tribes and their contractors).There is no way to know whether the tribes cooperated in specific reported cases,although presumably it would be d~cult for the United States to go to trial without

~,7a
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cooperation makes it difficult for the United States to assert a
vigorous defense and could increase the amount of settlements and
judgments paid.'°
Furthermore, even though the tribes receive FTCA coverage, they

often carry private liability insurance too, which in some instances is
paid for with federal contract support funds and provides duplicative
coverage with the FTCA.'Y' There is currently no mechanism in place
to determine where this private coverage overlaps with liability that is
covered by the FTCA.'YY Because the government pays out FfCA
judgments virtually automatically through the Judgment Fund,
plaintiffs may choose to pursue an FTCA claim rather than a claim
against the insurance company.'"
In addition, the insurance companies get paid for policies, portions

of which would likely never be triggered because these provisions are
duplicative with FTCA coverage and have little incentive to make the
system more efficient.'$' Rather than streamlining the process of
insuring tribal contractors, Congress has created a system full of
perverse incentives and duplicative costs that conflicts with the
principles on which the FICA is based.

tribal cooperation. See, e.g., Challinor v. United States, No. CV 11-3099-EFS, 2012 WL
5236'13, at *1 (E.D. Wash. Feb. 15, 2012) (commenting that it was unclear whether
the tribal contractor had investigated the accident and suggesting that the tribe
blocked Occupational Safety and Health Agency access to the accident site,
com romising the investigation).
12~ See, e.g., Chaddinor, 2012 WL 5236'78, at *1 (discussing how a tribe's lack of

cooperation undermined the ~overnmenYs invesdgalion); cf. 2000 GAO REPORT',
suj6ra note 56, at 19-20 (suggestan~ that instances of lack of cooperation appear to beisolated but noting that the precise extent of the problem is unclear because noagency tracks these claims).
121. 2000 GAO REPORT, su,~»-a note 56, at 16 (describing this situation as onewhere the federal government ~s "paying twice").
122. Id at 19.
128. The udgm ent Fund is a ermanent, indefinite a propriation" thatCongress created to pay udgments and settlements inst Pthe '~Inited States.Salaaar v. Ramah Navajo ~hapter, 132 S. Ct. 2181, 219 n.8 (2012) (uoting 81
C.F.R § 256.1 (2011)); see 31 U.S.C. § 1304 (2006 & Supp. N 2011) (specifyingappropriate instances, including FICA cases, where the ~udgment Fund can be
used). The Judgment Fund makes it easy for successful plaintiffs to collect. F'iG[.~,supra note 20, at 144-45 (demonstrating the paltry amount of paperwork to be filedto receive automatic payment from the Judgment Fund). Before creation of theJudgment Fund, Congress had to appropriate individual sums to pay judgments wcomply with the Constitution's Appropriations Clause. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9, cl.7 (No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence ofAppropriations made by Law"); FIGLEY, su¢ ra note 20, at 75-76 (discussing thereasons why Congress created the Judgment fund).
124. See 2000 GAO RErotrr, supra note 56, at 15 (noong that the tribes commonlycarry private insurance covering activities also covered under the FTCA).

,F
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2. The discretionary function exce~btion
The convoluted theoretical problems behind extending the FTCA

to tribal contractors make it difficult for courts to apply the FTCA's
discretionary function exception in a consistent and meaningful way.Although the FICA waives large portions of the United States'
sovereign immunity, Congress was careful in reserving protection for
discretionary functions carried out by employees of the United States
acting within the scope of their employment.'yg In passing the FTCA,
Congress sought to waive the United States' immunity for ordinary
common law torts committed by federal employees rather than to
authorize new liability based on uniquely governmental functions.`
The Supreme Court has observed that protection for the
government's discretionary activities has a long history in American
jurisprudence.'Y' As such, Congress did not intend for the FICA to
allow suits to test the validity of the government's discretion.14p The
Supreme Court characterized the discretionary function exception as"mark[ing] the boundary between Congress' willingness to impose
tort liability upon the United States and its desire to protect certain
governmental activities from exposure to suit by private
individuals."'~
In examining if the discretionary function shields the United Statesfrom liability for certain actions, courts consider whether (1) the

challenged conduct involved an element of choice, and (2) thechallenged conduct involved the kind of choice Congress meant to
protect in enacting the discretionary function exception.'"0 The firstprong of the test has a fairly straightforward application.'' In
clarifying the second prong, the Supreme Court held that the
challenged conduct must be undertaken in furtherance of public
policy goals.'~L

125. 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a); see United States v. S.A. Empresa de Viacao Aerea RioGrandense (Varig Airlines), 467 U.S. 797, 808-09 (1984) (recounting the legislativehistory of the FTC?►'s discretionary function provision).126. Dalehite v. United States, 846 U.S. 15, 28 n.19 (1958) (observing that"congressional thought was centered on granting relief for the run-of-the-mineaccidents, as distinguished from injury from performing discretionary governmentalfunctions") .
127. See id. at 34 (describing the conceit of discretiona function protection as "aconcept of substantial historical ancestry in American law"~.128. Id. at 30 (noting that discretionary function protection applies even whendiscretionary acts are ne l~gendy performed and involve an abuse of discretion).129. UarigAir[ines, 46~U.S. at $08.
130. Berkovitz v. United States, 486 U.S. 531, 536-37 (1988).131. See id. (declaring that "conduct cannot be discretionary unless it involves anelement of judgment or choice") .
132. Sa United States v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315, 323 (1991) (reasoning that, inlight of the discretionary function's purpose to "prevent judicial ̀ second-guessing' of

.~ ~~
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The types of conduct protected by the discretionary function
exception vary widely, from presidential decisions on issues of
national security to a decision made by a park ranger in directing
visitors around a moose.194 In United States v. Gaubert,'94 the Court
found the exception to protect the government from liability for
decisions made by regulators of a savings and loan association.' The
exception applied even though the decisions themselves were at the
da~to-day operational level rather than being large-scale policy
decisions.'"b Critics suggest that the exception is too broad and, in
practice, has swallowed the rule by creating a broad category of cases
where the government is immune from suit despite the FTCA's
waiver of sovereign immunity."'
Because courts must consider tribal contractors to be federal

employees under the Self-Determination Act, they too can invoke the

legislative and administrative decisions," the proper construction of the exceptiononly protects government actions or "decisions based on considerations of publicpolicy" (quotin Berkovitz et al. v. United States, 486 U.S. 591 (1988); YatsgAirlanrs,467 U.S. at 814).
133. Com~iare Saltany v. Reagan, 702 F. Supp. 319, 321-22 (D.D.C. 1988)(declining to find the United States liable for damages related to President Reagan'sdecision ordering air strikes on Libya), with Tippett v. United States, 108 F.3d 1194,1199 (10th Cir. 1997) (finding that a park ranger directing snowmobile ridersaround a moose was exercising a discretionaxy function and therefore was immunewhen a rider suffered an injury) . See generally Paul F. Figley, Understanding the FederalTort Cltaims Act: A Di„~erent Meta~bhor, 44 TORT TttIA1. &INS. PRAc:. L J. 1105, 1123-25(2009) (characterizing the discretionary function as the most important one in theFICA, and giving annotated examples of instances where courts have relied on thediscretionary function exception to bar liability).
134. 499 U.S. 315 (1991).
185. Id. at 331, 334.
136. See id. at S25 ("Day-today management of banking affairs, like themanagement of other businesses, regularly requires judgment as to which of a rangeofpe rmissible courses is the wisest.") .
197. E.g., Allen v. United States, 816 F.2d 1417, 1424-25 (10th Cir. 1987) (McKay,f., concumng) ("[T]wo hundred years after we threw out King Georg~ III, the rudethat ̀ the king can do no wrong' still prevails at the federal level in all but the mosttrivial of matters.... [T]he [FTCA] ... is largely a false promise in all but ̀fenderbenders' and perhaps some cases involving medical malpractice by governmentdoctors."). Numerous commentators have called for changes to the FI'CA'sdiscretionary function exception. See, e.g., Marc C. Niles, "Nothing but Mischief :• TheFederal Tort Claims Act and the Scope of Discretio~eary Immunity, 54 AnM[N. L. REv. 1275,1535 (2002) ("The discretionary function exception should apply to limit federaltort liability only in those rare circumstances when courts are called upon toadjudicate claims that require them to second guess discretionary policy decisions ofthe kind that should be left to political branches, or which call on courts to make thekinds of decisions that they are not equi ped to make.");Jonathan R. Bruno, Note,Immunity for "Discretionary"Functions: A sad To A~nered the Federal Tmt Claims Act49 HnRv. J. ON LEGIS. 411, 444 (2012 dvocating for complete repeal of thediscretionary function provision); James R. Levine, Note, The Federal Tort ClaimsAct: A Proposal for Institutional Reform, 100 CoLVHt. L. REv. 1588, 1554 (2000)(proposing replacing the FTCA with an administrative agency tasked solely withresolving tort claims).

~.~
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broad protections of the discretionary function the same way anemployee of a federal agency such as the BIA could.'"" As a result,one sovereign gets to make policy decisions for another withoutrisking liability.' Other government contractors do not get thisbroad protection while carrying out government contracts."o Bydeeming tribal contractors to be federal employees, Congress hasadded an extra layer to the FTCA's discretionary fixnction exception.The tribes can invoke the United States' protection under thediscretionary function exception even for blatant negligence as longas there is an element of choice involved in their conduct becausecourts generally find contracts to be in furtherance of policy goalssuch as tribal self-deterxnination.14' The discretionary function is apowerful shield that should not be applied haphazardly."~ Unlikefederal employees, tribal contractors can invoke the discretionaryfunction exception even where the federal government did not hire

138. See Hart v. United States, 6'30 F.3d 1085, 1090-91 (8th Cir. 2011) (applyingthe discretionary function to preclude liability where a BIA officer allowed a suspectto go back into his house before taking him to the police station and the suspectcommitted suicide while inside the house); Big Owl v. United Scales, 961 F. Supp.1 04, 1309 (D.S.D. 1997} (finding a tribal school board's decision not to renew akindergarten teacher's contract to be based on considerations of public policy andprotected by the discretionary function exceplion). The teacher in B}q Owl wasworking pursuant to a contract under the Triball Controlled Schools Act of 1988,Pub. L. No. 100-297, ~§ 5201-5212, 102 Star. 180, ~85-95 (codified as amended at 25U.S.C. §§ 2501-2511 (2006)), which Congress passed to supplement the Self-Determination Act. Big Owl, 961 F. Supp. at 1307. Emptoyees working pursuant tothat act are alsfl deemed to be federal employees for FICA purposes~ust like tribalemployees working under Self-Determination Act contracts. Id.139. See, e.g., Hensley v. Standing Rock Child Protective Sews., 516 F.3d 668, 673(8th Cir. 2008) (using the discretionary function exception to bar a claim against atribal child protective services department employee who placed a child with ahistory of molesting other children in a foster home without warning the fosterparents) .
140. See infra Part II.0 (discussing the FTCA's bar against federal governmentliability for contractor torts).141. See, e.g., Hans~y 516 F.3d at 673 (identifying the juvenile's interest inconfidentiality as a public policy concern and barring a negligence claim when tribalchild protective services placed a juvenile who was a known molester into a fosterhome without warning the family); Red Elk ex rel. Red Elk v. United States, 62 F.3d1102, 1107 (8th Cir. 1995) (rejecting a negligent hiring claim when atribe-employedpolice officer with a criminal record and history of alcohol abuse raped a minorwhile on duty); Locke v. United States, 215 F. Supp. 2d 1083, ID45 (D.S.D. 2002)(denying a negligent hiring claim based on the discretionary function when a tribalpolice officer assaulted a tiespatcher), a,~'d per curiam, 63 F. App'x 971 (8th Cir.2000; Val-U Constr. Co. of S.D. v. United States, 905 F. Supp. 728, 737 (D.S.D. 1995)(finding hiring and firing of subcontractors under aSelf-Determination Act contractto be protected by the discretionary function exception and noting that Self-Determination Act contracts are firmly grounded in policy).142. Vicki C. Jackson, Suing the Federal Government: Sovereagn ty, Immunity, andJudicial Independency 35 GEo. WnsH. INr'L L. REV. 521, 564 (20Q3) (describing thediscretionary function exception as the most important FTCA exception and notingthe expansive reading the Supreme Court has given it).

~ ̀  ~! /.~,~.
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them and has little-to-no involvement in their activities.14~ TheDepartment of Justice (DOJ) wields the power of the discretionaryfunction exception carefully to protect the kinds of policy choicesCongress had in mind when passing the FTCA.194 Courts have littleguidance in applying the discretionary function exception to vibalcontracting because Congress's extension of the FTCA to the tribes isfundamentally incompatible with the discretionary functionexception.145 Congress left little legislative history with the extensionof the FICA and courts essentially must make an unguided choice.148This result leads to uncertainty for the tribes as to what will becovered, which defeats the primary purpose of extending the FTCAto tribal contxactors,~47

Replacing FTCA coverage with subsidized private insurance wouldprevent courts from having to determine whether certain functionswere the kind that Congress meant to protect,14fl a determination thatcourts currently struggle with due to the different policyconsiderations behind the FTCA and the Self-Determination Act.`'

143. See, e. ., Garcia v. United States, No. 3:09-CV-08033-JWS, 2011 WL 285860, at*9 (D. Ariz. Jan. 27, 2011) (suggesting that the discretionary function exceptionwould have barred the claim of negligent hiring of a tribal police officer who drankon the job before causin a major car accident); see also Cabazon Band of MissionIndians v. Smith, X88 F.~d 691, 696 n.6 (9th Cir. 2004) (observing that althoughtribal police officers working under Self-Determination Act contracts are considered
federal employees, the BIA has no authority to su~ervise day-today activities).144. See H.R REr. NO. 77-2245, at 10 (1942) (Nor is it desirable or intended thatthe constitutionality of legislation, or the legality of a rule or regulation should betested through the medium of a damage suit for tort.^).145. Congress expressly excluded contractors from the FICA. 28 U.S.C. § 26?1(2006); sae Statement on Signing Department of the Interior and Related AgenciesAppropriations Act, 1991, 2 Pus. Pn~xs 1558, 1559 (Nov. 5, 1990) (noung thecontradiction between the purpose of tribal self-determination and the ~°TCApractice of granting immunity to contractors onlp when under strict governmentsupervision) .
146. .~ sufim Part I.0 (diacu~ing the ~egfytactve nismry of the extension of theFi'CA to tribal contractors and suggesting that practical considerations regardingcosts to the tribes drove the decision, which seemed to gloss over any possible legalissues that could come with this kind of extension of the FTCA).147. Ste Marlys Bear Med. v. United States ex :el. Sec'y of the Interior, 241 F.3d1208, 1217 (9th Cir. 2001) (analyzing individual actions performed under a SelFDetermination Act contract and finding some to be covered by the discretionaryfunction and others not); see also infra note 20$ and accompanying text (contendingthat uncertainty in coverage often leads the tribes to purchase private liabilityinsurance in case the FICA does not cover them, even though Congress sought tosave the tribes from incurring this cost).148. See United States v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 815, X22-23 (1991) (suggesting that tobe eligible for protection under the ~"TCA, conduct must be the kind Congresssought to protect).

14J. Congress passed the Self-Determination Act to give the tribes the toolsneeded to achieve increased independence in governance. S. REP. No. 9J-682, at 1S(1974). When Congress extended the FICA to tribal contractors, it gave noguidance on how to reconcile the objectives of tribal self-governance with the FTCA's
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The tribes would still have authority over their own members andwould be free to pass their own laws protecdn~ discrerionaryfunctions for torts committed against tribal members.'

B. Sco~ie of Employment: Apjblying the FfCA to Tribal Contractors Makes ItDZfficult To Determine if Tribal Employees ATe Acting Wathin the Scope of

The FICA only waives the government's sovereign immunity whena tort is committed by a federal employee acting within the scope ofhis or her employment.15' Pursuant to the Westfall Act,' if the DOJinvestigates and, if satisfied, certifies that an alleged employeetortfeasor acted within the scope of his or her employment, theUnited States substitutes itself as the defendant.''" If the DOJ declinesto certify that the tortfeasor acted within the scope of his or heremployment, the tortfeasor can challenge this determination infederal court.''' --~
Because the FTCA incorporates state law ~s the law of the place intort suits, some vanat~on`ts~~-1b xpected among the jurisdictionsas cou estate law to determine scope of employment.156 Still,deeming Indian contractors to be federal employees is problematic.This section will explore the difficulties of making the scope-of-employment determination for txibal contractors by first exploring

limited waiver of federal sovereign immunity. Statement on Signing Department ofthe Interior and Related Agencies Appropnations Act, 1991, 2 Pus. PneEtts 1558,1559 (Nov. 5, 1990) (noting the fundamental inconsistencies between the FICA andits application to tribal contractors).150 See Nevada v. Hicks, 53~ U.S. 353, :359 (2001) (finding the sovereign powersof an Indian tribe not to extend to nonmembers except in protecting tribalgovernment or controlling tribal relations).151. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b) (1) (2006).152. Federal Employees Liability Reform and Tort Compensation Act of 1988,Pub. L. No. 100-694, 102 Stat. 4563 (codified at 16 U.S.C. § 8~1c-2, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671,2674, 2679 (2006)).
153. 28 U.S.C. § 2699(d) (1).
154. Id. § 2679(d) (;3); sa Gurierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 424-25(1995) (resolving a circuit split w hold that Congress intended these certifications tobe reviewable in federal court regardless of whether the DOJ certifies that theem~loyee is within the scope of employment).1 5. See 28 U.S.C. § 134b(b) (1) (stating that the correc[ law to be applied in the~i'CA is the "law of the place" of the wrong); FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 478(1994) (observing that courts have consistently found state law to be the applicablelaw in FTGA cases).
156. See, e.g., Primeaux v. United States, 181 F.3d 876, 879 (8th Cir. 1999) (enBanc) (interpreting a vicarious provision of the Restatement of Agency under SouthDakota law to determine whether a tribal police officer was acting within the scope ofhis em toym ent when he raped a young woman he picked up); Mentz v. UnitedStates, ~59 F. Supp 2d 856, 861 (D.N.D. 2005) (looking to the Second Restatementof Agency under North Dakota law to determine whether a tribal school employeewas acting in the scope of his employment under North Dakota law).

F~

~; 7~
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the difficulties in applying these concepts to the tribes, which oftenare structured in ways unlike the federal government. Next thissection will examine the role of Indian country and the potentialproblems it could create.

1. Non-traditional tribal employees
Non-traditional tribal employment situations make it difficult toconsistently determine whether tribal contractors are acting withinthe scope of employment. Frequently, the tribes have differentorganizational structures than government agencies,157 and federalcourts lack analogous FICA cases.15N Sometimes, for example,members of the tribal council seek to be covered as employees of thegovernment.'' The DOJ addresses these situations on a case-by-casebasis, but some tribes have accused it of having a blanket policy ofdenying certification that tribal council members are acting withinthe scope of their employment.1i0
In some situations, tribal leaders serve in multiple capacities,making it difficult for courts to determine if the alleged tortfeasorsare acting within the scope of employment. In Bag Crmu v. RattlingLeaf,'G' for example, Robert Rattling Leaf served as the RosebudSioux's Director of Natural Resources, but he was also commissionedas a law enforcement off'icer.'~~ Rattling Leaf responded to a lawenforcement call on his radio, and, in the process, caused a fatal caraccident.~~ The district court overturned the DOJ's refusal to certifyhim as a federal employee.~~' The court found him to be acting as afederal employee within the scope of his employment even though

157. See Katherine J. Florey, Choosing Tribal Laru: Why S6ate Choicesf-Caro Pranc~i~esShould Apjbly To Dis~iutes ruith Trrebad Contacts, 55 AM. U. L. REV. 1627, 1689 (2006)(suggesdng that tnbal courts get a cultural benefit from having their own practicesand procedures that maybe di~'erent from those in state or federal courts).158. See, e.g., Big Crow v. Ratdin~ Leaf; 296 F. Supp. 2d 1067, 1069 (D.S.D. 2004)(observing that a precise issue of tribal employment involving a tribal leader was oneof first impression).
159. See 2000 Senate Tribad Tart Liability Hearaseg, supra note 101, at 8-9 (statementof Ethan M. Posner, Deputy Assoc. Att'y Gen.) (suggesting that this deterrnination isvery fact~pecific).
160. See id. at 20-21 (defending the DOJ against charges that it had a blanketpolicy of refusing to certify members of the tribal council when they are involved inan FICA claim) . Deputy Associate Attorney General Posner's statement alludes to acase in Nebraska in which the DOJ refused to certify some tribal council members aswithin the scoQe of employment Id. The statement does not address the case byname and it did not yield a reQorted decision, perhaps because the plaintiff foundlittle utility in ursuing an individual capacity suit.161. 296 F. ~upp. 2d 1067 (D.S.D. 2004).162. Id. at 1069.
16~. Id.
164. Id. at 1070-71.
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the tribe had several different Self-Determination Act contracts andRattling Leaf was not technically hired by or paid under the contractto provide law enforcement services.1S5 Cases like Big Crow show theoperational difficulties that courts encounter when determiningtribal contractor scope of employment; and policy considerations,rather than a strict reading of the relevant laws, may weigh heavily oncourts faced with these situations."~
In other cases where courts struggle in applying the FTCA to tribalcontractors, tribal employees have non-traditional roles. In Adams v.Tunmo~' a federal district court found a Jesuit volunteergiven asmall months stipend .throu~ the ,tribes gene un to be afederal .e...,m.._~l,_o_y~~ee~~ because the court determine s e was carr~ng outart of a trt'baI-scFiool's grant when she caused a car accident. Thetribe furnished her with a vehicle and she ass~ste -v~n~h e~du `cationalprograms at the tribal school.'' The court overturned thegovernment's denial to certify her as an employee and found her tobe within the scope of her employment when she crashed the carnear the school while "finish[ing] up preparations" to leave theresexvation.10 This decision is dubious because it considers thesource of the volunteer's payment to be irrelevant."' The Adamsdecision illustrates the difficulties of determining the scope ofemployment in the tribal context because state tort law lackedanalogues to this kind of employment arrangement.

165. Id. at 1070 ("It was obviousl , if nothing else, the 'custom' and a ̀procedure'of the Tribe to have [Rattling Leaf assist other law enforcement officers operatingunder the 638 contract.... No requirement can be found in statute, regulation, orcontract to the effect that a tribal employee paid under one self-determinationcontract cannot be performing functions under another self-determinationcontract").
166. See id. (taking judicial notice that Indian reservations often lack properlytrained law enforcement officers).
167. No. CV-05270-FVS, 2006 WL 2591272 (E.D. Wash. Sept. 8, 2006).168. See ad. at *3 (noting that tribal school employees get the same FICAprotections as tribal contractors working pursuant to Self-Determination Actcontracts) .
169. S~ id. at *1 (noting that the volunteer assisted with reading, art, and soccer).170. See id. at *4 (finding this situation to fall under an exception to the general"coming and going° rule because she was driving a company car).171. Id. at *3 (citing Big Crow v. Rattling Leaf, 296 F. Stipp. 2d 1067, 1070 (D.S.D.2004)). In Big Crmu, however, there were two separate Self-Determination Actcontracts and it was customsry for the officer to be paid under one and assist inperformance of the other. 298 F. Stipp. 2d at 1069-70. In Adams, the volunteer waspaid a stipend out of the tribe's general fund, which does not come from the federalgovernment. 2006 WL 2591272, at '"3. Had the court ruled the other way in Adams,a volunteer could have been liable for a large damages award.
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A few tribes are structured like the federal government,"~ but theSelf-Determination Act does not require them to be, "y and as a result,courts and the DOJ struggle to determine when the FICA coverstribal contractors.14 In some cases, courts seem willing to overridethe DOJ's certification and let policy considerations create a verybroad scope of employment for indirect tribal employees.15 Addingan extra layer to the scope of employment issue by including thetribes makes applying any state's test difficult, however, because theemployees are only employees of the federal government as a resultof a statutorily codified legal fiction."s Extending the FTCA to tribalcontractors makes it difFicult for courts to apply state scope-of-employment law with any regularity, thereby creating moreuncertainty in whether tribal employees involved in specific actionswill be covered, which undermines the purpose of extending theFfCA to the tribes."' If the tribes cannot be confident that theiremployees carrying out Self-Determination Act contracts will becovered under the FTCA, savvy tribes will purchase liability insuranceto protect themselves from the risk of tort liability."" In extendingthe FTCA, however, Congress sought to eliminate the burden of thetribes buying private insurance."' Due to this confusion,sophisticated tribes wanting to protect themselves from liability areno better off than they were before Congress started this experimentwith the FTCA.1d0

172. See, e.g., NAVAiO NATION CODE ANN. tlt. 2, § 1 (2009) (creating three branchesof government—executive, judicial, and legislative)17~. See Florey, supra note 157, at 1689 (sug~estang that the tribes get a culturalbenefit by not completely conforming their lega1 systems to western practice).174. Adams, 2006 WL 2591272, at *4 (relying on an exception to the general"coming and going" rule instead of delving into the complexities of Iribalcontracting law).
175. See, ~g., Bfg Cmru. 296 F. Supp. 2d at 1070-71 (citing the Attorney General'srefusal w certify the tribal Natural Resources Director as within the scope of hisem loyment while responding to law enforcement call as an example of the maxim"[n o good deed goes unpunished" ;see also Garcia v. United States, No. Civ. 0&0295 JB/WDS, 2010 WL 2977611, at *17-19 (D.N.M. June 15, 2010) (finding an off-duty tribal police officer to be within the scope of employment when he intervenedin a physical altercation at a family wedding because the wedding guests knew he wasa police officer and expected him to intervene and he was to report to work only twohours later).
176. See Big Crow, 296 F. Supp. 2d at 1068-69 (discussing the statutory schemegoverning tribal contracting).
I~I~/. See ~` OOO GAO REPORT, su~bra note 56, at 94 (identi~ing the lack of clearguidance in the Self-Determination Act as to which tribal empYoyees are covered as aproblem in the statutory scheme).
178. See id. at 18 (noting that many tribes still carry private liability insurance).179. See su¢ra Part I.0 (discussing the history of the Self-Determ~nat~on Act).180. Sce 2400 Senate Tribal Tor[ Lpability Hearing,supra note 101, at 10 (statement ofMichael Willis, Hobbs, Straus, Dean and Walker Law Offices) (suggesting that

'/
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2. Indian country
The FTCA only applies to federal employees acting within thescope of employment.'"' Self-Determination Act contracts aregenerally carried out in Indian country.~Rg Defining the scope ofIndian country is a complex and thorny issue that has not beenentirely resolved.`~'9 Questions about the boundaries of Indiancountry could add a great deal of uncertainty to a court'sdetermination of whether a tribal contractor is acting within thescope of employment. Although the government has not yet litigatedthis strategy, this section serves as a waxning of a future problemlooming on the horizon.
The relevant statutes governing tribal contracting generally applyto services provided in "Indian country," which is a term of art inIndian law.1A4 Federal law generally defines Indian country as "landwithin the limits of any Indian reservation," "dependent Indiancommunities" whether within a tribe's original or subsequentlyacquired territory, and "Indian allotments.~~1N5 Even though Indiancountry has a standardized statutory definition, the boundaries of

insurance companies do not lower their rates to account for areas already covered bythe FTCA).
181. See Gutierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 423 (1995) (deacribingscope of employment as the dividing line between suits against the federalgovernment under the FTCA and individual capacity suits against governmentemployees).
182. The Self-Determination Act sought to turn over to the tribes programspreviously being run by the BLS. S. REr. No. 93-682, at 13 (1974). Initially the BIAclaimed that it provided services onlp on Indian reservations based on provisions inits manual, but in practice provided them to Indian communities near reservations,too. Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 210-11 (1974). These "dependent Indiancommunities" living near reservations have now been codified as part of "Indiancountry" and are served by the BIA.. 18 U.S.C. § 1151 (2006). The boundaries ofIndian country are especially impoctant in contracts for law enforcement. Sae 25U.S.C. § 2802(a) (noting that ILERA applies to law enforcement in Indian country).Whether an officer is within Indian country could affect the determination ofwhether he is within the scope of employment. See, t.g., Garcia v. United States, No.3:09-CVA8033 JWS, 2011 WI. 285860, at *3 (D. Ariz. Jan. 27, 2011) (noting that aprovision in the Self-Determination Act contract under which the officer was hiredspecified that officers were always considered to be on duty while they were in Indiancountry).

183. See Matthew L.M. Fletcher, The Su~rreme Cotcrt's Indian Fmbdem, 59 Hns'r1Nc;sLJ. 579, 599-602 (2008) (decrying the current state of the Supreme Court's Indianlaw decisions and suggesting that the Court drastically redefine Indian country);Gloria Valencia-Weber, Shrinking Indian Gauntry: A Stata Ojj`ensave To Divest TribalSovereignty, 27 CoxN. L. REv. 1281, 1282 (1995) (claiming that the amount of Indiancountry ~s shrinking); Gloria Valencia Weber, Tlas Su CouTt's Indian LamDecisions: Deuiataons~m Constitutional Principles and the ra~ing of Judicial Smadd~ioxBlarel~ets, 5 U. Pa. J. ONST. L. 405, 478 (2Q0) (suggesting t at the statute definingIndian country ~s merely an attempt to describe Indian lands as an incoherent"checkerboard" pattern of Indian lands).184. 18 U.S.C. § 1151.
185. Id.

R~
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Indian country are not always clear in practice, as is particularly truein Alaska, Oklahoma, and areas in the country where Indian and non-Indian lands forma "checkerboard" pattern.'"6 For example, unlikeall other states, tribal land in Alaska is divided between nativecorporations. "' The unique situation in Alaska means there is littleor no Indian country left in that state,'"" even though there is asignificant native population.'' As a result, the BIA enters into Self-Determination Act contracts with Alaska native tribes.190 The status ofIndian country in Alaska remains unsettled.'' In Oklahoma there isalso a debate over the scope of Indian country.~9Y

186. See Alaska v. Native Vill. of Venetie Tribal Godt, 522 U.S. 520, 532 (1998)(suggesting that the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA), Pub. L. No. 92-208, 85 StaG 688 (1971) (codified as amended at 43 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1629h (2006)),which converted reservations to native corporations, showed Congress's intent to setaside tribal lands which diminishes Indian country); Okla. Tax Comm'n v. Sac &FoxNation, 508 U.S. 114, 124 (1998) (acknowledging the argument that there may be nomore reservations in Oklahoma based on an 1891 treaty, but still finding there to beIndian country); Sarah Krakoff, A Narrative of Soverelg~aty: Illuminating the Paradox ofthe Domestac Dependent Nation, 83 O~. L. REv. 1109, 1185 (2004) (describing thepattern of Indian and non-Indian lands in New Mexico as a "checkerboard andnoting that the result has been longstanding disputes over jurisdiction between thestate and the tribes). See generally COHEN'S HANDBOOK OF ~DERAL INDIAN LAW, supranote 46, § 4.07 (discussing the historical status of Indian country in Oklahoma andAlaska).
187. See Yenetf~ 522 U.S. at 523 (concluding that 1.8 million acres of land innorthern Alaska is not Indian country); see also Geoffrey D. Strummer &Stephen D.Osborne, "l~adian County"and the Natuure and Scope of Tribal Self-Government in Alaska,22 ALnsxa L. REv. 1, 5-6 (2005) (providing background on the ANCSA and thecurrent status of Indian country in Alaska).188. See Ueneti~ 522 U.S. at 527 & n.2 (commenting that with the exception of theAnnette Island Reserve, there are no Indian reservations in Alaska); Strummer &Osborne, suer¢ note 187, at 5 (stating that the ANCSA "extingu shed" most Indiancountry in Alaska); cf. John v. Baker, 982 P.2d 798, 752 (Alaska 1999) (suggestin~that although Congress may have extinguished most of Indian country in Alaska, ~tdid not extinguish all powers the tribes possess as sovereigns).I aJ. SE~e RESEARCH &ANALYSIS SECTION, ALASKA DEPT OF LAEOR Sc WORKFOR(:E DEV.,ALASKA POPULATION OVERVIEW: 2OlO G~:NSUS AND 2011 ESTIMATES 1`L SC [bI.1.4 (2012),available at http://almis.labor.state.ak.us/pop/estimates/pu~b/popover.pdf(reporting that American Indian and Alaska natives constituted 17% of the Alaskanpopulauon in 2010).
190. See 2008 Senate Se~Determiriation Act Hearing, supra note 68, at 2 (statement ofSen. Lisa Murkowski, Vice Chairman, S. Comm. on Indian Affairs) (noting theprevalence ofself-governance programs among Alaskan tribes).191. See, e.g., Tnbal Law and Order Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-211, § 205, 124Stat 2258, 2264 (including an explicit provision that nothing in the bill alters thejurisdiction of the state of Alaska, rather than clearly defining what constitutes Indiancountry there).
192. See Kirke Kickingb rd, "Way Doran Yonder in the Indian N¢~eo~s, Rode My PonyGoss the Reseruatao~e!"from Oklahoma Hills by Woody Guthree, 29 Tu1sn L J. 308, 328-80(1998) (addressing the survey that reported that the state had no reservations andCongress's subsequent decision to follow the sutyey's recommendation ofjurisdiction over Indian reservations); Angela M. Risenhoover, Note, ReseruatioycDisestablishmeyat: The Undecided Issue in Oklahoma Tax Commission v. Sac and Fox

~.
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F~Zrther complicating the matter, the Supreme Court hasrecognized Indian_ country as extending ot ~~?epen ent_ radian

In ~ian communities are now included in the statutory definition ofIndian country.104 The Supreme Court has established a two-part testfor determining whether tribal areas are dependent Indiancommunities: The tribe must show the land is a federal set aside andthat it is under federal superintendence.
~̀~ S~minatiori ~cf~'on~xacts~let the tribes take over servicesformerly provided by the BIA in Indian country. If an employee was~ outside radian c u ; he or she could be outside the scope of the~ontract a `d~ therefore outside the scope of his or her emplT,~z ent.The DOJ could then refuse to certi y t ie pens on~`~`~as~~in the scopeof his or her employment and the United States would no_ t besubstituted ~as~~ ~tFie ' ~"efen iarit. If'~~ the I3~0~~ does not certify theemployee i~ question as being within the scope of emplo ent, the~laintiff can ei er~ ecT~' v~nt~i an`~'hrdi~ capacity suit orc~Fi`alle ge`~e determination in fed  era Tĉou Furt ermore, takent~•~ts ~lbg`i~al~en~d; "a'~~~rf ~iTd~~ iec tain pelf-Determination Actcontracts to be void if they are performed outside of Indian countrywhen doing so is unauthorized by sta.tute.'~"
Crirics might argue that taking such a position would violate thecanon of statutory construction that courts should interpret laws infavor of Indians when the law is not clear.'' Courts reading laws in alight favorable to the tribes, however, need not ignore clearmanifestations of inten~YO° Congress has consistently specked that all

Nation, 29 T7U[sn LJ. 781, 783-85 (1994) (discussing Oklahoma's histoy as Indianterritory and rebutdng the argument that there is no Indian country there).198. See Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 215-16 (1974) (detailing the prevalence ofIndian communities near but not on the reservation); id. at 229 (refusing to allowthe BIA to unilaterally amend its policy manual to provide assistance only toreservation Indians).
194. 18 U.S.C. § 1151 (2006).
195. Alaska v. Native Vill. of Venetie Tribal Godt, 522 U.S. 520, 527 (1998).196. Osborn v. Haley, 549 U.S. 225, 241 (2007) (noting that when the governmentrefuses to certify that an employee was within the scope of employment, the WestfallAct's protections do not apply).
197. Gutierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 419-20 (1995).198. Se,~ Tex. & P. Ry. Co. v. Pottorff, 291 U.S. 245, 260 (1934) (stating that nocontrachxal rights arise from an ultra vires contract, even though the contract hasbeen performed).
199. See Bryan v. Itasca County, 426 U.S. 373, s92 (1976) (describing the Indiancanon of statutory construction as an "eminently sound and vital canon" (quoting N.Cheyenne Tribe v. Hollowbreast, 425 U.S. 649, 655 n.7 (1976))) .200. See South Dakota v. Yankton Sioux Tribe, 522 U.S. 829, 349 (1998) (clarifyingthat the Indian canon of construction is not "a license to disregard clear expressions

~f ~~
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statutes governing Indian contracting apply in Indian country Yò  The
government, however, does not always speak with one clear voice and
the DOJ may determine that clarifying the boundaries of Indian
country serves the greater goal of self-determination, even if it may
put the department at odds with another department, or tribes, in a
particular case.
Uncertainty about the boundaries of Indian country could call into

question when tribal contractors are covered under the FTCA.~ This
uncertainty about Indian country could lead to potential gaps in
coverage, making it less clear if and when the tribes need to purchase
private insurance, thus undermining Congress's purpose in applying
the F'TCA to the tribal contractors Y04 The DOJ has not yet refused to
certify aSelf-Determination Act contractor as outside the scope of
employment based on the boundaries of Indian country, but the lack
of clarity regarding the boundaries of Indian country could
foreshadow future problems.204 As the tribes contract for more
functions under the Self-Determination Act, it seems likely that they
will push the boundaries of Indian country 20' Therefore these issues
may arise, making it difficult, if not impossible, for courts to
determine whether the employee in question was acting within the
scope of employment. Congress extended the FTCA to make it easier
for the tribes to enter into Self-Determination Act contracts, and yet
Congress may have unwittingly opened the door for complex legal
battles over coverage.

of tribal and congressional intent" (quodn DeCoteau v. Dist Cnty. Court for theTenth Judicial Dist, 420 U.S. 425, 447 (1975)) .
201. See su~ira Part I.B—D (discussing [he statutes governing tribal contracting andtracing their leg~sladve history).
202. The tribes already find F"TCA coverage [o be limi[ed and overly complex. See2000 Senate Tribal Tort Liability Hearing, supra note 101, at 95 (suggesting that therelatively low number of FICA claims stems from the tribes' lack of familiarity withthe existence of both insurance and FTCA claims).
209. Cf. 2000 GAO REPottT, supra note 56, at 15 (noting that the tribes oftenpurchase private liability insurance). It would be hard to know when the tribesneeded to purchase insurance if it is unclear whether tribal contracts outside ofIndian country are covered by the FICA.
204. Contesting a contractor as being outside the scope of Indian country andtherefore the scope of employment could be desirable in a particularly blatant caseof abuse.
205. See 2008 Szreate Self-Determinatiova Act Hearing, sufira note 68, at 2 (statement ofSen. Lisa Murkowski, Vice Chairman, S. Comm. on Indian Affairs) (describing theIndian Self-Determination Act contracting as a "success story" and noting that theprogram now includes "over 280 tribes compacting an estimated $S50 million for theBIA and over S80 tribes and tribal organizations compacting over $1.2 billion withinthe [Indian Health Service] ").

i
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C. Contractors: Covering Tribal Contractors Contravenes the FTCA's Clear
and Longstanding Exclusion of Government Contractors

Applying the FICA to torts committed by tribal contractors directlycontravenes the FTCA's policy barring government liability for tortscommitted by government contractors.Y06 In passing the FTCA,Congress expressly declined to waive the United States' sovereignimmunity for claims against government contractors s07 Congress hasamended the Self-Determination Act to cover torts committed bytribal contractors with the FICA even though the claims would beclearly barred otherwise 20A This position is also inconsistent withCongress's treatment of other Indian programs—Congress waivedthe United States' sovereign immunity for torts arising from Self-Determination Act contracts, but not for some other programs suchas those that the Department of Housing and Urban Development(HUD) provides to aid the tribes R09
Courts can deem anon-Indian contractor to be an employee of theUnited States for FICA purposes, but only if the government controlsthe detailed physical aspects of the contractor's operations. Inadopting this standard, the Supreme Court set a high bar.Y10 In UnitedStates v. Logue,21 for example, private prison guards were found to becontractors rather than federal employees even though the prisonwas run according to stringent regulations from the Bureau ofPrisons 21L The Court found that the FICA did not cover the prisonguards because the government did not physically supervise theirconduct $'" Therefore, on remand, the plaintiffs could only proceedagainst the government under the FICA for the actions of specific

206. See 28 U.S.C. § 2671 (2006) (excluding contractors from the definition offederal agency, thereby placing them outside the reach of the F"TCA).207. Id.
208. Seiee Letter from John R Bolton, Assistant Att'y Gen., to Sen. Daniel K Inouye,sufira note 57, at 60 (describing the DOJ's continual resistance to applying the FICAto tribal contractors).
209. See Comes Flying v. United States, 880 F. Supp. 529, 530 (D.S.D. 1993)(denying an FICA claim where the tribe's contract with the government is throughHUD and is not aSelf-Determination Act contract).210. See, e.g., Bravo v. United States, 582 F.3d 1154, 1160 (11th Cir. 2008) (findinga civilian doctor working at a Navy hospital to be deemed a government employeefor FICA purposes where his contract stated that his "activities shall be subject toda~to-day direction by Navy personnel in a manner comparable to the direction overNavy uniformed and civil service personnel engaged in comparable work") .211. 412 U.S. 521 (19'7:3).
212. Id. at 529-30.
213. Id. at 530.

~~
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agents at the prison who were actual federal _ lg e ..Y14. Thepurpose of tribal contracting, however, is that the federal governmentdoes not exercise such a high level of control over the tribes P'g Assu h, the United States ex ~r  oes not control the day-tada~o~e_..,.t~on~these tnbal contractors because doing so would beinappropriate and against the pol of~n ian se etermination.The question, then, becomes only whether the tribe exercised thenecessary amount of control to make the contractor an employee ofthe tribe 21 For example, in Necklace v. United States,'" a tribe in SouthDakota hired Isaac Primeaux to clear ice from a pedestrian walkway.410The same day Primeaux was hired, the tribe immediately sent himout in a truck towing a flatbed trailer with a skid loader on it ~0 Thatday, he was involved in an accident that killed two other motorists ~'The accident occurred when the trailer disengaged from the pickuptruck he was driving.~2 A court found the worker to be a federal

214. See Logue v. United States, 488 F.2d 1090, 1091-92 (5th Cir. 1974) (percuriam) (discussing the Supreme Court's findings and remanding the case to thedistrict court for findings of ̀f act on the negli ence of a U.S. deputy marshall).215. See S. Ree. No. 9~-682, at 12-13 (1974 (emphasizing the recognition of tribalsovereignty and the shift towards self-governance); Statement on SigningDepartment of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1991, 2 PuB.Pn~Rs 1558, 1559 (Nov. 5, 1990) (describing the extension of the FICA to tribalcontractors as undermining efforts to foster tribal autonomy); see also Letter fromJohn R. Bolton, Assistant Att'y Gen., to Sen. Daniel K Inouye, supra note 57, at 59-60(suggesting that Congress justifies applying the FICA to tnbal contractors based ontheir importance but observing that the same argument could be made about anynumber of other government contractors such as personnel at VeteransAdministration hospitals).
216. See Statement on Signing Department of the Interior and Related AgenciesAppropriations Act, 1991, 2 Pua. PnPEes 1558, 1559 (identifying the tension betweensupersns~on and control, on the one hand, and tribal autonomy, on the other); see,e.g., Cabazon Band of Mission Indians v. Smith, 888 F.3d 691, 696 n.6 (9th Cir. 2004)(observing that although the tribal police of~'icers working pursuant to Self-Determinauon Act contracts are considered federal employees for FPCA purposes,the BIA has no authority to oversee the day~to-day operar~ons of the of~'icers).217. See Andrade ex rel. Goodman v. United States, No. 05-3240-PHX-MHM, 2008WL 4188011, at *8 n.l (D. Ariz. Sept. 8, 2008) ("Because the [Self-Determination Actcontracts] contemplate that the Colorado River Indian Tribe would administer asocial services program on behalf of the Federal Government, the issue is notwhether the Bureau of Indian Affairs exercised sufficient control over [the tribe'sChild Protective Services], but whether [the tribe or its social services office]exercised control over [the tribe's Child Protective Services] in a manner consistentwith that of a principal-agerat relationship."). In Andrade, the plaintiff' alleged thatthe tribe's social services knew or should have known that two children it placed infoster care were dangerous before the abusive children sexually abused another childin the foster home. Id. at *1.
218. No. Civ. 06-4274, 2007 WL 3389926 (D.S.D. Nov. 14, 2007).219. Id. at *1.
220. Id. at *3 (noting that all of the equipment used was not owned by the tribalentity which had entered into the Self-Determination Act contract).221. Id. at *1.
222. Id.

~-
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employee for FTCA purposes even though he was on his way to cleaxsnow from a sidewalk when the Self-Determination Act contractprovided for road maintenance and the equipment he was using didnot belong to the tribal road maintenance program.R~'g The courtnoted that policy considerations favoring tribal contracting played arole in its decision ~' The level of control necessary to make a workeran employee of a tribal contractor depends on state agency law, but isgenerally much lower than the amount of control the federalgovernment must exercise to deem employees of contractors federalemployees for FICA purposes. In a typical FTCA contractor casethere would be little question if the person in question was anemployee of the contractor and the primary issue would be whetherthe government exercised enough control over their performance tomake them a federal employee.~G Under the current system for tribalcontractors, the only necessary inquiry is whether the worker is anemployee of the tribal contractor.YY As a result, within hours of thetribe hiring an unskilled laborer in Necklace, the federal governmentwas potentially liable for a laxge judgment.
Extending FTCA coverage to government contractors even if theydo not meet the traditional requirements is not entirelyunprecedented, although it is exceedingly rare. Con~ress has alsoextended the FICA to cover nuclear weapons testing. ~ That issue,however, involves national security concerns not present with theIndian tribes ̀~`' Furthermore, Congress had already agreed to pay

223. Id. at ~'5-7.
224. See id. at *5-6 (suggesting that the government should give the tribesmaximum flexibility and remove obstacles to entering into Self-Determination Actcontracts with the tribes).
225. Comp are Logue v. United States, 412 U.S. 521, 5:30 (1978) (finding a prisonguard in a federal prison not to be a federal employee for FICA purposes becauseeven though [he prison was run according to detailed federal specifications, thegovernment did not ph icaily supervise the guards in question), math Neck[ac~ 2007WL 3589926, at *1, *7holding a tribe member involved in a deadly crash to be anemployee of the tribe, and thus covered under the FICA, even though he had beenhired the morning of the accident and given no training). After the district courtWiled that the employee was covered by the FTCA, the United States concededliability for the deadly crash. Necklace v. United States, No. CN. 06-4274, 2009 WL21918$1, at *1 (D.S.D.JuIy 20, 2009).226. Logue 412 U.S. at 526.
227. Necklet& 2007 WL 3389926, at *6-7.228. See 50 U.S.C. § 2783(c) (2006) (providing FTCA coverage to certain nuclearweapons testing contractors); see also In re Consul. U.S. Atmospheric Testing Liti$.,820 F.2d 982, 990-91 (9th Cir. 1987) (discussing the legislative hiswry of the billwhich extended FICA protection to nuclear wee~ pons contractors).229. S~ Atnws~iheric Testfng, 820 F.2d at 987 (suggesting that nuclear weaponscontractors are instruments of national policy to assist ~n an entirely governmentaltask—nuclear weapons research"). Some events, such as nuclear attack, are thoughtto be uninsurable. See Michelle E. Boardman, Knou»a Unknmuns: The IUusion of

~r~
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judgments against nuclear weapons contractors before extending theFICA to cover them.~~0 In other limited instances involving nationalsecurity considerations, the Supreme Court has recognized agovernment contractor defense, which is a federal common lawdefense with roots in sovereign immunity 2~' The Court, however,relied on other doctrines that would not be relevant in the tribalcontex~23Y

Courts do apply the FTCA's contractor exclusion to subcontractorsworking on Self-Determination Act contracts.z~~ Excluding

Tcrrmism Insurarue, 9J GEo. LJ. 783, 784 (2005) (arguing that insurers do not find itprofitable to insure "a catastrophic event that causes significant losses across mu1Ciplelines' of insurance"). Even though the government did not control the detailedphysical aspects of the work, Congress justified the extension of the FICA. to thenuclear contractors because "[o]nly the government sets policy, makes decisions,and controls activiries and circumstances regarding atomic weapons testing."Atmos¢heric Tesdang, 820 F.2d at 987 (citing the legislative history of the extension ofthe ~I'CA to cover nuclear weapons testing).230. See Atmospheric Testing, X20 F.2d at 990-91 (tracing' the legislative history ofthe extension of the FICA to nuclear weapons contractors). The government wouldhave had to day potential ~judgm ents wtthout the ability to assert the FTCA'sdefenses. See td. at 991 (nohng that in the context of nuclear weapons testing, theFetes doctrine and the discretionary function exception would be p988erful defenses).291. See Boyle v. United Techs. Corp., 487 U,S. 500, 511 (Y ) (holding oneelement of the government contractor defense to be that specifications for militaryequipment were grounded in policy considerations like those protected thediscretionary function exception). But see Sean Watts, Note, Boyle v. nitedTechnologies Corp. and the Government Contractor D ease: An A~alysss Bassd on theCurrent Circuit Split Regarding tlu Scope of tfae De,~ense, 40 M. &MARY L. Rtv. 687 (1999 )(suggesting that there ~s an unresolved cucuit split over the extent to whichgovernment contractors can invoke Boyle to protect themselves from lawsuits).232. See Boy[e, 487 U.S. at 512-13 (displacing state law for claims againstmanufacturers of military equipment when the government approved the designwith reasonably recise specifications, the equipment met those specifications, andthe supptier no~ed the government of all dangers). This area of the law is not wellestablished and has been called into qu~ estion by subsequent decisions. SBe Hercules,Inc. v. United States, 516 U.S. 417, 435 (1996) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (describing the"contemporaneous lega1 uncertainty" surrounding Boyle). For example, theevolution of the Boyle doctrine has lead to a conflapon of sovereign immunity andpreemption in the context of military contractors serving overseas, creatingconfusion regarding the appropriate defense and the extent of the government sliability. See Kathryn R. Johnson, Note, Shields of War.• Defining' Mi~itasry Contractors'Liability for Torture, 61 AtH. U. L. REv. 1417, 1429-31 (2012) (arguing that preemptionis the appropriate defense because it insulates the government's legitimate interestsin military operations from state tort law claims while also preserving a forum forcontractor actions that exceed legitimate governmental funcrions covered by theFICA) . The Supreme Court has not addressed the issue since the Boyle decision. SeeStephen I. Vladeck, The New Nationad Security Canon, 61 Ant. U. L. REv. 1295, 1306-07(2012) (discussing cases in other circuits that have addressed the issue after Boyte).233. See Demontiney v. U.S. ex rel. Dept of Interior, 255 F.3d 801, 808 (9th Cir.2001) (finding that a subcontractor cannot take advantage of the Self-DeterminationAct because he was not working pursuant to a Self-Determination Act contract); FGSConstructors, Inc. v. Carlow, 84 F.3d 1230, 124-35 (8th Cir. 1995) (limiting thedefinition of a contractor for Self-Determination Act purposes to the tripes and"tribe-related" organizations).

'~
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subcontractors presents a significant barrier to recovery for plaintiffs,particularly in regards to Indian health centers.s''''' Indian healthcenters, run pursuant to Self-Determination Act contracts, provideimportant medical care to tribal populations.2~~ The tribes enter intoSelf-Determination Act contracts to run the health centers, but oftensubcontract out many of the centers' key functions. When thesesubcontractors commit torts, they are generally not covered by theFICA, and therefore claims against the United States are barredbecause the United States has not waived its sovereign immunity forthese claims ~" Congress extended the FICA to cover most tribalcontractors,"` yet some of the people who could commit the mostserious torts against tribal members receiving services are notcovered. This situation is not unique to tribal contractors, as thecomplex problem of determining whether certain personnel arefederal employees or contractors often arises at federal healthcarefacilities.440 In this instance, applying the FICA to tribal contractorssubjects the tribes to the same complexities the federal government

234. See, e.g., Tsosie v. United States, 452 F.:3d 1161,1167 (10th Cir. 2006) (findingthat a physician at an IHS facilety was an independent contractor and therefore thatthe claim was barred by the Frt'CA even though the health center itself was runpursuant to aSelf-Determination Act contract); Bernie v. United States, 712 F.2d1271, 1273-74 (8th Cir. 1985) (same); see aGso Wooten v. Hudson, 71 F. Supp. 2d1149, 1154 (E.D. Okla. 1999) (finding a doctor to be an employee of the UnitedStates for FICA purposes at certain times and an employee of a contractor at othertimes). But see Bird v. United States, 949 F.2d 1079, 1088 (10th Cir. 1991) (finding anurse to be an employee of the government rather than of a contactor because hewas acting as an integral art of the operating team when the incident occurred).235. See 2008 Senate Se~Determinatwn Act Heara~ag, su~ira note 68, at 2 (statement ofSen. Lisa Murkowski, Vice Chairman, S. Comm. on radian Affairs) (diacussin~ theprevalence of Indian health facilities in Alaska and their importance in providingcare to hard-to-reach tribal populations) .236. See, e.g., Woot.~n, 71 F. Supt. 2d at 1151-52 (noting that the hospitalcontracted out emergency room sernces, although the subcontractors were requiredco carry malpractice insurance).
237. S~ e.g., Ber►aie, 712 F.2d at 1273 (applying the day-today control andsupervision standard from Logue and Orlea~es to find that doctors were not acting asfederal employees).
2?f8. Seise sufira Part I.0 (discussing Congress's decision to extend the FICA to tribalcontractors to avoid having the tubes purchase private liability insurance for eachSelf=Determination Act contract they enter) .289. S~ suybm note 234 (exposing the complexities of coverage for subcontractorsunder the F1'CA, and providing instances where front line medical personnel maynot be covered).
240. Compare Creel v. United States, 598 F.3d 210, 214-15 (5th Cir. 2010) (findingan orthopedic surgeon at a Veterans Affairs (VA) hospital to be an independentcontractor and therefore dismissing the suit against the United States under theFTCA), urith Ezekiel v. Michel, 66 F.3d 894, 900 (7th Cir. 1995) (concluding that amedical resident in a VA training program was a government employee for FICApurposes rather than an independent contractor even though the hospital did notdirectly employ him).

i~
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deals with in operating medical facilities, undermining the goal ofsimplifying tort coverage for the tribes.
By directly contravening the FTCA's clear statutory bar againstwaiving the United States' sovereign immunity for torts committed bycontractors, Congress has created a situation where courts are in theuntenable position of having to choose between attempting amechanical application of a law that does not really fit the tribalcontractor context and tying to reconcile the purpose behind it.Furthermore, tribal contractors are covered but subcontractors arenot.Y" The result is unsatisfactory because some of the front linemedical personnel for whom purchasing private insurance would bethe most expensive are not covered.$'Y Subcontractors, therefore,must purchase liability insurance and presumably pass the costs on tothe tribes, defeating Congress's purpose of reducing costs for thetribe to enter into Self-Determination contracts.l49 Congress shouldend the experiment with the F'TCA. and instead help the tribes buycomprehensive private insurance to prevent courts from having toapply a law that does not fit the tribal contractors and would maketort litigation simpler for both the tribes and tort victims.

D. Law Enforcement: FTCA Coverage of Trabal Contractors Makes theUnited States Liable for Some Serious Abuses Whale Barring Other Actionsthat Would Proceed if a 7~-adational Fec~ei-al Employee Injured the Victim
Applying the FICA to tribal contractors contravenes the FTCA'streatment of law enforcement officers and intentional torts bybarring torts that might otherwise be actionable against governmentemployees. Initially, the United States maintained its sovereignimmunity for all claims for specified intentional torts, but, in 1974,Congress amended the FTCA to cover certain intentional tortscommitted by law enforcement officers.244 Congress added thisprovision, referred to as the "law enforcement proviso," because of

241. See su~ira notes 233-237 and accompanying text (addressing the FTCA'sapplicability to tribal subcontractors).242. See supra note 284 (giving examples of situations where courts use the FICAto bar claims agunst subcontractors).
243. Sae 2(~0 Se~aate Tribal Tord Liability Hearing supra note 101, at 10 (statement ofMichael Willis, Hobbs, Straus, Dean and Walker Law Offices) (lamenting the currentsituation where the tribes still have to buy private liability insurance to insureactivities not covered by the FICA but insurers cannot actually reduce costs becauseneither the tribes nor the insurance companies know precisely what is covered underthe FICA) .
244. Act of Mar. 16, 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-253, § 2, 88 Stat. 50 (codified at 28U.S.C. § 2680(h) (2006)).

r
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concerns over aggressive law enforcement raids.Y45 The lawenforcement proviso is an exception to the intentional tortexception 4~ Generally, the FICA does not waive sovereign immunityfor intentional torts, but the law enforcement proviso waives theUnited States' sovereign immunity for "[a]ny claim arising out ofassault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, maliciousprosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation,deceit, or interference with contract rights," provided they arecommitted by federal law enforcement officers.Y47 The statute definesa law enforcement officer as "any officer of the United States who isempowered by law to execute searches, to seize evidence, or to makearrests for violations of Federal law." j~` Furthermore, in claims notcovered by the law enforcement proviso, courts have read the FTCA'sintentional tort bar to cover claims ultimately sounding in negligencebut stemming from a battery committed by a governmentemployee 
Y49 

The general intentional tort exception "does not merelybar claims for assault or battery; in sweeping language it excludes anyclaim arising out of assault or battery." YJ° Unless the law enforcementproviso applies, a plaintiff cannot succeed in an FICA case for anintentional tort, even if the plaintiff tries to rechara.cterize theincident as a negligent tort.
Tribal law enforcement is an important function for which thetribes enter into Self-Determination Act contracts and it generates

245. See, e.g., Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of Narcotics,403 U.S. 388, 389 (1971) (describing how agents handcuffed the plaintiff in front ofhis family, threatened to arrest his wife and children, searched his apartmentthoroughly, and eventually interrogated him and conducted a visibie stri search). ABivens suit allows an injured arty to brin a lawsuit against a federal o~cer in his orher individual capacity without s eci~c statuto authorization. 6 I'~DERAI.PxoceDuxE, LnwYexs~ EDITION § 11:44, at 309-04 7West 2004). Congress createdthe FTCA's law enforcement proviso as a counterpart to Bivens suits. S. RsP. No. 9~-588, at 3 (1979) .
246. FIGLEY, supra note 20, at 34.
247. 28 U.S.C. § 2680(h) (2006).
248. !d.
249. E.g., Lambertson v. United States, 528 F.2d 441, 444-45 (2d Cir. 1976)(firming the trial court's dismissal of an FICA negligence suit under theintentional tort exception where a meat inspector, in a prank gone awry,~umped ona colleag~ e's back and caused him to run into meat hooks, finding the incident aroseout of a battery, despite plaintiff' pleading negligence) .250. United States v. Shearer, 473 U.S. 52, 55 (1985) (plurality opinion); cf.Sheridan v. United States, 487 U.S. 392, 895, 403 (1988) (allowing an FICAnegligence claim to proceed where government employees at Bethesda NavalMedical Center allowed a patient to leave with a loaded rifle which the patient laterused to fire at passing motorists because the "[g]overnment has a duty to prevent aforeseeably dangerous individual from wandering about unattended").

~~
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more FICA claims than any other function.' Because Congress

extended FTCA protection to tribal contractors, they are deemed to

be employees of the federal government for FICA purposes, but

often these cases turn on whether the alleged tortfeasor was acting as
a federal law enforcement officer, which is a separate designation ~Y

Under a BIA contract, tribal law enforcement officers are not
automatically considered federal law enforcement officers, but they
may be commissioned as such on a case-by-case basis ~'" The
regulations clearly contemplate that the tribes could contract for law
enforcement but have officers who fall short of technically being

federal law enforcement officers.jg4
Often tribal police departments work in conjunction with BIA

officers who are federal law enforcement officers, but this
cooperation alone is not enough to make the tribal law enforcement
officers federal law enforcement officers for FICA purposes. For
tribal officers to execute federal law, the tribe must first execute cross
deputation agreements and issue Special Law Enforcement

Commissions (SLECs) .~ SLECs are agreements that allow tribal

officers to enforce federallaw.Y57 Tribal officers can be eligible for an
SLED once they have met certain requirements, such as receiving a
firearms certification and maintaining afelony-free criminal record ~

251. 2000 GAO REPOKr, supra note 56, at 9 (noting that certain tribes' law
enforcement contracts account for a high number of FICA claims).
252. See, e.g., Henin v. Cancel, 708 F. Supp. 2d 1315, 1319 (S.D. Fla. 2010) (finding

that a Miccosukee police officer was a federal employee for FICA purposes but not a
federal law enforcement officer, so the law enforcement proviso was not triggered
and the FTGA's intentional tort exception applied to block the claim).
258. 25 C.F.R. § 12.21(b) (2012).
254. Id.; see Bertagna, supra note 11, at 605 ("The Secretary of the Interior's

regulations and related memoranda illustrate how Indian tribes must take ~rmative
steps to have tribal officers authorized to enforce federal law, but no regulations or
memoranda mention any need of power or approval from the BIA fors tribes to
enforce their own tribal laws.").
255. See, e.g., Trujillo v. United States, J13 F. Supp. 2d 1146, 1150 (D.N.M. 2008)
(explaining that the mere existence of the contract is not enough to make the
officers federal law enforcement for the FTCA); Locke v. United States, 215 F. Supp.
2d 1033, 1038 (D.S.D. 2002) (characterizing cooperation between tribal officers and
federal law enforcement officers as "common knowledge" but declining to find the
tribal officer in question to be a federal law enforcement officer for FICA purposes),

a~d per cu~riam, 6J F. App'x 971 (8th Cir. 2003).56. S~ Bertagna, suf»-a note 11, at 605 (describing the process for allowing tribal
policf: officers to enforce federal law).
257. 25 U.S.C. § 2808 (2006); e.g., Hebert v. United States, 438 F.3d 483, 484 (5th
Cir. 2006) (pointing out the overlap in tribal, federal, and local jurisdictions and
observing that the officer in question had a SLEC to enforce the law of all three
jurisdictions in certain circumstances).
258. Internal Law Enforcement Services Policies, 69 Fed. Reg. 6321, 6322
(Feb. 10, 2004).

~``
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In situations where tribal law enforcement officers are not cross-
deputized and not authorized to carry out federal law, these morestringent requirements do not apply, and the tribes are free to hireand train officers who do not comply with federal regulations.' Insome cases, like Red Elk ex rel. Red Elk v. Unated States,~0 the United

,r.-.~.~,.~..._..W_States is held liable for ~~e extreme ~acrions~+o~'~ribal police officers ,that it~did not ir~i' ;e  trairi,~or~supervise,~~iut who aT~"'found~o~.~..~.~td~g...wTt~Iiin~tii~`s~cc~p~•~of +emistz~y~etenE:~' I~r"Re~ EZk, a~outh Dakota tribehired a police office~i[e the fact that he had no experience, acriminal record, and a history of alcohol abuse.s~ Despite theofficer's repeated poor performance reports and inappropriatebehavior at work, the tribe continued to employ him Y He wasultimately convicted of criminal charges for raping a minor he pickedup on a curfew violation ~' The U.S. Court of Appeals for the EighthCircuit, in the civil suit, found it to be foreseeable that a male officermight do this to a female arrestee, and therefore found him to becdng within the scope ~of his, em~lo meet under~sta.teV~la Thecourt affirmed tierdistrict court's ruling against e United'States,holding the federal government liable for the tribal officer's blatantand outrageous misconduct, even though the United States did nothire or supervise the officer and the officer may not have metgovernment hiring standards. The court in Red Elk incorrectlyreasoned that imposing liability would make the tribe moreaccountable,$s' even though the United States rather than the tribewould pay the claim.

259. Ste, e.g., Red Elk ex yel. Red Elk v. United States, 62 F.3d 1102, 1104 (8th Cir.1995) (noting that the tribal officer in question was hired despite a history of alcoholabuse and a number of misdemeanor convictions).260. 62 F.Sd 1102 (8th Cir. 1995).261. Id. at 1108.
262. Id, at 1104.
263. Id.
264. See United States v. Claymore, 978 F.2d 241, 425 (8th Cir. 1992) (sentencingthe officer to sixty months in pnson).
265. Red Elk, 62 F.3d at 1107; cf. Primeaux v. United States, 181 F.3d 876, 882 (8thCir. 1999) (en banc) (finding an off-duty BIA ofFcer to be outside the scope of hisemployment where he gave a g~rl a nde in his car and then raped her, anddistinguishing the case from Red Elk because the officer was providing the kind ofassistance a c~vil~an would provide).
266. See Red EAR, 62 F.3d at 1104 & n.3 (noting the officer's ten prior misdemeanorconvictions); see also id. at 1108 (suggesting that imposing liability would improvehiring and supervision).
267. See id. at 1108 ("This type of justified liability, hopefully, may help improvehiring and supervision, and produce a police force fully worthy of the public trust");see also St John v. United States, 240 F.3d 671, 677 (8th Cir. 2001) (rearming theEighth Circuit's Red Edk decision and its statement on 'justified liability").

"~ e~Z
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Other courts have drawn fine lines to protect the United States
from liability for torts committed by tribal law enforcement by
finding that tribal officers are federal employees for FTCA purposes
but are not federal law enforcement officers.2~' In these instances,
the law enforcement proviso is not triggered and the intentional tort
exception bars the claim.s~' This is the result even though the claim
could proceed if the officer was working directly for the BIA.$'0 Locke
v. United States " illustrates how tribal law enforcement officers axe
sometimes considered to be federal employees but not federal law
enforcement officers. In Locks a tribal police officer assaulted a tribal
police dispatcher by putting an air gun to the back of her head and
pulling the trigger several times. The court found the officer to be
a federal employee, but because he had not received a commission to
enforce federal law, he was not a law enforcement officer within the
meaning of the ~I'CA.~'~ Therefore the claim against the United
States was barred under the intentional tort exception.E74

268. See, e.g., Dry v. United States, 235 F.3d 1249, 1257-58 (10th Cir. 2000)(finding' a tribal police officer to be a federal employee for FICA purpose but not afederal law enforcement officer and therefore the law enforcement proviso was nottriggered and the FTCA's intentional tort exception barred the clam); Buxton v.United States, No. CN. 09-5057, 2011 WL 4528337, at *8 (D.S.D. Apr. 1, 2011)(same), adopted by No. Civ. 09-5057JLV, 2011 WL 4528329 (D.S.D. Sept 28, 2011):United States v. Medearis, 775 F. Supp. 2d 1110, 1119 (D.S.D. 2011) (same); Henin v.Cancel, 708 F. Supp. 2d 1815, 1319 (S.D. Fla. 2010) (same); Bob v. United States, No.CN. 075068RHB, 2008 WL 818499, at *3 (D.S.D. Mar. 26, 2008) (same); Johnson v.United States, No. CN. 06-1023, 2007 WL 2688556, at *3 (D.S.D. Sept. 11, 2007)(same), a,~ 'd 534 F.3d 958 (8th Cir. 2008); Washakie v. United States, No. CV-05-462-E-BLW, 2006 WL 2988854, at *4 (D. Idaho Oct. 13, 2006) (same); Trujillo v. UnitedStates, 813 F. Supp. 2d 1146, 1150 (D.N.M. 2003) (same); Vallo v. United States, 298F. Supp. 2d 1281, 1237 (D.N.M. 2008) (same); Locke v. United States, 215 F. Sup~.2d 163, lOSB-89 (D.S.D. 2002) (same), a,~"d per curiam, 63 F. App'x 971 (8th Cir.
2008) .
269. See, e.g., Trujallo, ;31:f F. Supp. 2d at 1149 ("Nothing in the [Self-Detcrmination Ac[], or in relevant case law, suggests that the mere existence of aPublic Law 99-638 contract between BIA and a tribe for the provision of lawenforcement services automatically confers federal law enforcement authority uponthe officers in tribal police departments.").
270. See, e.g., Jackson v. United States, 39 F. App'x 293, 294-96 (9th Cir. 2002)(not barring intentional tort claims in an FICA case against a BIA officer, butfinding that the plaintiff failed to sui~iciendy prove the elements of the tort); St. fohn,240 F.3d at 678 (not applying the intentional tort exce don w claims against a BIAofficer, but remanding the case for further finding o~ fact); Waybena~s v. UnitedStates, 769 F. Supp. 308, 309 (D. Minn. 1991) (identifying BIA officers as federal lawenforcement officers, therefore triggering the law enforcement proviso and allowingthe suit to proceed).
271. 215 F. Supp. 2d 1033 (D.S.D. 2002), affd per curiam, 63 F. App'x 971 (8th Cir.2003) .
272. Id. at lOS5.
273. Id. at 1088-39.
274. Id. at 1039.

~~
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Other courts find that regardless of an officer's ability to enforce
federal law, an officer who is enforcing tribal law, and not federal law,
at the time of the incident is not a law enforcement officer within the
meaning of the FTCA and therefore the intentional tort exception
bars claims for negligent torts.Y'g For example, in Hebert v. United
States,Y76 the officer in question had a SLEC, but the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit found him not to be enforcing federal
law.Y" Although the reasoning is different from the cases that focus
on whether officers have federal law enforcement commissions, the
result is the same and the plaintiff's claim is barred s'"
The 2000 GAO Report identified the inconsistent results of these

cases as particularly troubling.'`' By barring these claims under the
intentional tort exception to the FICA, courts recognize that Indian
law enforcement officers should not be treated as federal law
enforcement officers unless they have the requisite training. At the
same time, however, victims of intentional torts by Indian law
enforcement officers are left without effective recourse E80 The

275. See Hebert v. United States, 488 F.3d 48~, 487 (5th Cir. 2006) (finding a tribalpolice officer with a SLEC not to be enforcing federal law, and thus not a lawenforcement officer under the FTCA, when he responded to a domestic dispute at acasino); Shirk v. United States. ex reL Dep't of Interior, No. CV-09-01786-PHX-NVW,2010 WL 3419'757, at *5 (D. Ariz. Aug. 2'7, 2010) (finding tribal police officers not tobe enforcing federal or tribal law, and thus not law enforcement officers under theFTCA, when they were accused of negligendy allowing a drunk driver to leave atr~c stop before he ultimately collided with a motorcycle); Boney v. Valline, 597 F.Supp. 2d 1167, 1174-75 (D. Nev. 2009) (barring an FICA claim because a tribalpolice officer was found not to be enforcing federal law when he used lethal forceaga~nst the decedent in an incident related to a traffic stop for drunk driving).276. 438 F.3d 48s (5th Cir. 2006).
277. See id. at 487 (reasoning that the court did not need to determine exactlywhat law the officer was enforcing at the time of the incident because the officer wasnot acting within the scope of his federal employment).278. See id. (finding the officer was not a federal law enforcement officer to triggerthe law enforcement proviso and therefore the FTCA's intentional tort exceptionbarred the laintiff's claim).
2'79. See ~OOO GAO REPORT, su~rra note 56, at 83-84 (obaervin~ that a large amountof these kinds of claims are for intentional torts committed by mbal law enforcementofficers, which are increasingly being barred because courts find the officers inquestion not to be federal law enforcement officers for purposes of the FT'CA); seealso 2000 Senate Tribal Tort Lfabrdity Hearing supra note 101, at 53 (statement of BarryT. Hill, Director, Energy, Resources, and Science Issues, Resources, Community, andEconomic Development Division, General Accounting Office) (suggesting this lineof cases illustrates that the FICA may be apo or fit for tribal contractors).280. See, e.g., Tnzjillo v. United States, 313 F. Supp. 2d 1146, 1152 (D.N.M. 2003)(dismissing all of the plaintiff's claims). Indians could potentially pursue a suit intribal court, but nonmembers may not be able to do so. See Strafe v. A 1 Contractors,520 U.S. 438, 445 (1997) (stating that "absent express authorization by federalstatute or treaty, tribal jurisdiction over the conduct of nonmembers exists only inlimited circumstances' ). If the tribes in the cases in question had not entered intoSelf-Determination Act contracts for law enforcement services, the BIA would havecontinued to provide the services and the victims could have brought a claim under

~` ~~
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current situation gives courts a Hobson's choice by requiring them to
choose between applying the letter of the law—which would protect
the United States from liability for intentional torts committed by
tribal law enforcement officers—and the purpose behind Congress's
extension of the FTCA, to tribal contractors—which is to provide the
same coverage the government would have had if it did not contract
out these activities to the tribes.
Law enforcement provides yet another example of the conflict

between established FICA principles and Congress's extension of the
FICA to tribal contractors. By squeezing a square peg into a round
hole, Congress forces courts to mechanically apply the FTCA in ways
that go against the principles and jurisprudence underpinning it ~"
The resulting case law is inconsistent, providing the tribes that
contract for critical law enforcement functions with little guidance as
to which of their actions may be covered under the FTCA.~

E. Lazo of the Place: Covering Tribal Contracts zuath the FTCA 14aises
Problematic Choice-of-Law Issues

In FTCA cases, federal courts apply the law of the place where the
incident occurred.~''9 Virtually without exception, that has meant
state law. After a federal court in New Mexico suggested that tribal
law should govern, Indian law commentators began advocating for
applying tribal law in FTCA cases. This section first examines the
FTCA's choice-of-law jurisprudence and then argues against using
tribal law in FICA cases. Regardless of whether courts address the
issue directly or through state choice-of-law provisions, federal courts
should not use tribal law as the law of the place in FTCA suits.

1. FTCA choice-of-law jurasprudence
An overarching concern in all of the issues discussed in this

Comment is choosing which law to apply in FICA suits involving
tribal contractors. Applying the FTCA to tribal contractors raises the
possibility that courts could use tribal law in FTCA suits, resulting in
courts applying the law of another sovereign, whose law it cannot

1
~...

the FTCA. See, e.g , St. John v. United States, 240 F.3d 671, 679 (8th Cir. 2001)(upholding a judgment for false arrest and false imprisonment against a BIApolice officer).
281. Sce su~ra Part II.A (discussing the theoretical inconsistencies that come fromapp1y~'ng the ~'TCA to tribal contractors).
X282. See 2000 GAO REroRT, su~m. note 56, at 35 (noting the uncertainty among thetribes as to precisely what the FY'CA covers, in part due to the DOJ's unpredictabledecisions regarding which cases get representation).
283. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(1) (2006).

!.. ~ J
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effectively discern, to determine the United States' liabili tort.YN4_.
The Supreme Courr~a~t~l ̀virt~Ia, y a 1 other courts considering which
law to apply in FTGA,- ~ ave interpreted the FICA's "law of the
place" to mear~ state law.~'5 State law means the whole state law,
which includes state c oice-of-law provisions to determine which
sta.te's law to apply. By using the whole law, the Supreme Court
created the possibility of courts using the law of the place's choice-of-
law rules to choose the law of another state to govern liability."'
Federal courts should not use tribal law as the law of the place in
FICA suits because it directly contradicts a whole body of FICA
jurisprudence that applies state law.
~rtherxnore, Congress, in crafting the FICA, was explicitly

unwilling to subject the United States to tort liability based on other
nations' Iaws.1"" Courts deciding whether to apply tribal law can look

284. See Cheromiah v. United States, 55 F. Supp. 2d 1295, 1905 (D.N.M. 1999)
(ruling that Acoma Pueblo law wouldgo vern a medical malpractice case brought
under the FICA); infra notes 328-333 and accompanying text (discussing the
difficulties inherent in accurately determining tribal law).
285. Sa FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 478 (1994) (suggesting the Supreme Court
had "consistently held" the law of the place to mean state law); Miree v. DeKalb
County, 483 U.S. 25, 29 n.4 (1977) (asserting that "the Federal Tort Claims Act itself
looks to state law in determining liability"); Richards v. United States, 369 U.S. 1, 14
n.29 (1962) (admitting that there is some ambiguity with regard to choice-of-law
issues under the FICA but concluding from the leg~slative materials that Congress
intended state law as the law of the place); CNA v. United States, 585 F.~d 182, 138
(3d Cir. 2008) (noting that a claim would not be cognizable under the FICA if it
were not co izable under state law); LaFromboise v. Leavitt, 489 F.8d 792, 794 (8th
Cir. 2006) declining to apply tribal law in an FICA case and giving examples of
other courts reaching the same conclusion); Ochran v. United States, 273 F.3d 1915,
1817 (11th Cir. 2001) (suggesting that the FICA was passed to provide liability for
ordinary torts as defined by state law and the court does not have 'urisdiction unless
such a claim is made); Schwarder v. United States, 974 F.2d 118, 1124 (9th Cir.
1992) ("Congress plainly intended to define the contours of a 'tort claim' by
reference to state law.").
286. Sege Richards, 369 U.S. at 14 (providing that Congress intended state law to
app1X in FICA cases and finding no reason for that to exclude state choice-of-lawpronsiona); saa olso Florcy, sufir-a note 157, at 1668 (arguing that state conflict-of-laws
analysis could result in the application of tribal law); Katherine C. Pearson, De~barting
from tfee Routine: A~lication of Indian Tribal Law Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, S2
A[uz. Sr. LJ. 695, y~4 (2000) (making a similar ar~ument but concluding that such
analysis might be unnecessary because of the "black letter rule approach of the
F"I'CA").
287. See James A. Shapiro, Choice of Laru Under the Federal Tort Claims Act: Richards
and Rgnvoi Rerrisited, 70 N.C. L. REv. 641, 64 45 (1992) (professing that the effect
has been courts choosing the state's law where the plaintiff will have the largest
recovery) .
288. Sa United States v. Spelar, 338 U.S. 217, 221 (1949) ("Congress was ready to

lay aside a $neat portion of the sovereign's ancient and unquestioned immunity from
suit, [but] it was unwilling to subject the United States to Pabilities depending upon
the laws of a foreign dower."). But cf. Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 PeL) 1,
17 (1831) (cafegonz~ng the tribes as "domestic dependent nations"); Cheromiah v.
United States, 55 F. Supp. 2d 1295, 1'308 (D.N.M. 1999) (finding the tribes not to be
foreign nations because they cannot enter treaties).

~~~~
i
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to the FTCA's statutory bar on liability for torts arising in foreign
nations ?"~ The Supreme Court has examined the legislative history of
the FTCA's foreign tort exception and found that Congress declined
to waive sovereign immunity for torts arising in foreign countries
because it was unwilling to subject the United States to liability based
on the law of a foreign entity.~ J̀0 Though the Indian tribes axe not a
foreign nation,' the foreign tort exception also applies to areas
where there is no clear sovereign. Some of the same considerations
apply when deciding if a domestic dependent nation's laws will
govern the United States' liability in tort.~'~ Applying tribal law to
FTCA cases raises the same concerns about predictability and
variation that has given courts pause about applying foreign law.~J4
Despite the inconsistency with well-established FTCA

jurisprudence, commentators have addressed the issue and argued in
favor of using tribal law in FTCA cases. One commentator has
argued that courts considering which law to apply in FTCA claims
against tribal contractors should reverse the trend and apply tribal
law as a way of showing respect for tribal sovereignty.~JS Another
commentator looks to additional provisions in the Self-Determination
Act as suggesting that tribal employment and contract preference
laws will govern with respect to the administration of these
contracts. The section cited by this commentator, however, comes

289. See 28 U.S.C. § 2680(k) (2006).
290. S~ Spelar, 33$ U.S. at 221-22 (dismissing a suit for a tort claim on a U.S.military base in Newfoundland, Canada because adjudicating the claim wouldrequire apply~'ng Canadian law as the law of the place).
291. See Cherokee Nation, ~0 U.S. at 17 (cafe orizing the tribes as "domesticdependent nations" protected by the United States.
292. See Smith v. United States, 507 U.S. 197, 201 (1993) (applying the FTCA'sforeign tort exception to bar a claim for negligence arising at a research facility inAntarctica) .
293. S~ Sosa v. Alvare~Machain, 542 U.S. 692, 707 (2004) (suggesting the purposeof the foreign tort exception is to avoid the application of substantive foreign lawbecause Congress was unwilling to subject the United States to another country'slaw). But c/: Cheromiah, 55 F. Supt. 2d at 1308 (rejecting outright arguments basedon the FTGiA's foreign tort exception).
294. See infra notes 354-356 (discussing the difficulties in applying tribal law toFICA cases).
295. See Reed C. Easterwood, Comment, Indaan Sd+f-Determination: The FederalGrn~e►nme~at, New Mrarico, and Tubes an the Wake of Cheromiah, 38 N.M. L. REV. 45~, 456(2008) (advancing application of tribal law as a way to foster cooperation betweenthe federal government and the tribes). Bud see Florey, sup~n note 157, at 1689(observing that in order to apply tribal law in state or federal courts, the tribes wouldhave to develop their law in a way that is more similar to the law in those courts,which may detract from the cultural benefits of the tribes having their own methodsof decision-making).
296. See Christie, su~frra note 10, at 128 (arguing that because Congressallowed for limited application of tribal law during tribal contract disputes, it

`~ 7
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from a separate section of the Self-Determination Act than the
provisions governing tort liability and FTCA coverage, and the author
provides no evidence as to why the two sections should be read
together." Another commentator contends that the federal courts
choosing to apply state law rather than tribal law reflects animus
towards the tribes." This line of argument suggests that applyin~
federal law would be unfairly using the law of the conqueror.
Another author uses achoice-of-law analysis under state law to
ultimately apply tribal law.~0° Using state choice~f-law provisions to
choose tribal law, however, is still inconsistent with established FTCA
jurisprudence regarding the law of the place and could subject the
United States to liability under a myriad of laws, which may be
difficult, if not impossible to accurately discern and interpret in
federal court."01

2. Practical concerns r~ith d~ilying tribal lazy in FTCA suits
T}~e possibi,~t~ of ap~ly~ng._, trial_ law in an FTCA suit

~~.~.~. ~---:_~T,r.ls~ trihal law_federalcourts _are _able to accur__ at_ el~_di =_--
Concerns over federal courts applying tribal law are not merely
theoretical; two federal courts have actually found tribal law to be the
governing law in FTCA cases.Y04 In the most prominent case,

must have also intended for tribal law to govern choice of law in FICA suits(citing 25 U.S.C. § 450e(c) (2006))).
297. See id. (offering no further evidence of congressional intent to apply triballaw in FICA cases, or explanation as to why that pazticular and separate section ofthe Self-Determination Act should apply). Co9npare 25 U.S.C. § 450e(c) (governingwage and labor standards), ruith id. § 450f(c) (governing liability insurance).
298. See Easterwood, sup ra note 295, at 474 (contending that the rare applicationof tribal law "exposes" the alleged antipathy directed to tribal governments andlaws) .
299. Id. at 453-54. Easterwood does not, however, object to using the FTCA as theexclusive remedy for these claims, but rather wants the deep-pocketed federalgovernment to defend tribal contractors as governed by tribal law. Cf. id. (decliningto address the regulations making the FICA the exclusive remedy for tribalcontractor torts).
300. See Florey, supra note 157, at 1654 (suggesting that modern conflict of lawsanalysis involves examining an array of factors to determine which law of the statehas the "most si~'nificant relationship" to the incident); Pearson, sulira note 286, at724 (noting the Second Restatement's flexible standard for determining which statehas the most significant relationship to the case). But see cases cited infra note 388(providing examples of where courts did not apply tribal law).
301. See Florey, su~ira note 157, at 1630 (discussing difficulties inherent in applyingtribal law in federal courts, including lan age bamers and proc~edural issues).X02. Harvey v. United States (Harney 1 , No. 08CV107 MCA/CG, 2011 BL 177075,at * 4-7 (D.N.M. June J0, 2011), a/]"d an othergro~unds, 685 F.3d 9~9 (10th Cir. 2012);Cheromiah v. United States, 55 ~` Supp. 2d 1295, 1305 (D.N.M. 1999). But seeLaFromboise v. Leavitt, 439 F.3d 732, 794 (8th Cir. 2006) (collecting casesconsidering the issue and reaching the opposite conclusion).

rc( ~!
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Cheromiah v. United States,RD~ a federal district court in New Mexico
issued a ruling that the law of the Acoma Pueblo would govern a suit
alleging medical malpractice at an IHS facility.904 In Cheromiah, a
young man died after doctors at an IHS hospital on the Acoma
Pueblo reservation failed to diagnose a deadly bacterial infection
despite four trips to the emergency room."05 The key reason for
applying tribal law, however, had nothing to do with respecting tribal
sovereignty, but rather that New Mexico law included a cap on
medical malpractice damages while tribal law did not.908 The court
dismissed other cases reaching the opposite conclusion, suggesting
that in those cases these arguments were not adequately raised and
"the fact that it has never been done, standing alone, does not mean
that it is not what the law requires. s407 This argument simply
dismisses all of the instances where courts applied state law as
situations where neither the litigants nor the court thought of
applying tribal law."0"
Furthermore, at least one of the cases that the Cheromtah court

cited discussed the issue in some depth and decided not to apply
tribal law."09 The Cheromiah court also reasoned that applying tribal

308. 55 F. Supp. 2d 1295 (D.N.M. 1999).
304. Id. at 1305.
305. Id. at 1297.
306. See id. at 1809 (quoting a 1995 decision from the Acoma Pueblo which found

the New Mexico cap of $600,000 "repugnant" to the traditions of the tribe). But sae
Defendant's Response to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary udgm ent at 6,
Harvey v. United States, No. OSCV107 MCA/RLP (D.N.M. Sept 29, 009), 2008 WL
7195870 (noting that the Acoma Pueblo adopted the New Mexico medical
malpractice cap shortly after Cfieromiah). See generally John Bernard Corr, Modern
Choue of Laru and Public Policy: The Emperor Has dhe Same Old Clothes, 39 U. M1AMi L.
REv. 647, 694 (1985) (commenting that there "will be an irreducible number of
cases in which courts will be inclined to employ public policy doctrine" in deciding
choice-of-law questions, which may not be "doctrinally consistent").
807. Cheramiah, 55 F. Supp. 2d at 1306.
908. Id. The court dismissed a large and diverse body of case law. See, e.g.,
LaFromboise v. Leavitt, 4'19 F.3d 792, 793 (8th Cir. 2006) (applying North Dakota
law where alleged mal racdce occurred at agovernment-operated medical facility on
an Indian reservation Red Elk ex rel. Red Elk v. United States, 62 F.:fd 1102, 1104
(8th Cir. 1995) (applying South Dakota law where a tribal police officer raped a
woman he picked up on an Indian reservation); Champagne v. United States, 40 F.3d
946, 947 (8th Cir. 1994) (applying North Dakota law where alle ed malpractice and
consequently wrongful death occurred on an Indian reservation; Red Lake Band of
Chippewa Indians v. United States, 9~6 F2d 1920, 1325 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (applying
Minnesota law where property damage occurred on an Indian reservation); Louis v.
United States, 54 F. Supp. 2d 1207, 1211 (D.N.M. 1999) (applying New Mexico law
where alle ed medical negligence resulting in wrongful death occurred on an Indian
reservation .
809. See Louis, 54 F. Supp 2d at 1211 (concluding that tribal law should not be
used directly under the FTCA or even under New Mexico law under achoice-of-law
analysis); see also id. at 1210 n.5 ("The Court does not believe Congress intended
such a result [as having tribal law govern the United States' liability in tort] when

i
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law would not be unprecedented because although courts generallyapply state law in FTCA cases, when a tort in an FICA case occurs inplaces like Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, or the Panama CanalZone, courts apply the law of those places, which are not states butstill have the ability to pass their own laws.41Q This argument fails toaccount for the fact that none of those entities exist within theboundaries of a state:"' In other situations more analogous to thetribal context, like military bases and national parks, courts haveapplied state law in FICA suits when actions happen in federalenclaves within states,R12
The Cheromiah court went on to hold that the law of the AcomaPueblo would find the New Mexico medical malpractices damagescap to be "repugnant."~'ry One problem with this argument is that thecourt cites a case, Louis v. Unated States,~'A that considered a similarfactual situation and chose to apply New Melcico law, including itsdamages cap, rather than tribal law.Y15 Furthermore, the Louu courtdoes not analyze the tribe's position on medical malpractice caps.g16

adopting the FICA, as it strictly limits the parameters of a tort suit brought againstthe federal government."). Compare La,~i-ombois~ 4~9 F.Sd at 794 (citing Chips v.United States, No. Civ. 5:92-5025-AWD (D.S.D. Apr. 28, 1993), and Azure v. UnitedStates, No. Civ. 90-68-GF PGH (D. Mont. May 9, 1991), as examples of courtsdeclining to apply tribal law, although not discussing the depth at which the courtshad addressed the issue or giving any more information about those cases), withCheromiah, 55 F. Supp. 2d at 1906 (citing Chips and Azure but dismissing them asinstances where the parties did not properly raise choice-of-law issues). The Chipsand Axure decisions are not widely available.310. See Cheromiah, 55 F. Supp. 2d at 1302 (collecting FICA cases applying the lawsof entities other than states}.
311. See Bryant v. United States, 147 F. Supp. 2d 953, 957-58 (D. Ariz. 2000)(distinguishing the examples given in Che►•omsah of places like Puerto Rico and Guamfrom federal enclaves located entirely within states and finding it to be significantthat the Indian reservation in question was located entirel within the borders ofArizona); see also Brock v. United States, 601 F.2d 976, 979 9th Cir. 1979) (arguinthat place refers to locality and does not mean "che law of the endry whicfi hagsjurisdiction over the altos of the negligent aCt"); Fed. ExpTess Cori. v. United States,228 F. Supp. 2d 1267, 1269 (D.N.M. 2002) ([E]ven if tribal jurisdiction concurrentlyextends to the claim at hand, the mere existence of 'urisdiction is not determinativein deciding what `law of the place' applies" in an FT~ action).312. See, e.g., Rayonier Inc. v. United States, 852 U.S. 315, X18 (1957) (applyingWashington law where the alleged tort happened while fi hung a fire on publiclands); ~Nill v. United States, 849 F.2d 315, X17 (8th Cir. 1988 (a~ply'~ng Missouri lawwhere an accident happened in a national park); Shankle v. United States, 796 F.2d742, 744-45 (5th Cir. 1986) (applying Texas law where the tort occurred on amilitary base).

313. See Chero~niah, 55 F. Supp. 2d at 1309 (citing Louis for the pro osition that theAroma Pueblo courts disagreed on the acceptability of damages caps514. 54 F. Supp. 2d 1207 (D.N.M. 1999).315. fd. at 1209-10 (considering the application of tribal law and rejecting thisidea in f ~ r of applying New Mexico law).316. C . ad. at 1210 n.5 (observin that "[i]n the District of New Mexico alone, forexample, there are great differences between the many tribes and their approaches

f'~~pJ
_...~
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Once the Cheromidh court issued the order that tribal law would
govern, the United States settled for an amount not exceeding New
Mexico's damages ca.p, and the issue was never appealed.""
The court's logic in Cheromiah is deeply flawed, yet some

commentators laud this decision as a singular victory over "outsider
fears" that push courts to reject applying tribal law in FTCA cases.g~A
These charges of government prejudice against the tribes do not
comport with the reality of Cheromaah. The health center where the
negligent caxe in Cheromiah occurred served three different Indian
tribes, two of which were completely separate pueblos, and the third
was Navajo.yty Had the Cheromiahs' claim actually proceeded to trial
applying Acoma Pueblo law, it would have created problems among
the tribes sharing the facility, as the other tribes likely would not want
to be subjected to the law of the Acoma Pueblo in the future.'"E0 In
recognition of this potentially problematic situation, just a year after
Cherom$dh, the Acoma Pueblo adopted the New Mexico Medical
Malpractice Act in its entirety, including the cap on damages ~' This
result diffuses the charges of animus, as the tribe ultimately adopted
the provision that the government tried to take advantage of in
Cheromiah.
Furthermore, courts cannot apply tribal law in FICA cases if the

-xppr r e assumption that the district court was
readily able to determine Acoma Pueblo law and that it was adequate
for the situation.Y~ Some tribes, like the Navajo, do indeed have well-

to legal issues [,and] [i]n some instances, the difficulty in proving the existence and
substance of any tribal law on the subject of the tort would be considerable") .
317. See Pearson, su,{rra note 286, at 699 (suggesting that the United States' desire

to limit the precedentaal value of the case was a significant factor in the decision to
settle). Pearson incoirecdy claims that the United States settled the case for
$675,000, more than the New Mexico cap. Id. New Mexico law limits the amount ofdams es a plaintiff can recover for medical malpractice to $600,000. N.M. STAT.
A1vN. ~ 41 -6 (West 2012). Arfxonn State Law Journal published a correction noong
that the United States' final settlement in Cheromiah was actually for $600,000, and
thus not for more than the New Mexico cap, although it was contingent on the
Aroma hospital reallocating $75,000 to use for emergency services in memory of the
decedent. Errata, J3 A[t[z. S'r. LJ. xi (2001).
818. See Eastenvood, supra note 295, at 474 (asserting that cases that fail to apply

tribal law are "erroneous" and reflect prejudice against the tribes). But see id.
(predicting that had Cheromaah been appealed, the "outsider fears" would have likely
caused the ruling to be overturned).
319. Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment,

su~a note 306, at 6.20. See id. (noting that the resulting precedent would subject one tribe to other
tribes' law).
821. Id.
322. S~ Pearson, supra note 286, at 737 (observing that the Cheromaah courtseemed to assume that tnbal law on damages was clear and it conflicted with New

l
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established court systems from which federal courts may be able to
reliably ascertain tribal law.'"Y" Many tribes, however
written codes"ari~-prest~]'ia~, to ascertain the law of one of these
tribes, tie" ap ~ies-"" would have to ire i a elders as expert
witnesses "24 Even in Cheromiah, a closer look reveals that Acoma
Pueblo law may not have been clear.'9Y5 There, the Acoma Pueblo
filed an amicus brief to advise the court on their tribal law.g~ The
tribes themselves worried that the judge relied on "questionable
precedent" and included a proposed process for responding to
questions of unwritten tribal law along with its motion."P Although
the government ultimately settled and Acoma Pueblo law was never
tested in court, these motions suggest that determining the law would
have been extremely di$icult.
Additionally, assuming for the sake of argument that a court

applied tribal law as the law of the place in FTCA cases, the tribes

Mexico law); Easterwood, su~rra note 295, at 475 (furthering the idea of tribal law'saccuracy by suggesting that New Mexico and the tribes should continue to developtribal law for possible future use) .
323. See, e.g., NAVAJO NATION CODE ANN. tiL I, § 201 (2009) (establishing a basis forNavajo law); Haruey Il, No. 08CV10'1 MGA/CG, 2011 BL 177075, at * 4-7 (D.N.M.une 30, 2011) (applying Navajo law), a don other grounds, 685 F.3d 939 (10th Cir.012). But see Oliphant v. Suquamish ndian Tribe, 485 U.S. 191, 211-12 (1978)(recognizing "that some Indian tribal court systems have become increasinglysophisticated and resemble in many respects their state counterparts," but ultimatelydeclining to allow tribal courts to try non-Indians), supe,•seded by statute DefenseDepartmentpp propriations Act, 1991, Pub. L. No. 101-511, § 8077 104 Stat 1856,1892-93 (1996), as recognized sn United States v. Lan, 541 U.S. 193 (2004); Ben v.United States, No. CV 04185aPCT-PGR, 2007 WL 1461626, at *4 (D. Ariz. May 16,2007) (declining to use Navajo law as the law of the place in an FICA case); 2000Senate Tribal Tart Liability Hear~'g supr~e note 101, at 20 (statement of Ethan M.Posner, Deputy Associate Att y Gen.) (noting that even within the state of NewMexico there are "great differences" among the laws of the tribes).824. See Pearson, supra note 286, at 740 (observing that " [t] ribal law differs fromtribe co tribe, running the gamut from the detailed code and written decisions ofthe Nava'o Nation, to tribes which operate entirely by customary law").Additionally, "district judges expect adequate expert testimony on foreign law andthe failure to produce it may be quite damaging to a liti~t's case." 9A CHnxtasALAN WRIGHT 8e ARTHUR R MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND ROCEDURE § 2444, at 346-48 (3d ed. 2008) (footnote omitted); see, e.g., Twohy v. First Nat'1 Bank of Chi., 758F.2d 1185, 1194 (7th Cir. 1985) (finding the district court's analysis of Spanish law tobe insufficient); Dulles v. Katamoto, 256 F.2d 545, 547 (9th Cir. 1958) (noting thatalthough ~apanese law was well established, the United States failed to drove theprovision in question because it did not produce an experienced practitioner as awitness). But cf. Cieeromsah, 55 F. Supp. 2d at 1308 (finding that the tribes were notwithin the definition of a foreign country).
J25. See Pearson, supra note 286, at 739-40 (discussing the procedural posturingof Cheromiah in great detail and analyzing the involvement of the Acoma Pueblocourts) .
326. Id.
827. Id. at 740.

l +~L
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would control access to that body of law."~' As noted previously,
having the federal overnment's sovereign immunity rotect the
tribes ~ creates perverse incentives no o cooperate with the DOJ,
because the tribes ultimately do not pay the damages.`' The tribes
would have to provide the DOJ with access to and instruction about
their laws so that the DOJ could try to make an argument against
recovery for a tribal member.~'~0 This moral hazard would be even
greater when a tribe lacks a written code at the time of trial, and
could result in the tribal council formulating law as the dispute
progresses to trial.~'~' Such an arrangement would be inconsistent
with the American legal system and its notions of justice ~''~ In
addition, it is entirely foreseeable that both parties to the litigation
could hire tribal elders with competing interpretations of the law."99
Some commentators have suggested the use of certification
procedures as a means for tribal courts to avoid problems of
discerning tribal law.~'"~ Such a solution could make the process more
orderly but may not avoid the moral hazard of potentially making law

328. Id. (noting wide variations in the development of law amongst the tribes,
ranging from published written codes to systems based entirely on customary law).
Some tribal law, such as the Nava'o statutes and court decisions, are recorded in
English and can be found on West~aw, while others are recorded in tribal languages
or not recorded in writing at all.
829. See supra note 119 and accompanying text (reviewing the perverse incentives
for the tribes not to cooperate with investigations).
350. See supra note 119 and accompanying text.
831. Sae Pearson, supra note 286, at 744 (sug esdng the tribes have "centuries of

reasons" for distrusting the federal government; see also Florey, supra note 157, at
1689 (observing that encouraging tribal courts to adopt more formal procedures so
that federal and state courts can apply their laws may interfere with the cultural
benefits that result from the tubes employing traditional methods of decision-
making) .
982. SeeJohn J. Harte, Vadiduy of A State Court's Exercase of Concurrent JurisdicEio~a Drier
Civil Acdaons Arfsarig in Indian Cou~edry: Aliplication o}' the Indta~e Abstention Docttsne in
State Court, 21 A1vt. INn1r~N L. Rtv. 63, 92 (199/) ("[T]he fundamental value
differences between tribal and state justicesys terns are dramatically different. The
very nature of tribal law mandates that only the tribal court, whose law is at issue, be
authorized to apply i~").
333. See Pearson, su'bra note 286, at 741 (noting that when courts determine

foreign law, the process involves witness testimony). The FTCA, however, does not
waive the United States' sovereign immunity for torts arising in foreign countries. 28
U.S.C. § 2680(k) (2006); see su~ra notes 28$-293 and accompanying text (discussing
the FTCA's foreign tort prohibition).
334. See COHEN'S HANDBOOK OF ~DERAL INDIAN LAW, suf»'a IIOte 46, § 7.06[2], St
654 (suggesting certification to tribal courts is the best way for state courts w address
uesdons of mbal law); VanessaJ.Jimenez &Soo C. Song,Concurrent Tribal and Static

,J~urzsdiction Under Public Law 280, 47 AM. U. L. REv. 1627, 1701 & n.419 (1998)
(arguing that certifying tribal law questions to tribal courts furthers collaboration
and communication between the tribes and the federal government).

r'~
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after the fact.~'"~ Further, it would certainly delay the proceedings
considerably.~pfi

To date, many courts have considered the issue of applying triballaw a`nc~T decided a ams it,x"` ut on y one case has followed thedecision in teromiah. ' In Harney v. United States,~'~' a federal district
court in New Mexico found Navajo law to be the law of the place inan FTCA suit alleging medical malpractice."a0 The court was able tocite Navajo law, because that tribe has a well{leveloped legal system
with a published code and widely-available reported common law."Still, the court had to fill in gaps in the law with provisions from
Arizona law.g4Y Ultimately the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit affirmed the district court's finding for the United States butrefused to comment on the choice-of-law issue, noting that theplaintiff clearly failed to establish the elements of his case under both

385. Cf. Harte, su~rra note 332, at 96 (noting that W avoid instances of the tribesfilling gaps in their law after the fact, some courts have found that the tribes are notasserting their sovereignty where they have no written laws addressing the issue inquestion).
936. See Pearson, suprri note 286, at 742 (conceding that the certificationprocedure would be "time consuming," althou h ultimately arguing that it is thebest way for federal courts to determine tribal law.387. See LaFromboise v. Leavitt, 499 F.9d 792, 795 (8th Cir. 2006) (observing the"uncertainty and potential for expanded liability" that would flow from applyingtribal law and deciding instead to use North Dakota law); Ben v. United States, ATo.CV 041850-PGT PGR, 2007 WL 1461626, at *2 (D. Ariz. May 16, 2007) (finding thatcourts have consistently taken the position that state law should apply even when thenegligent act took place on Indian land); Fed. Express Corp. v. United States, 228 F.Supp. 2d 1267, 1269-70 (D.N.M. 2002) (noting that even if the plaintiffs couldestablish concurrent jurisdiction with the tribal courts, it would not make tribal lawthe law of the place, and applying New Mexico law); Bryant v. United States, 147 F.Supp. 2d 953, 959-60 (D. Ariz. 2000) (suggesting that the application of tribal lawwould be an "abrupt judicial departure" from precedent and applying New Mexicolaw); Louis v. United States, 54 F. Supp. 2d 1207, 1210 & n.5 (D.N.M. 1999)(charging that the use of tribal law would violate congressional intent behind theFTCA and app n New Mexico law); cf. Williams v. United States, 242 F.~d 169, 176n2 (4th Cir. 2~1~ (applying North Carolina law because even if the court appliedtribal law, the tribe in quesdon had no law on emergency medical treatment andwould look to federal and North Carolina law).538. See Harvey v. United States (Harney n, No. 08CV107 MCA/RLP, 2009 BL207888, at *5 (D.N.M. Sept. 29, 2009) (equating place with a polidcal entity); c .Quechan Indian Tribe v. United States, 5S5 F. Supp. 2d 1072, 1103-04 (S.D. Ca~2008) (endorsing the Cheromiala approach in theory but ultimately concluding thatthe tribe would not have jurisdiction over a nonmember to enforce the tribal law inquestion and therefore looking to California law).X39. No. OSCV10'7 MGA/RLP, 2009 BL 207885 (D.N.M. Sept. 29, 2009), a,,~j'd onothergrounds, 685 F.3d 939 (10th Cir. 2012).340. Id. at *9.
341. See Harney II, No. 08CV107 MCA/CG, 2011 BL 177075, at *4-7 (D.N.M. June30, 2011) (citing nine separate Navajo cases), a,~/"d on othergrounds, 685 F.3d 9J9.842. Id. at *7.

~~
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Arizona and Navajo law.Y49 By failing to address the issue directly, the
court in Harvey Illleft the possibility of tribal law open to future cases
in the Tenth Circuit.
Unlike the Tenth Circuit in Harney III, in LaFromboise v. Leavit~9'~

the Eighth Circuit addressed the choice-of-law issue direcdy.94~ The
court noted that while the plain meaning of the statute—"tlae law of
th.e place" suggests Congress's contemplation of a single source of
governing law, an alternative interpretation would require an inquiry
into a political entity's civil authority to cover alleged negligence
actions arising against private parties, "without any guiding
principle" to determine the governing law in cases of concurrent
jurisdiction between state and tribal courts.4°~ In addition, often these
cases involve claims against both tribal and non-tribal members,
creating an overlap of choice of laws."" The Indian tribes retain the
power to use tribal law "to punish tribal offenders, ... to determine
tribal membership, to regulate domestic relations among members,
and to prescribe rules of inheritance for members. "'"+` The tribes,
however, generally do not have jurisdiction over nonmembers x'19
Interpreting tribal law to be the law of the place would require courts
to apply both tribal and state law in the same case when parties to a
single case are comprised of both tribal members and nonmembers,
because tribal law may not apply to the nonmembers.''`'0 Courts,
however, have consistently refused to apply the laws of two different
states exercising concurrent jurisdiction over the site of the incident
in FICA cases.' Therefore, applying tribal and state law to the
same claims is incongruent with the courts' dominant construction

94:3. See Halvey v. United States (Harney Iln, 685 F.3d at 950-56 (expresslydeclining to decide the issue of whether Arizona or Navajo law would govern).
844. 439 F.3d 792 (8th Cir. 2006).
845. Id. at 794.
346. Id.
347. See 2000 Senate Tribal Tort Lfabfdity Hearing, supra note 101, at 20 (statement ofEthan M. Posner, Deputy Associate Att'y Gen.) (arguing that the exercise ofjurisdiction over both tribal and non-tribal defendants would result in app1y'~ngdifferent law to different defendants in the same action, which violates the FTCA'splain language).
848. Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544, 564 (1981).
349. Id. at 565.
550. Id.
551. See, e.g., Brock v. United States, 601 F.2d 976, 976-79 (9th Cir. 1979)(applying Washington law where negligence occurred in Washington causing aworker to fall to 7iis death from a scaf~'old into the Columbia river, over whichOregon and Washington have concurrent jurisdiction).

~~~~
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of the FICA because it can lead courts to apply the law of twodifferent places.95z
Furthermore, if courts did apply tribal law, federal employees couldbe subject to the laws of over 550 different tribes, which extendsbeyond the scope of what Congress contemplated in enacting theFTGA.°5g By incorporating the law of the fifty states into the FICA,Congress did intend for some variation in FTCA jurisprudence.9~'The tribes vary drastically in the development of their legal systems,however, and it may be difficult to ascertain the laws of many of thetribes ybg Based on these considerations, virtually all courts haveconcluded that Congress could not have meant to subject the UnitedStates to this much variability, uncertainty, and potentially increasedliability.y5fi

3. Using state choice-of-law rules to wily tribal laru
Courts should not use state choice-of-law rules to provide abackdoor way to apply tribal law as some commentators suggest:%'Initially states used a rigid construction of conflict of law based on lexloci delacti, the law of the place where the wrong occurred." Duringthe mid-twentieth century, however, states began adopting moreflexible standards and today most conflict-of-law provisions choosethe law of the state with the "most significant relationship" to theincident. Applying state law and then choosing tribal law through

X52. Sa LaFromboise v. Leavitt, 439 F.Jd 792, 794 (8th Cir. 2006) (finding that"Congress contemplated a single source of governing law") .358. See fd. at 795 (remarking that there would be great administrative difficultiesassociated with interpreting the law of the place so as to subject the United States tothe laws of all of the Indian tribes).
954. Sae Pearson, supra note 286, at 710 (observing the potential for drasticallydif~'erent outcomes in similar situations because of wide variances in tribal law undera construction of the FTCA that encourages federal courts to apply tribal law as thelaw of the place) .
855. See supm note 323 (discussing differences in the legal systems among thetribes) .
X56. S~ LaFromboas~ 439 F.Sd at 795 (suggesting that Congress could not possiblyhave intended to subject the United States to the laws of so manp tribes because itwould cause extreme administrative difficulties); Louis v. United States, 54 F. Supp.2d 1207, 1210 n.5 (D.N.M. 1999) (noting the differences in how the tribes approachlegal issues and arguing that in some instances "the difficulty in proveng theexistence and substance of any tribal law on the subject of the tort would beconsiderable") .
857. Sae Florey, su~ira note 157, at 1676 (refuting objections to using state choice-of-law rules to choose tribal law) .
358. Id. at 1651; Set RESTATEMENT (FIRST OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 877 (1 J34) ("Theplace of wrong is in the state where the last event necessary to make an actor liablefor an alleged tort takes place.") .
359. Floret', S26¢m note 157, at 1654-55; SCC RESTATEMENT ($ECOND~ OF CONFLICT OFLaws § 145 (1) (1971) ("The rights and liabilities of the parries with respect to an

;~D~
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conflict of laws would produce the same result as in Cheromiah butwould arrive there by different reasoning. Still, courts in states usingboth approaches to resolve a conflict of state laws have concludedthat tribal law should not be applied in FICA cases.480 In Louis, afederal district court in New Mexico used the lex loci deliciti approachand found New Mexico law to apply because the plaintiff died in anAlbuquerque hospital, rather than in Indian country.'Commentators argue that this approach allows for application oftribal law under a different set of facts: The Louis court's discussionof its strong reservations against applying tribal law, however, suggeststhat those commentators may be overly optimistic ~ Furthermore,under the modern approach the difficulty in ascertaining precisewhat tribal law is for a given tribe weighs against choosing tribal law.Even though most courts have rejected the use of tribal law togovern these disputes, the statutory scheme governing tribalcontracting leaves this possibility open, which could potentiallysubject the United States to liability based on tribal law that may benearly impossible to ascertain in some cases.'''' Tribal law is notobjectively better or worse than state law, but the practical difficultiesin ascertaining tribal law make it inconsistent with the FTCA.~

issue in tort are determined by the local law of the state which, with respect to thatissue, hay the most significant relationship to the occurrence and the parses ....").360. Com are Louis, 54 F. Sup. 2d at 1210-11 (applying the lex loci dedicti standardand concluding that New Mexico law a~plied) , with Ben v. United States, No. CV 04-185aPC'T-PGR, 2007 WL 1461626, at 2-4 (D. Ariz. May 16, 2007) (acknowledgingArizona's use of the "most significant relationship" standard but finding tribal lawnot to be an acceptable option and therefore not getting to the issue).361. See Louis, 54 F. Supp. 2d at 1211 (finding that the result of the negligencemanifested itself off the reservation).
362. See Florey, supra note 157, at 1668 (arguing that the Louis court left the dooropen for application of tribal law in fixture cases); cf. Pearson, supra note 286, at 744(suggesting new fact patterns could make tribal law more viable in FTGA cases).363. See Louis, 54 F. Supp. 2d at 1210 n.5 (cataloguing concerns about applyingtribal law under the FICA and concluding that interpret~ng the law of the place tobe tribal law would constitute an expansion of the FICA that is best left forCongress).
364. See Pearson, suprra note 286, at 740 (conceding that the d'~fficulty ofdetermining the law may ~n some instances make it harder for courts to choose triballaW); see also RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2) (g) (1971) (listingease of determining the law as one of the factors for courts to consider in choosingwhat law to apply).
365. See supra note 337 (arguing this application is not what Congress intendedwhen it passes the FTGA).
366. See FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 478 (1994) ("[W]e have consistently heldthat [the FTCA's] reference to the ̀ law of the place' means law of the State ....").While there may be instances where the tribes have written law on the relevantsubject, allowing the selective use of tribal law in such cases puts courts in theuncomfortable position of having to judge the adequacy of tribal law.

1C7
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Further, using tribal law violates the principle of not making theUnited States' liability dependent on another sovereign's laws.'6'
The potential pitfalls of applying tribal law expose another reasonwhy Congress should reconsider extending the FICA to cover tribal

contractors and replace it with private insurance.~'~" Even if Congressfails to advance a comprehensive solution, it should at least specifythat state law, rather than. tribal law, should apply in these situations.Congress took the drastic step of extending the FICA to keep costsdown for the tribes entering into Self-Determination Act contracts,yet after more than twenty years, most prudent tribes continue topurchase private insurance due to uncertainty about the FTCA.~9The current practice is wasteful in that the tribes save little moneyand the United States ends up paying extra.'° Congress had alaudable goal in helping the tribes enter into Self-Determination Actcontracts, but using the FICA failed to accomplish that goal, and theexperiment in extending it to the Indian tribes should beabandoned.

III. SUGGESTIONS FOR REFORM: CONGRESS SHOULD REPLACE FTCA
COVERAGE FOR TRIBAL CONTRACTORS WITH SUBSIDIZED PRNATE~.....

INSURANCE

Congress sought to protect the tribes from the costs of buyingexpensive liability insurance when it extended the FICA to cover thetribes' torts.y" Replacing FICA coverage with subsidized privateinsurance would simplify the process and cut costs for both thefederal government and the tribes. According to a BIA studycommissioned by Congress, however, many tribes opt to purchaseprivate insurance coverage due to either lack of certainty or

367. Sv.~ United States v. Spelar, 888 U.S. 217, 221 (1949) ("Congress was rcady tolay aside a ~'reat portion of the sovereign 's ancient and unquestioned immunity fromsuit, [but] it was unwilling to subject the United States to liabilities depending uponthe laws of a foreign dower."). But cf. Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 90 LT.S. (5 Pet.) 1,17 (1831) (categonung the tribes as "domestic dependent nations"); Cheromiah v.United States, 55 F. Supp. 2d 1295, 1308 (D.N.M. 1999) (finding that because thetribes were not foreign countries this exception could not apply).568. See infra Part III (developing the recommendation for replacing the FTCAwith private insurance further).
369. See 2000 Senate Tribal Tort Liabality Hering, supra note 101, at 11 (statement ofMichael Anderson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs) (revealing thatninety percent of tribes entering into Self-Determination Act contracts buy privateinsurance) .
370. See 2000 GAO REpoaz', supra note 56, at 5 (noting that the federalgovernment pays for private insurance throughSelf-Determination Act contractsupport funds in addition to paying for FTCA judgments and settlements).871. See 1987 Scrcate Self~eternaa~nacima Act Hearirs~, supra note 57, at 1 (statement of Sen.Inouye) (discussing the problem of "indirect costs associated with ~-ibal contracting).

'~
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awareness of the extent of FTCA COVeT1ge."'~ This practice is wastefulfor both the tribes and the federal government. Furthermore, theGAO report identified some major problems with applying the FTCAto tribal contractors, particularly in the area of law enforcement """T'he Campbell and Gorton bills from 1998 each contain ideas thatcould usefully guide the analysis of proposals for reform. The Gortonbill, unlike the Campbell bill, proposed to end the experiment ofcovering tribal contractor torts with the FTCA."" That bill's sweepingscope, however, seems to have rankled some key members of theSenate and thus has never been passed.97g The problem with theGorton bill is that it goes too far into the thorny issue of abrogatingtribal sovereignty, rather than focusing on tribal contractor torts g'sThe Self-Determination Act already waives tribal sovereign immunityfor cases arising from torts committed by tribal contractors and thereis no need, from a tort perspective, to go any further 477 TheCampbell bill, on the other hand, does not extend far enough andassumes that the line between what the FICA covers and what privateinsurance covers is clear."'" The Campbell bill focuses on extendinginsurance to cover areas left untouched by the FTCA."'~
A solution to the problem of liability coverage for FICA.contractors would be to combine elements from both bills. Thissolution would completely remove FTCA coverage from tribalcontracting and instead focus on assisting the tribes in acquiringcomprehensive private liability insurance.

372. See 2000 Senate Tribal Tort Liability Heareng, supra note 101, at 87 (observingtha[ neither the tribes nor insurance companies understand what the FICA coversand are unable to use it effectively).
978. Sae ge~'terslly 2000 GAO REPORT, su~ira note 56, at 31 fig.6 (illustrating the poorfit between the FTCA and tribal contractors in graphic form).3'74. SeeAmerican Indian EqualJustice Act, S. 1691, 105th Cong., § 1 (1998).375. See 1998 Senate Tribal S ~g~c Immunity Hearing, supra note 91, at 3(statement of Sen. Daniel R Inouye, V. ice Chairman, S. Comm. on Indian Affairs)("Given this dramatic and some would say radical departure from the well-established course of our history and our laws, I believe it is only natural to inquirewhat maybe in law or in fact that would require us to so abnxpdy abandon what hasstood for so long.").
976. See Amencan Indian Equal Justice Act, S. 1691, § 4 (a) (waiving tribalsovereign. immunity virtually in its entirety, beyond what would be required tore lace the FTGA with subsidized private insurance).~77. S~ su~bra note 89 (discussing the waiver of tribal sovereign immunity) .378. See S. 2097, 105th Cong. § 201(b) (1998) (improving coordination betweenthe tribes and the federal government on insurance Issues); cf. 2000 GAO REP01tT,su~ira note 56, at 35 (noting ongoing uncertainty about the extent of FICAcoverage).
3'79. See 105 CO[vv. REc:. 9867 (1998) (statement of Sen. Ben NighthorseCampbell) (explaining that his bill was "intended to provide a remedy m tortsituations for those tn'bes that are not covered by the Federal Tort Claims Act, orcovered by private secured liability insuranceA).

~, ~~
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Congress should require the tribes to obtain insurance, as it did
before 1990, and help the tribes pay for insurance through increased
contract support funds:"~0 Under this scheme, when an individual is
injured, he or she can settle with or bring suit against e insurance
comDa wit out worrvine at sovereien immunity wi serve as a bar
to recovery. Nurthermore, the tribes have an incentive to undertake
loss-reduction activities because doing so will bring down their

4A1insurance premiums.
Critics would likely suggest that this kind of measure degrades the

tribes by treating them like corporations rather than sovereign
nations.R~~ They would argue that taking away the FTCA's
discretionary function protection would result in the tribes being
subject to more liability than the government.i"~~ However, even
though the tribes are indeed sovereigns, Congress intended the
FICA to address the United States' sovereign immunity, not all
sovereigns. Therefore, the FTCA should not protect the tribes from
liabiliry.~"'' Applying the discretionary function exception, like other
FICA provisions, is problematic because it exposes the underlying
tensions created by a system in which a limited waiver of one
sovereign's immunity protects another sovereign from liability.

380. The Self-Determination Act mandates that Congress pay tribal contractsupport costs in full, but Congress often fails [o appropriate enough funds to coveractual costs by setting funding caps. Salazar v. Ramah Navajo Chapter, 132 S. Ct.2181, 2187 (2012). The Supreme Court held in 2012 that traditional governmentcontract rules would ~overn and the "[g]overnment must pay each tribe's contractsupport costs in full. ' Id. at 2186. The Supreme Court determined that if thegovernment fails to pay the promised Self-Determination Act contract support funds,the tribal contractor can sue under the Contract Disputes Act and judgments will bepaid from the Judgment Fund. Id. at 2193. Prior to Ramah, the tribes were skepticalof any solution proposing increased contract support funding because they could notbe assured that they would receive the funds promised. After Ramah, such concernsare unlikely to create barriers to the tribes receiving contract support funds. See id. at2195 (underscoring that the government rather than the tribe "must bear theconsequences of Congress' decision to mandate that the Government enter intobinding contracts for which its appropriation was sufficient to pay any individualtribal contractor, but ̀ insufficient to pay all the contracts the agency has made.'"(quoting Cherokee Nation v. Leavitt, 543 U.S. 631, 637 (2005))).
381. Cf. Letter from Edward B. Cohen to Jim Wells, surrra note 119, at 2 (observingthat ordinary incentives for loss-reduction activities are not present in tribalcontracting because the federal government, rather than the tribes, is heldresponsible for the torts committed by tribal contractors).
382. E.g., 1998 Senate Tribal Sovereign. Immunity Hearing, su~hra note 91, at 3(statement of Sen. Daniel K Inouye, Vice Chairman, S. Comm. on Indian Af~'airs).383. See Schlosser, suf»-a note 89, at 338 (making the point that removing thediscretionary function protection will lead to more liability than the United Stateswould have had if it provided the functions directly to the tribes through the BIA).384. See sufrra Part II.A (discussing sovereign immunity and the theoreticalproblem of applying the F"TCA to tribal contractors).
385. See supra note 116 (highlighting the differences between the United States'sovereign immunity and tribal sovereign immunity).

~` ..
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Arguing against FTCA protection for tribal contractors does not
insinuate that the tribes are careless and undeserving of assistance.
As part of the United States' continued trust relationship with the
tribes, the government should work to facilitate Indian self-
governance and help the tribes cover the costs of carrying out Self-
Determination Act contracts, including insurance.~'"~ Rather than
haphazardly using the FTCA to shield the tribes from liability,
Congress should assist the tribes in carrying out Self-Determination
Act contracts in a way that is fiscally responsible and transparent."
The funds to pay tort judgments against tribal contractors

providing services under the Self-Determination Act should be
appropriated by Congress, rather than given out automatically
through the Judgment Fund."" Integrating this funding into a more
regular budgeting process would further the goal of Indian self-
governance in that the tribes would still be protected against tort
liability but would have to take an active role in the process.
Nothing prevents individual tribes from fashioning statutes like the

FICA to dictate their sovereign immunity and tort liability relating to
their members.aR9 A tribal statute could very well include protection
for discretionary functions of tribal employees. Such a statute,
modeled on the FICA, could also include an administrative claim
requirement to encourage settlement.

386. See Statement on Congressional Passage of Tribal Law and Order Legislation,
2OIO DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC.~1 (July 21, 2010) (suggesting the United States is stillcommitted to facilitating tribal autonomy through Self-Determination Act contracts).See generally Nell Jessup Newton, Enforcing the Federallndian Tiu.st Rel¢tionship AfterMitchell, 31 CATx. U. L. REv. 635, 635-36 (1982) (discussing the trust relationshipbetween the federal government and the Indian tribes).
387. Critics suggest that the Jud ment Fund is not transparent because there is nosystematic way to track how much t~e United States pays out of the fund, which is notsixbject to the traditional a propnations process. SeeJudgment Fund TransparencyAct of 2011, H.R. 1446, ll~th Cong. § 2 (2011) (proposing reform by requiring alljudgments paid out of the Judgment Fund to be posted on a website). TheJudgment Fund Transparency Act has no co-sponsors and has not received anycommittee attention. Bill Su~n~nary f~' Status, H.R 1446, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d112:H.R.1446: (last visited Nov. 8> 2012).388. See F7c;[.~, su{ira note 20, at 75-77 (discussing the history of the Judgm entFund); id. app. E at 145 (providing a sample letter with the information needed toreceive payment from the~judgm ent Fund).
389. See Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 359 (2001) (noting that "`the inherentsovereign powers of an Indian tribe do not extend to the activities ofnonmembers of the tribe' except to the extent ̀ necessary to protect tribal self-government or to control internal relations"' (quoting Montana v. United States,450 U.S. 544, 564-65 (1981))) .

~rci__.~
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CONCLUSION

Using the FICA to cover torts committed by tribal contractors
contravenes the FTCA both in theory and in practice. Congress
extended the FICA to cover tribal contractors to try to facilitate more
contracting, but it failed to consider the far-reaching implications of
the extension.
Applying a waiver of the United States' sovereign immunity to

tribal sovereigns convolutes the logic behind FTCA, jurisprudence in
numerous areas. It muddies the application of the FTCA's
discretionary function protection. Courts have struggled to
determine the extent to which the tribes can exercise the discretion
that is usually reserved only for federal employees and expressly
withheld from contractors. Furthermore, applying the FTCA to tribal
contractors makes it hard to determine when employees are to be
considered within the scope of their employment, a key
determination in evaluating FTCA liability. The system breaks down
even further with tribal law enforcement officers, which is one of the
main areas for which the tribes enter into Self-Determination Act
contracts. Here, a loophole bars government liability for txibal
contractor actions where the victim could otherwise proceed if the
tortious officer worked directly for the government. These cases also
raise choice-of-law issues, leading to the possibility that courts could
apply tribal law rather than federal law. Courts may, however, have
trouble accurately discerning tribal law, and applying another
nation's laws is inconsistent with the FTCA's rule against applying the
laws of foreign nations.
Although Congress sought to simplify liability coverage for tribal

contractors by extending the FICA, in practice, the current statutory
scheme has only created more confusion. Courts have produced
inconsistent and bizarre results, causing uncertainty over coverage.
As a result, savvy tribes with many Self-Determination Act contracts
often decide to play it safe and opt to purchase private liability
insurance that is duplicative of whatever coverage the FTCA provides.
Congress's "solution" not only fails to solve or mitigate the problem
for the tribes, but it also causes the government to incur the extra
cost of defending related cases.
Congress should abandon its experiment of using the FTCA to

cover tribal contractors and should instead help the tribes purchase
private insurance to protect them from liability incurred while
carrying out Self-Determination Act contracts. Doing so would not
downgrade the tribes' sovereign status. Instead, helping the tribes
purchase private insurance would empower the tribes to take a more

_l1.
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active role in selfgovernance. As the tribes undertake more Self-
Determination functions, they must take on increased responsibility if
they hope to achieve true self-determination.

/~
L..
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LAW FIR M

ZACH SCHMOLL
ATTORNEY

DIRECT fi12-206-3468

1-888-847-8517 EXT. 4fi8

ZACH@FIELDSLAW.COM

November 27, 2018

Unum
A~tn: Matthew Bi~zzell-Climo
P.U. Box 1 p0158
Columbia, SC 29242-3 1 5 8

RE: Min hang
Claim #: 14756790
Policy #: 908794

Dear Matthew:

Via fnx 800-447-2498 and Certified mail

Please accept the following documents, which comprise Ms. Ihang's appeal for long-term

disability benefits:

Memorandum. in Support of Long-Term Disability Benefits with attached exhibits:

1. .iob Description
2. Medical Records from Loma I.i~ida
3. Additional Medical Records tram Loma Linda
4. Medical Records from Redlands Family IIealth Center
5. Medical Record from Arrowhead Regional Medical Center

6. Medical Record front Ur. Cannorn
7. Social Security Application Materials
8. Statement of Friend
9. Monitored I~-leart Rate Results
10. Medical Records from Dr. Bergin Family Counseling Center
1 1. Referral for Neuropsychological ̀Testing
12. POTS Information
13. Competitive Dance Photographs

We reseeve the right to submit additional i~7formatio» a~ received.

Please note that if Unum has the claimant's file reviewed by a medical and/or vocational

professional prior to Unurn's f lc determination, the claimant h~rcby requests an opportunity

to review and respond to such report prior to Ui1u~n issuing its 9inal det~rrninati~n. Please

9999 WAYZATA BLVD, MINNETONKA, MN 55305 ~'

MAIN 612-370-1511 WWW.FIELDSLAW.COM FACSIMILE 612-370-4256
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consider this a request for any reports generated and a copy of any medical and/~r
vocational expert's resume.

S'
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MiN ZHANG'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF LONG-TERM DISABILITY

BENEFITS APPEALING UNUM'S JUNE 5, 20l$ DENIAL

November 27, 2018

i~
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Ms. Zhang was forced out of work as a result of disabling medical conditions in March of

2017. (She continued to receive payroll through April of 2U 17). She submitted a timely claim

for long-term disability benefits under the Unum policy. By letter dated June 5, 2018, those

benefits were denied. This timely appeal now follows. Ms. Zhang's entire claim file with Unum

is incorporated herein by reference and must be reviewed in its entirety as a part of a full and fair

review.

FACTS

Ms. Zhang is a forty-three (43) year-ald female that has been out of work due to

headache, exhaustion, dizziness, sensitivity to light and sound, POT5, and rapid heart rate. Her

disabling medical conditions date back to a fall that occurred on the frozen sky walk at the Grand

Canyon. Prior to this incident, she was a highly functioning individual, both at work and in her

social life.

Prior to going c ut of work, she was working as a Scniar Decision Support Analyst.

[Exhibit 1 ]. This is a high level cogr►itive requirement position. The job requirements include

but are not limited to:

1. Understand and participate in FOCUS PDSA and Quality Improvement.

2. Performs patient centered care or service.

3. Responsible for monthly maintenance or loading data, updating tables and balancing

system.

4. Prepare quarterly reporting of financial analysis from a service line, payer and physician

perspective.

1~
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5. Coordinate with Managed Care and the Business Office nn analysis related to contract

negotiation.

6. Prepare quarterly managed care reporting with analysis as needed related to terms,

service lines, etc.

7. Prepare reports that support reimbursement issues/audits and contractual accounting

needs.

8. Coordinate needs far data for Physician Ancillary Services as well as incorporating

practice data into decision support system.

9. Prepare analysis related to utilization cost on as add needed basis.

10. Walking and sitting frequently.

l 1. Carrying and Lifting frequently.

12. Other duties as required.

Unum claims that Ms. Zhang's medical ennditions and her inability to work are not

substantiated in the records, which is false. Records from Loma Linda, dating back to February

of 2017, are provided as Exhibit 2. She reported to Loma Linda with a constant headache,

dizziness, and nausea. She was forgetful and confused immediately a#~er the fall. Frorn that

point forward, she had difficulty with concentration. As the months went by, her symptoms did

nit improve. She was diagnosed with post concussive syndrome and tension headache.

She proceeded to engage in physical therapy, where ongoing dizziness and difficulty

concentrating is noted. These records continue throughout 2017. She continues to report

dizziness and nausea with any activity. Her treating physicians had her off work during the

course of treatment. Her treating physicians have never released her for full duty work.

Additional records from Loma Linda are attached as Exhibit 3. These records document ongoing

3
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issues with chest pain, emcsis, irregular heart beat, palpitations, nausea, fatigue, dizziness,

lightheadedness, left arm, neck and shoulder pain, left arm tingling/numbness, shortness of

breath, chest tightness, dyspnea on exertion within 10 minutes of walking. The pattern of

symptoms had been worsening. Her heart rate had been running 142-157 beats per minute.

Ms. Zhang has also received treatment from Redlands Family Health Center. [Exhibit 4].

Asher conditions and symptoms had not im~aroved in over a year and a half, she has

continuously sought out the best professionals for her care. Based on her ongoing symptoms and

lack of resolution with the treatment provided, she began seeking treatment for POTS —Postural

Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome. This is documented in the Redland Family records as well

as subsequent records. She has had continuous problems with a racing heart despite no physical

activity. She feels faint constantly. The records document that since the fall in early 2017, she

has continued to experienced headaches, dizziness, nausea, palpitations and presyncope. She has

also had neck pain since the fall.

Dr. Luong has provided a specific report within Exhibit 4 documenting Ms. Zhang's

post-concussive syndrome and POTS. She is unable to perform many activities of daily living

due to severe headaches since the injury in January of 2017. She attempted to conduct a stress

test in September of 2018, but she was dizzy just from standing after sitting. Her driver's license

was ultimately restricted as a result of her dimness and syncope episodes. Ms. Zhang passed

out completely while sitting in her apartment in July of 2 18, when. the weather exceeded 85

degrees. The records repeatedly confirm a dia~nasis of POTS since April of 2017.

Included in the medical records in Exhibit 4 is an eye witness statement in support of Ms.

Zhang, the incident in January 2417 when she fell, and the resulting impact afterwards. The loss

4
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of~inc~me and medical insurance made it difficult to get medical treatment after March of 2018.

She had to borrow money in order to pay for an MKI. In August of 2018, she regains medical.

insurance, asld she is able to continue treatment.

Records from Arrowhead Regional Medical Center are attached as Lxhibit 5. ̀ These

records again document the stark contras! in Ms. Zhan~;'s life before and. after the fall in January

2017. "I'he fall resulted in post-concussive syndrome and autonomic instability resulting in

tachycardia and dizziness.

Ms. %hand was ultimately able tc~ get in for tr~atincnt through Dr. David Gannom, who is

a reno~nmed exert in this area. Dr. Cannom ptc~vides an excellent outline of her symptoms and

the path leading her treatment to him, attached as L;xhibit 6. She continues to experience resting

low blood pressure, temperature intolerance, dicziness, paresthesias, headaches, vestibular

symptoms, overwhelming fatigue, poor sleep, cervical pain, memory loss, disconnected thoughts,

brain fog, chest discomfort and near syncope. It is noteworthy that filer pulse was taken th~•ec

times during the visit, with a reading of 123, 125, and 103. She is diagnosed with POTS, resting

tachycardia, persistent, post concussive syndrome, and dysaliton~inia. I Ier sitting heart rate in

the fall of 2016 was 68 BPM. Her sitting heart rate as of May 2017 was 100.

Dr. Ca~lno~n specifically states that Ms. Ihaug "remains disabled from her previous high

functioning financial consulting; profession and competitive ballroom dancing."

Ms. Zhang continues to pursue benefits through social security disability. Some of her

application materials are attached as Exhibit 7. The first is a Junction report completed by Ms.

Lhang. 'Phis report provides further insight into the c;o»trast between Ms. Zhang's abilities

before the fall and after. The second is a statement provided by a friend of Ms. I,han~, who has

5
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known her for 6 years. This statement documents more changes since the fall and Ms. Zhang's

ability to perform day-to-day duties. [Exhibit 8].

Ms. Zhang's doctor ordered an extended period heart rate monitor, and the results are

telling. [Exhibit 9]. Throughout the records, every day her heart rate increases t~ an excessive

level, without physical activity. These days are also documented with shortness of breath,

lightheadedness, dizziness, heart racing, and chest pains. Since being forced nut of work due t~

medical conditions, the situation has resulted in increased stress and anxiety. Ms. Zhang has also

sought mental health treatment to help deal with these residual issues. [Exhibit 10]. Her doctors

ha~rc ordered ongoing treatment, including neuropsyc~ological testing. [Exhibit I 1 J.

POTS is not awell-known condition and is often missed completely or misdiagnosed,

and it presents a host of other issues. (see:

htt~/lwww~dvsautonomiainternational.or~/pa~e~~?ID=_30,

httbs:/Iwww,ncbi.nlm.nih.gc~v/~mciarticles/PMC53969451) and Exhibit 12.

Prior to her fall in January of 2(}l 7 and the onset ofpost-concussive and POTS

symptoms, Ms. Zhang was a healthy and active individual. Exhibit 13 shows just a few shots of

her participating in competitive dancing and exercise. [Exhibit 13]. Later in the same exhibit

shows her heart rate increasing to excessively high amounts while not increasing activity. Ms.

Zhang's prior occupation was highly demanding cognitively, and she was engaged in an

extremely active and fulfilling lifestyle. Her stoppinb work anti her social activities would be

inexplicable but for her medical conditions since leaving work. Her treating doctors have never

released her to work full duty.

~~
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Unum failed to conduct an Independent Medical Examination or a Neuropsychological

evaluation in denying the benefits due.

POLICY LANGUAGE

Plan Provisions:

Definition of Disability/Disabled:

You are disabled when Unurn determines that:

- You are limited from performing the material and substantial duties of your regular
occupation due to your sickness or injury; and

- You have a 20% or more loss in your indexed monthly earnings due to the same
sickness or injury.

You must be under the regular care of a physician in order to be considered disabled.

Material and Substantial Duties means duties that:

- Are normally required for the performance of your re~~.ilar occupation; and
- Cannot be reasonably omitted or modified.

Regular Occupation means the occupation you are routinely performing when your disability
begins. Unum will look at your occupation as it is normally performed in the national economy,
instead of how the work tasks are performed for a specific employer or at a specific location.

STANDARD

ER1SA specifically states that an administrator such as Unum is a ̀'fiduciary," Z9 C.F.R,

§ 2560.503-1(g)(2), and further indicates:

A fiduciary shall discharge his duties with respect to a Plan solely in the interests of the
participants and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to the
participants and their beneficiaries...29 U.S.C. ~ 1004.

7
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ARCUM~NT

I. UNUM CRRED IN FINDING MS. ZHANG NAT DISABLCU FROM HER
OWN OCCUPATIOI~i.

Ms. 7_hang is clearly disabled frt~rn perf'oiming the material and substantial duties of her own

occupation since her date of disability forward. "Thy medical records arc extensive. T'he

opinions of the treating physicians are not. refuted by any of Unum's baseless assertions. Ms.

7ha~ig was living a wonderful life prior to the onset of these disablii~~ c~nditic~ns. She was

working in a high level cobnitive demanding position, and she was competing in dance

competitions at a high level with great success. ~very~thing changed in the months after her• fall,

and those changes are documented throughout the records. The inability of the initial medical

professionals to pinpoint what is a poorly understood condition cannot be held against Ms.

Ihang. Dr. David Cannom, a renowned expert in this field, has clearly stated that Ms. Zhang is

unable to perform any work, much less the high-le e] cognitive work shy was previously

performing. The disabling medical conditions are the only logical ~;xplanation for Ms. Zhan~

abruptly stopping work and also falling out of her social activities.

"A decision will be f and not to be based on substantial evidence whc;re there is excessive

reliance on selective evidence." Ace v. Aetna Life h~surance Co. 139 F.3d 1241, 1247 (9~~' Cir.

I998). Moreover, "an insurer may not predicate its denial of benefits on a medical opinion based

on a selective or partial review of the administrative record." Moon v. tlnum Provident Corp.,

405 F.3d 373, 382 (6`~' Cir. 2005). A plan must consider the evidence in its totality. f1 decision

which is improperly selective an treatment notes or neglects to consider clinical findings is not

based on substantial evidence. Sep Norris v. C'iti Bunk, IVA Drs•ability Plan (S01), 30$ P.3d 880,

885 (8~" Cir. 2002) (Court criticised the insurer's selective review of'the evidence). In this case,

E~
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it is clear that Unum improperly relied on selective evidence and has discounted the treating

physicians' opinions that support the claimant's disability claim. While an ERISA plan

administrator need not accord special deference to a treating physician's opinion, Black &

Decker Disability Plana v. Nvrd., 538 U.S. 822, 825 (2003), an administratUr may not "arbitrarily

refuse to credit a claimant's reliable evidence, including the opinions of a treating physician."

Id. At 834.

Courts have routinely held that total disability does not mean a state of absolute

helplessness or inability to perform any task relating to one's employment.. Hawkins v. First

Union Corporation I ong-Term 17isability Ilan, 326 F.3d. 914, 918 (7th cir.2003) {A disabled

person should not be punished far heroic efforts to work by being held to have forfeited his

entitlement to disability benefits should he stop working); Cooper• v. Bowen, 815 F.2d 557, 561

(9'h Cir. 1987). (Disability does nat mean that a claimant must vegetate in a dark roam excluded

from all forms of human and social activity); Thompson v. Standard Ins. Co., 167 Fed. 2d 1186

(D. Or. 2001) (disabled individual need not be reduced to complete immobility to be entitled to

benefits and not all recreational activities, such as strikinb a golf ball, are transferable to the

workplace); Black v. Jefferson Pilot Financial Ins. Co., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS ] 186 (W.D.KY.,

January 12, 2006) (Insurer's conclusion that if one can "hike the woods in pursuit of the elusive

turkey he can surely do some kind of work", ignores entire question of whether one can maintain

work and earn a salary). This stringy of cases clearly demonstrates that one's attempts to carry out

activities of recreation or daily living, should not preclude one from disability coverage.

Furthermore, when used in the occupational sense, "disability" means "the inability to

perform the substantial and material parts of one's occupation in the customary and usual manner

and with substantial continuity." Blt~zek v. 1Vorth American Life &Casualty Company, 87

D
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N.W.2d 36 (Minn. 1957); also see Laidlaw v. The Commercial Ins. Co. of'Newark, 255 N.W.2d

807, 812 (Minn. 1977) and Dvwdle v. Nat'l Life hzs. Co., No. 2003 WL 22047858, at *3 (D.

Minn. Aug. 2$, 2003).

The medical evidence clearly demonstrates that Ms. Zhang is disabled under the teens of

the policy. There is no evidence present by Unum to refute the voluminous medical records and

opinions of multiple treating physicians. Her• benefits must be approved.

II. UNUM ERRED IN NOT CONDUCTING AN INDEPENDENT MEDICAL
EXAMINATION AND RELYING ON A PAPER REVIEW.

Unum failed to conduct an Independent Medical Examination during their review.

ì Although Courts do not always require an insurance company to obtain an IME, they regularly

have where the medical evidence is that of an "uncommon disease." Wov v. Deluace Corporation,

144 F.3d 11.57, 1151 (8'h Cir. 1.998). Ms. Zhang's disabling conditiaiis are anything but

common, and they are surely better evaluated by an in-person examination rather than a paper

review. If Unum questions the validity of her treating physician opinions, who have intimate

first-hand knowledge of Ms. Zhanb and her conditions, Unum could have conducted an in-

person evaluation. Unum should have conducted an Independent Medical Examination or

Neuropsycholo~ical Evaluation, and their failure to conduct one is a lack of diligence and a lack

of foundation for their decision to deny Ms. Zhang's benefits. A simple medical consultant

review is not evidence, and it surely cannot override the opinions of multiple treating physicians.

Unum cannot ignore the well-founded opinion of multiple medical professionals based on in-

person examinations. Ms. Zhang's benefits must 1~~; paid.
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CONCLUSION

The claimant has complied with the terms of the plan. She has provided ample evidence

in support of her disability. She respectfully requests that Unum reverse its denial and pay

benefits retroactively pursuant to the policy.

11 ,~ Z
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GRAND GANYDN RESORT CORPORATION
2017 BOARD OF DIRECTORS BIOGRAPHIES

Chairvvoman Candida L. Hunter

Candida L. Hunter, a member of the Hualapai Tribe, serves as the Chairwoman of theBoard of Directors for the Hwal'bay Ba:j Enterprises, Inc. DBA Grand Canyon ResortCorporation. Hunter also serves as the Senior Director of Tribal Affairs for First ThingsFirst. She previously served as a Hualapai Tribal Council member, an employee ofGrand Canyon Resort Corporation, the Hualapai Tribe and volunteered on severaltribal, state and federal boarcls and committees.

Luis Sanchez

Luis Sanchez grew up on the Colorado River Indian Reservation (CRIR) in Parker,Arizona. After high school, he joined the United States Marines Corps. He was stationedat Camp Lejeune, North Carolina and did one tour in the Mediterranean Sea. After hismilitary service, Luis attended and graduated from Scottsdale Community College, inArizona with an Associate of Arts Degree in 1982. He then went on to continue hiseducation and graduated from Arizona State University with a Bachelor of Sciencedegree in Business Administration.

Mr. Sanchez began his career with the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of PrisonIndustries in 1985. He started as an Accountant Trainee before working his way upwithin the agency, being promoted to many different positions throughout theU.S. His positions included: Accountant (Butner, North Carolina), BusinessManageNController (Memphis, Tennessee), Management Analyst (CorporateWashington, DC), Superintendent (Safford, Arizona). and was a part of the ExecutiveStafF as an Associate Warden (assistant CEO}. Mr. Sanchez has more than 29 years ofgovernment service with the Department of Justice as well as the U.S. Marine Corps.
Barney "B.J." Enos, Jr.

Barney "B.J." Enos, Jr., (Akimel O'odham, enrolled with Gila River Indian Community),is a consultant with Akimel Advisors, providing tribal business development consulting

~ ~~
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services, as well as asset management and security services to tribal and non-t~balclients. Prior to his venture into sole proprietorship, B.J. was a public servant in bothan appointed and elected official capacity with the Gila River Indian Community.
As an appointed official, B.J. served for 9 years with the Gila R1ver Health CareCorporation Board of Directors, 8 years as a member of the Board of Directors with theWild Horse Pass Development Authority and two terms as the District Four CommunityCouncil Representative from 2009 to 2014.

B.J. received a Bachelor's of Science in Health Sciences with an emphasis inCommunity Health Education from the University of Arizona and a Master of PublicAdministration from Arizona State University. He resides in the village of Upper Santan,(District 4), on the Gila River Indian Community.

Alex Shelton

Alex Shelton is an International Tourism Consultant, working with TourismGovernmental ~gencies in Columbia, Peru and Ecuador, while also working with the USConvention Bureaus on International Travel Issues. Prior to consulting he was the VicePresident of Sales &Marketing, for the Albuquerque Convention and Visitors Authority.
While working with many Convention and Visitors Bureaus, he attended nationaltourism trade shows, and was elected Industry Chairman of Committees.During hfs more than 20 years in hospitality, he worked for many tourism leaders in LasVegas and other key US markets.

Within the hotel industry, he worked with the Venetian to increase sales from conventionbusiness and has be involved with many start-ups in the US and China. Mr. Shelton isGoogle Ad Certified. and has a strong background in project management and revenuemanagement. He has worked with hotel properties across the US through his AssetManagement Ownership firm, developing effective marketing, brand positioning, andaggressive sales strategies.

He is an Adjunct Professor at UNLV Hotel College, and is a Guest Lecturer atUniversities in Ecuador, Peru and Columbia. He is a UNLV Graduate, who transferredto the school after playing football and attending Washington State University.
Elisa Bradley

Elisa Bradley, a member of the Hualapai Tribe with many years of experience workingin the Tribe's tourism, environmental and marketing entities, joined the GCRC Board ofDirectors in March 2016. Elisa works currently as an Adult Probation Officer with theMaricopa County Adult Probation Department. She received her Bachelor's of Sciencein Recreation Management with an emphasis in Outdoor Recreation from Arizona StateUniversity, and has a Master's of Business Administration degree with an emphasis inMarketing.

P'
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Elisa developed a strong sense of devotion to her Tribe at a young age. She enjoys achallenge and her passion and commitment to her people, the Hualapai, are the mostimportant aspect of her role as Director. Elisa currently lives in Gilbert with her husband,Francis, and their three children.

Tom Lettero

Tom Lettero has more than finro decades of experience from a series of high financialmanagement positions within large hotels and casinos including: Cannery CasinoResorts LLC; Caesars Palace; Mirage Resorts; Aladdin Gaming LLC; StratosphereCorporation; Palace Casinos Inc.; and MGM Grand Hotel, Casino and Theme Park.

Mr. Lettero's career began after receiving a Bachelor's degree in BusinessAdministration in Public Accounting from Pace University, and a Master's of Sciencedegree in Accounting with an emphasis in Management from the University of Nevada.

His early career included over a decade of experience driving positive outcomes in avariety of business roles with duties including: Budget Management, P~&L Development,M&A, Capital Structure Management, Cost Containment and Continuous Improvement.Currently, as President and CFO for Cannery Casino Resorts LLC, Tom leadsall facets of operations, treasury, and accounting, with the additional responsibility ofinvestor relations and project financing.
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